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Computers in Agriculture
University of Minnesota
Technical College, Waseca
March 22-23, 1984
PROGRAM

Conference Objectives:
1.
To determine is a computer is feasible for my farm or
agribusiness enterprize.
2.
To understand computer state-of-the-art technology.
An
assessment of computer technology for farm operator/managers, agribusiness, consumers and educators in future
utilization.
Conference Audience:
Farm operator/managers, agribusinesses, agricultural educators
and service personnel.
Thursday, March 22
8:00 a.m. Registration - Coffee and refreshments
8:30
Exhibits Open
10:00
Opening Session - Dr. Curtis Norenberg, Office of Special
Programs
ModeratorRoger Wilkowski, Waseca County Extension
Director
Keynotes - Ear 1 Fuller,
Extension Farm Management
Specialist, "What Priority Should I Give On Buying A Farm
Computer".
Discussion on:
Do I need a computer?
How and
where are computers being used in Agriculture?
What
factors should I consider in deciding if a computer is for
me?
11:00
Steve Zimmerman, Northfield - "SOFTWARE- Its Selection,
Availabiltiy and Uses". A discussion on compatability,
availability, reliability, questions to ask when shopping,
and problems a user should be aware of in buying software.
12:00 p.m.Lunch
Exhibits Open
2:00
ModeratorArnie Sandager, District Program Leader,
Agricultural Extension Service.
"Farmer User Panel Discussion"
Experienced users'will
discuss how and where computers are being used in their
farm businesses.
they will talk about the rewards - as
well as the trials and tribulations - which are associated
with integrating a computer into the farm business.
This
is followed by audience discussion.
3:30
Break (Refreshments served)
3:45
Al Brudelie, Truman - •utilization- What I Can Do With And
Without It On My Own•. ·Discussion and demonstration of
common computer uses to include on electronic spreadsheet
and data base programs.
5:00
Adjourn
Exhibits open until 5;30
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Friday, March 23.
8:30
9:30

10:30
10:45
12:00
1:00

2:00

2:45
3:00

4:00
5:00

Exhibits Open
Moderator - John Peterson, Sibley County Extension Director.
Will Marsh, University of Minnesota - "Dairy Management
Applications".
Session on specific and practical
applications for dairy operations.
Refreshment Break
Dr. Thomas Stein, University of Minnesota"Swine
Management Procedures".
Presentation on ideas and
procedures appropriate for swine producers.
Lunch
Exhibits open
Moderator - Floyd Bellin, Martin County Extension Director.
Dr. Hal Everett, University of Minnesota - "Marketing
Techniques". Discussion on marketing programs and some
new applications available in the near future.
James Wilkus, Kenyon - "Fundamentals of Agricultural
Computing".
Discussion of the problems and procedures in
hardware and software services, compatability, and
reliabiltiy.
Refreshment break
Jan Zielke, Agricultural Extension Service, EXTEND staff,
"Your
County Extension Agent and His Computer".
Presentation on policies, interfacing, what software is
available, how agents will use the micro computer, and
future assessing plans.·
Adjourn
Exhibits open
Exhibits close
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March 22-23, 1984
SPEAKER LISTING
Bellin, FloydMartin County Extension Director, 115
St., Fairmont, Mn. 56031.

s.

Brudelie, Al -Adult Vocational Agriculture Instructor,
Mn. 56088.

Truman,

Park

Everett, HalAssociate Professor, Extension Marketing
Specialist, Dept. of Agricultural and Applied Economics, 130
Classroon Office Building, University of Minnesota, St.
Paul, Mn. 55108.
Fu 11 er, Ear 1 - Professor, Extension Farm Management Spec ia 1 i st,
Dept. of Agricultural and Applied Economics, 249 Classroom
Office Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Mn.
55108.
Hankerson, Richard- Farm Operator, New Richland, Mn. 56072.
Marsh, WillCollege of Veterinary Science,
Minnesota, St. Paul, Mn. 55108.

University of

Norenberg, Curtis D. - Professor and Program Director, Office of
Special Programs, Agricultural Extension Service, University
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Mn. 55108.
Peterson, John - Sibley County Extension Director, Courthouse,
Box 207, Gaylord, Mn. 55314
Sandager, ArnieAgriculture District Program Leader,
Agricultural Extension Service,
146 Classroom Office
Building, University of Mineesota, St. Paul, Mn. 55108.
Stein, Thomas - College of Veterinary Medicine, 361 An. Sci./Vet.
Med. Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Mn. 55108.
Weist, Mark - Farm Operator, Rt. t3, Box 30, Le Seuer, Mn. 56058.
Wilkus, James - J.L. Wilkus and Associates, Kenyon, Mn. 55946.
Vreize, Cliff - Farm Operator, Trimont, Mn. 56176.
Zielke, Jan - EXTEND Project, Computer Information System,
Agricultural Extension Service, 415 Coffey Hall, University
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Mn. 55108.
Zimmerman, Steve - Plan-A-Farm,
55057.
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FLOPPY DISK DOS AND DON'TS
by Earl Fuller

DRIVES
l.

Do not place your disk drives near sources of electromagnetic radiation such as a color television or display
monitor.
Keep the drives as far from such sources as
possible--at least three feet.

2.

Do not attempt to clean the read/write heads of a disk
drive with anything other than a "cleaning diskette"
designed for that purpose.

3.

Clean a read/write head manually only when problems
develop. Cleaning, no matter how carefully done, can
scratch a head slightly.
If you're using a cleaning
diskette, follow manufacturer's instructions.

4.

Have your drives checked by a qualified technician every
six months. There are several delicate adjustments
that should be made periodically. Moving the drives
around, or just the vibration from normal operations,
throws these adjustments off, cutting down the reliability of the drive, thereby causing read/write errors
to occur more frequently.

5.

Avoid plugging your system into non-constant or fluctuating power sources.
Ideally, your computer system should
be the only appliance drawing power from its circuit.
However, as this is not usually possible, at least avoid
putting the computer on a circuit with appliances such
as air conditioners or refrigerators which may cause
sudden power fluctuations.

6.

Keep your drives away from: moisture or extreme heat or
cold; all chemicals; any small foreign objects such as
room dust, smoke, ashes, etc.

7.

If a drive develops a problem (read errors, scratched
diskettes, etc.), have it serviced as soon as possible
or valuable software may be lost.

8.

When a drive has been aligned, it may have difficulty
reading software used with the drive prior to its being
adjusted. Copy files on the aligned drive as soon as
possible.

9.

If you have multip~e drives, it is best to have them
aligned at the same time so that all alignments "lean"
in the same direction.
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DISKETTES
10.

Use only the stickers provided to write protect a
diskette.
Do not use masking tape or other kinds of
tape for this function because drives utilizing LEOs
to sense the protect status can read through the tape.
While some drives use a mechanical means of sensing
the write protect status of a diskette, most use LEDs.

11.

Keep diskettes away from electrical and magnetic
equipment (use Rule 1 as a guide). Do not put disks on
televisions, monitors or digitizing tablets.

12.

When using a bulk eraser on a diskette, stay far away
from diskettes you do ~ot wish to erase.

13.

As a general rule, do not turn your drives on and off
with diskettes inside them. With the Apple, the CPU
controls the read/write head but in the TRS-80, the
CPU has no control of the head during power up and
that lack of control can cause problems. Read your
owner's manual but when in doubt, power up first, then
put the diskettes into the drives.

14.

Keep your diskettes in a protected environment when not
in use. There are various products designed for the
protection and storage of diskettes.

15.

Never place any object on a diskette.

16.

Store diskettes in a vertical position (within the
mentioned protected environment) .

17.

Avoid writing on a diskette. If you must change a
label, make up the label first and put it over the old
label or make your changes with a felt tip pen only.

18.

If a diskette has been in a cold environment, allow it
to remain at room temperature for one-half the time
(to a maximum of 2 hours) it has been exposed to the
cold before using it in a drive.

19.

If a diskette is scratched inadvertently, copy those
files recoverable to a new diskette and discard the
damaged diskette.
If you then have problems reading
your new diskette, have the head cleaned as it may have
picked up particles from the damaged diskette.

20.

Never touch the exposed surface of a diskette; handle
a diskette by the jacket only.
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computrrs oorat! us1ng hex1dec1ma1
numoers.
HIGH LEVEL. LANGUAGE. :. ::.,outer
program~1:-:g .ang-..age t~.at aooroacnes E!'l·
;t ~ sn 1n ~~s syr. ~ax ..Js;;ally eas1e· :o :earl"
tl'an a !ow :ev! 1·anc; ... age su~:-: 3S asse,...ol;
ang01age. SA5i: . ::eoL ar.:: RPC ar~ ex·
a~o1es Y' ~ : ;:- .eve· : ar. ~ .. ages .
INPUT /OUTPUT or 1/0. ·.v~·::~g :c ~r
read:ng :lata "ro~ a c:~=- ·~:e· s ~e!':":or;. or
the ~onc:.:te• .vr:t : ~. ; ::; o~ ~eaomg f~o~
one =~ ~~s per:onera. oev:ces.

MICROPR ::ICESSOR. ~ 51:'\Qie ~~r.lat•..;r;zed
tr at con~atr.s corno1ete ·:omc~~e:
~roce~s1r. .~ 10g1c -:"'e etrc~~~ :s :yo1Ca11i' · ·z
:r.cn oy : ::-.c~ or smalie' ·n seve~a' .ayers.
MINI ·FLOPPY . :. : ·1• . :::sKe~e .
MODEM. · oev:ce a::ac::-.e:: oetweer. a :em·
o·;ter Jew :ce anc a :>!"lone .ir.e ::-a: :rans.ates :r. ~:1e '.:~r.!!" :::-!~: ! or. ~e:e!1::r.~ :r ~:-:e

c;r~ut:

::!"~ J:;'\s·~ar.c!s .

~1:U~\1

sta!".:s

~o~

\10eula:e-JE!v1ye'-:a:e.
MOS. ;r: ,~re ar~ c:·J~rer-,:Jy :·No r<.:ncs :; 6
comouter memory 1n JSe. :ere .an:: \105 .
MOS stanos fo~ -ne:a: ox::~e sem:cor.a:.;c:or
INTERACTIVE. '::::--:-::"::. use:: :c oes:~:ce a \o1CS :s ''our.:: :r. r:anc calc., :ators. ~~ :s
sortwar~ orog•ar.. ::-.at :~ov t oes Jill~ ane
:leared wnen cower ~ s :'Jrnec :~ . C:;;e
taKe :l!twee:- :n~ ~oe:aro~ a:-:e :-::ac~1ne . re:ams ::m-:a eve!i af-:e~ oower :s :'Jrned ot~ .
The orogram ~ay asK a oues•1or. tc :11c:: a
MTBF. ~..1ear. ::me ::>etweer. fau;.;res. :. v.-ay
~espcr.se ~ror:-. t:-:e ooera:::r ·::>r oreser.• a
senes of ::hoiCes •::rr. wr.te:-: ::-.e oceratcr c~ gaugmg ::-1e genera: rel:acll t•;· of a c1ec~
can se1e:t. Ma, a1so :.e re~e:re!: :c as ~on · ot gear.
versat1onai · mo::e .
MULTIPROCESSING. A syste~ wtt!'l two or
more cor~cuter ur.::s ::-.at ::a:-. worK tcKB. r<.ilocyte. One tnousanc bytes cf ;~e:hH
1nformat1or.. Commor.1y Jse:: to :ef!!: ::> •:"'e
memory s•ze of :ne :?!J . ). O.::KS :ono:;•er MULTIPROGRAMMING. ,:. :::~:::.;:e: ::;e:·
wou1C: :on•a1r. 54 ::iousanc cy;::s of at:~; sys~!:. ::--;z: .:an ;,ar.c1e :·::c or :"!1C!"e
cornou:e!· programs a: :r,e same ::me.
memory tn :ne \:?li.
Ac.:.;a1!y .c :we crogr:r':'1s are execute:: a:
KEYBOARD. Ar. :n::t:: ::ev1ce us:.;allv a:· ::-1e same ::me. -!'1::: exec\;t:cr. ~s .:-·
tactleo to a CRi or t:1eor :n:er. :: :ooKs ·liKe a :eneaveo. Secause :ne co~c'Jte~ :s sc ~as:.
~pewnter Keyboard. 7he :ata ::,•pee :r::c ,:
~t aooear:s ::: r:-,e "'se: as ::o:ougr. ~or: ::-.a:us1ng its Keys gees ~r.•o tne cor':'1::u:er.
one oro;:ra:-n ~s exec::.;~;r.g.
KEYSTROKE. ~ r<.eys:~oKe IS eac:-. ::me a key OBJECT I.ANGUAGE. Macn1ne :ar.;Jage ::>u:
on a Keyboaro ~s ::eoressec. ;. ~ount or out oy a :>;c;ia~ ~--a~s.ati:-;; syst~rr. s~c~ as
e!timate of Keys:~:>o<.es :s of:en t:sec :c a ccr':'1o: ,e!r o: asser':'1oler .
deterrntn~ "\CW .ong a ~:.:nc::on w1i : :at<e or
OBJECT I'ROGRAM or OBJECT CODE. ;.. o:o·
to pr1ce ~a:a en:~)· se~v1c:s .
gra:n ::"iCit :1as ~ee:'! :o:"7':::,ec ::" assa:. ~ ~ e~
LEASED LINE. 'Js;,.ai!y synonomcus w1tr. ano IS :eaay to :>e rur. . Sour~e ,ar.;-.;ac;e :s
dediCatee ;;;-;e.
wria: yet.. s:a~ w: :~ :ere:-: tia:"lSiat:c:i.
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER. O:'le ·.vn:c!'l OEM. :Jr~; : !'!a : E.::u:o:-ne~: 'v1ar.:.;fa::'.J!'!!~ ;.,
forms wnole c:-:a~ac:=:s ana ::;:.:>·:1aes :Ju:;:lu! :;r:--n cO~':-:;or:~ y ·sec tc .. e~e~ ~c a =~~=~t~r
much :ike a s:anearc o:'f:ce :y::lew~:re: :n sa1es c~; ;an : za~:o:-. ::-..:: :-.as a!". a:~an;e;..~:-.:
quality.
to !etl a f":"\a:1~fac-:l,;;-e:-s ;:oc"..::: ~ r. ~-=:-:~~
LINE PRINTER . .:. :-r::-. :e~ :!'Ia: c~~ocses anc 1nC:.Js::1es :ney wcu:e ::e ·ete:~ec :o .as
:mnts a wno1e . ~n~ a: a :1rr:e. its s;:>eeo :s oe:1ers c• ::s:::c:.;:c:s.
measurec '" ·ine! ~e . . ~~r.~t~ tl?~A I.
OFFLINE. ,:. :Je':l~:' ::-.a: :sr : c;.;rr;:>r.::·.
MACHINE LANGUAGE. :-exaoec : ~a. ::ce ::-.e a::ac ii !?C :: ::1e :o~.:'~:e~ :s sai: ~c ::>~ :;~f.
macn1ne !"las : ·~ : : : :~ oe ao1e :c : n:::~::~e: ~~e . J~~ .: :1~ st~~age :s :a~a o:- : :sKs cr :a=''?S
ctrec:ly. Cor.o~ . e-s a:-:c .ass~r:-:1 . e~s :~ar.s.are ·.v:"\e~~ :-:~ :::sK :!" :a~~ .sr. : c:;r~er.::y
;lrograrnrr:e: s c::ce ::-.:c ;..a::-:::-:e .ar; ... ag: . ""'\C~~t:: on a a~ :v : .
MAG TAPE or MAGNETIC TAPE . .:.. ::-:as: sto~ · ONLINE. -~e c::cos::: ::' ::f6 :me
age eev1ce :r:a: -s~s ·::e ,s :Jf ~. a;;;H : c :aoe OPERATING SYSTEM. :. s:: cf -.: ;·1 :or:-c!ex
~~.;c:-, like :he :ace .sec .:1 no;..e :aoe ·e: ·:"':'". o:...:~; ~ .. c;:--3r..s ~c~"':"\a! i y 3\,.;:~ : : e~ : y
ccroe:s. ~/oag :aoe ..;s~,al!y ·efe:s :;:; a s:;ec:':: -:~€ ·~· e-. :c:-- ::-.a: .::,r.:r~~s . "':"i:J:"l :t;,;s 3iiC -?:\=·
3, 4 :r.cr. ree1 :ape as o;;coseo :c :asse!:e CJtes o~o;·ar.s . 1: :ar. :;c~ec-.; : e 3r.c ~ cao
taoe .
pro~ra~ :s . o~oowce ::1e c::r.outer ·og. co:"·
MAIN FRAME. T!"ie :cmc~.::er ;t:;e!# :'\~~ t~cl ~..: 1': :- c:og~a:':": : ng ar.: ~an:: : e -o ... t:!'\c;
m;~uctng ;:>e:::~~e~31S .

ar.~ sc:"le ::J~: · ~;

MASS STORAGE DEVICE. :. ;:;:s". :asse::e Y
rnag :a:~e ::-.a: ·as ::-.= capac::] :o st~~e a
nurnoer c~ ·eccr;::s.
MASTER FILE . .l. "'l e r:-.a: :o"t31!'1S ::-.e ""'latr~ .
;:>e~rr:ane~: ~:':r~3: : :~ .sec .:- a ;ys:e""'l
C::'ler ~ ! .~~are ~~a~sa:: · o ... ~ ·~ es or •:1es ~.;se~
as :e~;;o~a·y we~" a·~as
MATRIX PRINTER . ;. -;-;3;:~ · ~ ::· · ~::~ ::·::-:s
.:su~ a ~;·: J~ jC:s ..:s~a ; . :~ : ::,- · ~
C:"iara~:e ... s ar~ ~c . . :-:-:e: :) ~::-:Jo\ ; :1; =~,.·a!!':
:Jots ::'\ :ne ;::e
MB. ~.1e~a::vt~ . J ~ ~ ""'l·d:or. O\'~!?S or ::-.ara:·
:e'S. :J;r':'1C:'.I~ ·~se ·: : ·~ r~re~· :o ~~e ar.:> ·.J:"~
of :r.forrr.atiOI" ::-.at :ar. oe s:ore: =~a ~ass
sror(lg~ ::e\·:ct> :L.::" ~s a .::s ... o~ :~:e :.
1OMB o:s" wo ·~ : c !io.e :en ~ ~" 1on c:-:a~ac:e~!

PASCAL . .:. "\1;:- ·e·:e·

of

1r.for~Jtton

;a : ~ : ;-~

:f

:e~!::lr.a. comm~..::-l:ca:,or.s

:>C:J~ : a .. :::,·

.ar.gt:age

::~c:;;~am':-. ;:

"-

:-: : :~:'::~o"""~~,.

PROGRAM.;. set o~ ccncuter ~o~t::'le~ .se!l
to so1ve 3 o~:o1e~ . -ne :-sr·uc:1ons are
~xe~:.;te~

;:" :!"',e

~;oe; :;.~i·

.. ~

wr:~ter.

PROGRAMING LANGUAGE . .:. se: c~ ~ ·~.~s ~ r .::
cor.·.-ent1ons \;S~:: :c ::reoa·e :ne sour:: ::·:;,
gram fc~ ::ar.s:a:::::r. ::~; :ne cc~:::~ :e~ ::.::c~
.ar.;;:;age ~as ::sow:- ... 1es E:..a!""':: ~ es ;:• ::·c ·
;~ar':'1tn~ .ar-;~ages ar~

3..l.SI: .

.:Jec:...

~ :-. :

~0': .

RAM.

Access 'Ae~orj ~~'= ::cr~ · -:r
:'!"ie-nor! ;e~e:a"! a•. a, a:: ~ e ::
!xe::..:te or:; .. a:"ns a~c s::r~ ~a:a \1-:~::-- :.
.ocat1:ns ~a:; ~ot~ ~e 'eac ~ror.-: a~~'/.':" ' ::~!""~
:: at n1g:-: soeeas.
RECORD. :. se: o~ ~e,a:e-J :a:a :te!'T1s s~::- a~
a:-. ~mc1oyee s ~arne . :~o~oyee n... :-:~:
manta! s:att:s. oay ~are . :Ja:e c• ~- .
;:>lcymen-:. er:. 7~:s •ecor:: .s t!'\e~ one e'ement of a fi;e con:a:n1:-.g ;e:o:cs on eac~ J~
a comcany s ~~p1oyees .
RECOVERY . ii'rocec~.:r~ JSE~ :o get c ac ~. =~
~rack 1f yo;,. er.co~.;r.!er a "'a.rc·Nar~ ::~::;,.;:r-.
or :rog~ar.-: ::"oorerr. !:.aci<w.c ·s .. se~ ::-. :~. e
re::ove:-y o:-:c:ss.
REPORT GENERATOR . .:.. :c~o;,;::· :-~:: ;~:r-.
:~s:;~ec :=' ~€ .Jsec '.v :::-: ·,-e::, : :::~::""a.:: : :--.; .
~r:sy are :es:;i.e~ tc a! !Ow :!'1! ..:se: :: -::·
Rar.::::c~.

o~ ::::mowt~~

::-!eve :r.f:"";,:at:or. 7::!.: f:1es

.i:

va: : "J~S

"o::r:ats.
ROM . R;:ae On:y \o1e:'!"ic~ :y . .:. cc~::::- ;•
corr:puter ~er':'1or1 wne~e . r.fc~~.a: : o:
"!!:JC~

oe·~anen:~ ~.

oe

:--ea~

a~

s:~rec . 7~15 . ~fo:--:-.a:1:::

s:ee':

~. : ;~

~"":

.:ar,

:a~

~e v ::"

SCREEN. Sa~e as ::::7 .
SOF'TWARE . .:;;::-:::~ ·~::·
aco1:Cat10r,

:·:;~:~: : r: . ~:: : ~;

~:-c;:--ar.-:s . ~er.~""a:o~s . :~~~;: ~;

~:J:":"':;:: : e:-s. asse~:.e;s . a:~ ~ .-:e ..
pre::e:s.
SORT. ~r~ar.;:~~; ~ecc:;::s . ~. cr:le: :l} a • ~ )
SOURCE LANGUAGE . -·.: ::ce a ::Jrc;·a:-e·
::roCL.:es :r: : : ::'le~ a ; . ;:~. J~ cv. =,c:
,arl;;i.lage ::~:"c~e :: :s :~ans . a:ec : ~:: ::.' ~::
syste~s.

o~ :-lac~.ll"!<? . ::~~;~ag~

SOURCE PROGRAM or SOURCE CODE . .:. : · :
g:--ar: \Vr:::-st .n

sou:c~ . a:-:;~a ·;c.

SYSTEM . .:. se: o~ oro;~ar:-s. a sec :• ";a ~ : ·
. . .·are or a se: of ;:~:;:-a:-s ar..:: :-:a·:·... 3- ~
tna: wer t< ~cget:"'e· •::: sone s::e:" :
ou~:cse .

TELECOMMUNICATIONS. -:ars:-. ss.u ·

sys:e:r.s ar.e so~e - .::-. s.
PASSWOIRD . .:. ~::.:e wor: c: ;~cue c# :nara.: ·
:E:-s a : :~~.:·..::::- s:,· s~e~ ;- .;;it 'e:~1 re :: TERMINAL . .:. ::ev·:e JSe·: :::. ~r.:~·
a11c"•: :~. a! Jo~:-o:~r :::. ::>e:-":::~r. .:e~:a : ~ -~atiOr ""::: '::".E .::lr'11:'t..:::?~ S)S:e7 3"'.:
~ur.c-: : C'r5

.).r

a110W ~.. ~- :o

.:~f .. a::~:

:assv; c~::

~:ca:~ oay~01 1 ~. ~:.;rs .

~ ~i':

::..: ·.c:

·u~ :~.e: ,i'S

PERIPHERAL..

~

:ev1Ce vt:-e•

ce!s1n; :·:s,.: .:;:.,e!. :3:e J;:.es.
:;:~:- : ~ne;s a~:' :;e;!c:O.e .. at =~ v ..:es

:~. an
c~~

:~e

s

: :--.e

·~ · ~al! ~n\· lrcr:r;a.. ~: .

"''?: .. · ~ve . :"':•:~·~at : ~:;

•.. :~ .:

>ys:e-r.s :~:s •\~u : .:: ·e"'"· :: a
-na~ a1sc Oo? a ;:~:~.~.r. ;: :e·I'T' :na.
TIMESHARING.

. ..

·.'. ::"". -- ..,-··
.:::~-

:-:

~ ~et:-:~.: wr.~:e='y !:~ ·. :: · ·.

a~c

POS. ~ C'::. : o• :a,e :a:t~· ~ n~ :a:a a: :ne
t1rne :; ; :-:e :r ~ :;:1ra :·ar.sa:~ : on ·a:her :";a:'\
at s.:-r:-e ater : :r.1t: \IJst :::~::-:me~ ~..ses a~E
.:'1

~e

altered. 1: :s '10: ava:;aole :c :xe:·. :e
;::::;rams cr ::: stcr~ :a:::.
RPG. Reoor: ?~ograr:- :.~:-1er::~:c~ . .:. =~=·
· ;rarr.l:":~ . an;~a;e :. : s:-: :·:. sc:;,e S:7ia ~ : :..;s··
!'less corn~.;re:s . '' s ·.;s ·~aHy co-:s:ce::·: s

TUBE. Sa~~ as CR7
TURNKEY VENDOR . 0:-.: ·,\';.c
c o:;-. : : ~te

S}

s:er:"'

SJ~:ware . :~a~~. ) nc;

: ~c : ~u: .-. ;

cr=' v · c~:
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GLOSSARY
Microcomputers come complete with an extensive vocabulary.
This ~lossary includes some of the most common terms which you
are likely to encounter.
It is reprinted by permission of
Popular Computing , Inc. , a wholly owned subsidiary of
McGraw-Hill. Copyri~ht December 1981.
acousric coupler: A mechamcal dev1ce
chat allows a telephone handset to be
<:onnecced to a modem (see modem).
The term is sometimes used to refer to
the enure modem.
address: A way of identifying any loca·
t1on m the memory of a computer.
applicarion program: Software de·
stgned for a specific purpose (such as
::tccounts payable or rece1vable, payroll,
mventory, etc.).
artificial intelligence: A spec1alized
field of research in computer science.
The term refers co the abilicv of a com·
purer to perform functions normally
earned out by the human bratn (such
.1s reasonmg and learning).

ASCII: The American Standard Code
for !nformanon Interchange. The most
generally used format for representing
and exchanging textual information
among computers. Under the code,
each of 96 characters (!etters, numbers,
and symbols) IS given a umque binary
number code (Is and Os).
assembly language: A means of com·
muntcanng with a computer ac a low
leveL Assembly language lies between
h1gh-levei languages (such as BASIC
and Pascal) and machine language (the
Is and Os the computer understands at
tts most baste level). Programmers use
assembly language to make efficient use
\)f memorv space and co create a pro·
gram rhac runs qu1ckly.
backup: An extra copy of software,
normally kept on file in case the
ongmal program is damaged or lost.

BASIC: Begmner's All-purpose Sym·
bolic Instruction Code. The most used
high-level language for small com·
puters.
baud: A measure of the speed at wh1ch
daca travels (normally between a com·

purer and a peripheral or between cwo
computers).
binary: A numbering system chat uses
only ls and Os. It is an efficient way of
scoring mformation in a computer since
the hundreds of thousands of microscopic swtcches m che computer can
only be on (!)or off (0).
bir: A binary digit (! or 0).
bootstrap: A piece of software, usually
scored permanendy in memory, chat
activates ocher pieces of software in
order to bring che computer from woff'
into readiness for use.
bps: Bits per second. A measure of
data-transmission speed showing the
number of bits of mformacion chat pass
a given point in one second. In small
computers, the most common bps used
is 300.
break: An interruption of a transm1s·
sian. Most small computer keyboards
have a Break key that cells the com·
puter to stop what It's dmng and wait
for further instructions.
bubble memory: A new method of
scoring information for a computer
using microscopic magnetic bubbles.
Although the technology was devel·
oped almost a decade ago, it 1s still ex·
pensive and nor yet generally available
for small computers.
buffer: An area in the computer's
memorv used co temporanly score
information. When ustng a pnmer. a
buffer is needed because the pnnrer
operates much more slowly than the
computer.
byte: r. sequence of bits chat represents
a single character. In most small computers, a byte 1s e:ghc b1ts.

CAD/CAM:

Computer-A1ded
Destgn/Computer-Aided ~1anufactur·

mg. CAD/CAM is normally done on
large computers because large amounts
of memory and processing power are re·
qutred.

CAl: Computer-Aided Instruction.
Computers used to teach normally in·
volve a two-wav "conversation" be·
cween the student and the computer;
the computer informs the student of
mtscakes as he makes them, and is able
co respond to the student's demon·
mated lack of knowledge.
channel: A path for the transmission
of information between two pomcs.
character: A single letter. number, or
other symbol. In a small computer, a
character is normally represented by
etghc bits (one byce).
chip: A generic term for an mcegrated
circuit (!C), a single package holding
hundreds or thousands of microscopic
electroniC components. The term
comes from che slices (chips) of silicon
of which they are composed.

dock: In a small computer, a repeating
stgnal (usually in the range of millions

of cycles per second) that controls the
microprocessor "brain." Each nme the
dock sends a pulse, the computer per·
forms a single task.
command: A word or character chat
causes a computer to do something.
compiler: A ptece of software that
cakes a senes of <:ommands wntten m a
h1gh·level language and translates them
tnto a lower-level language more ettl·
C"ienc for che computer to use.
computer network: Two or more con·
nected comp.ucers that have che abilitv
co exchange information.
computer program: A senes of com·
mands, instructions, or statements puc
together tn a way that ceils a computer

to do a specltil rhmg or series or thmgs.
core memory: :\n outdated term for
the mam memory of a computer. Al·
though core memory has been replaced
by semiconductor memory, the term is
often used to represent main memory.

CP/M: Control Program for :Micropro·
cessors. One oi the oldest and most
popular operacmg s;mem.s for small com·
puters. An operating system is a group
of programs that is often compared co a
traffic cop because it actually controls
what the computer is doing by acting as
an Intermediary between the hardware
and tne software. Any piece of applica·
tions software must be written for a
specific operanng system. CPlM was
Introduced in 1975 and has become one
of the most popular operatmg systems;
an esnmated 250,000 ;mall computers
use it. Thousands of specialized applica·
cion programs have been written co be
used with CP IM.

CPU: Central processing unit. The

denmy, speed, and reliabtlicy than is
available on cassettes (see floppy ditdt).
di:skette: See disk.
display: A method of representing in·
formation in visible form. The most
mmmon displays used with popular
computers are CRTs a'1d printed
paper.
documentation: ( 1) Tne instruction
manual for a piece of hardware or software. (2) Tne process of gathering information while writing a computer
program so chat ochers usmg the program are able co see what was done.
downtime: Any period of ttme when
the computer is not available or not
working.
dump: To copy all mformation
available from one form of storage to
another.
edit: To modifv or add daca to an
existing document or program.

heart of a computer that controls all
operations of all parts of the computer
and does the acruai calculations.

emulation: A process by which some
computers can run programs not
specifically written for them.

CRT: Cathode-ray tube. A TV-like

execute: To carey out an instruction or
senes of instructions.

display used with most small computers
co show the information the computer
has output.
cursor: A iJOSitior. indicator on a CRT.
it's normallv a rlashmg or nonflashing
square or rectangle.
data: A general term meaning any and
all information, facts, numbers, letters,
symbols, etc., wh1ch can be acted on or
produced by a computer.
data base: A collection of related data
rhat can be retrieved by a computer
\such as a mailing list or list of
accounts).
debug: To go through a program to
remove mistakes.
diagnostic: :\ spec1alized program chat
checks (he computer for problems and
tries to 1solace any problems that it
finds.

disk: A round p1ece of magnetic-coated
material used to store ciara with greater

firmware: A term referring to software
chat has been permanently placed in
memory - usually inco a EtOM (read·
only memory).
floppy disk: A disk storage device
made from a chin, circular piet:e of
magnetic material. Tne usual disk sizes
used with small computers are Slf• inch
and 8 inch.
flowchart: A common method of
graphically pianmng what a piece of
;ofrware should do before the actual
wnnng process begins, or for describing
what it does after It IS wntte:-:.

FORTRAN: FORmula TRANsi.arion.
A htgh-level computer language used
prtmarily for macnematical computations. Although FORTRAN is avail·
able ror some small computers, it is
mair.iv used with large commercial
svscems.
garbage:

~Aeanmgless

informacion.

~phics: Pictorial mformation m cwo
dimensions.
hard copy: A printout of informacion
produced by the computer.

bardwal"e: The physical part of the
computer (such as che CRT. CPU,
memory, etc.}, as opposed to software.
hexadechnal.: A number sysc~m with
chc: base oi 16. It is commonly used by
programmers to indicate locations and
comen.cs of a computer's memory.
bigh-levellangu.ge: A method of pro·
gramming thac :>!lows a person to give
instructions to a computer in a form
using J,ml!rs, symbols, or English-like
~:exr, rather than in che ls and Os code
which the computer :..mderstands.
impact pl"inter: A i'rinter that pro·
duces hard copy by physically striking a
ribbon and paper.

input: The transfer of data imo the
computer.
i.nputlcut~ut: Called I/0 for short,
chi.s is a gen!';ral term for ;:he equipment
(such as modem or primer} connected
;:a a computer and the tVJo·way ex·
change of informacion that goes on be·
tween che com!Ju~er and the peripheral.

in:l£ruction: A commar.d m the compucer telHng it to do one specific thing.
inte~~~ed drcui~:

Also known as a

dt!iJ, chis is 1 ~mup of interrelated circuitS in a smgle package.
i!:t~e~ctive:

Describes a computer
where a two-way conversation
goe~ on 0erween the: user and the com·
putr:r.
svs~em

inter£3ce: A piece of hardware or soft·
ware llSCd i:o connect ::wo devices (comiJUCers and peri>:)herals) ch::.c c:mnor be
oir~cdv hooked toge~:her.
A •:omputer program
•.vhich 1ra.nslaces a si.1g!e llne of a highlevo:i lang-,1age at a ti!:ne for the compucer. Interpreters are more convement
bur less ~ific1em chan compiler·,.

;.r,.~;t;rprer.e:::

l~eratiom A series of st:eps in a program
+.;r .~ r-:!pe:ared until :; condition is
samfied. ;Also called a loop).

line printer: A cype of high-speed
..:omputer printer chat prints an entire
\me at a time \instead of a character at a
time).
load: To puc data and/or programs
mco a .:omputer.
location: A smgle spec1fic place Within
..:ompucer memorv where a p1ece of
Jata is scored. A location is usually
:dent1f1ed by a number (known as an
address).
LSl: Large-scale integration. A single
mtegrated c1rcuit which has more than
100,000 <.:lrCUlts on it.
machine language: The "native
language'' of a computer; those fundamental mstructlons the machine IS
capable t.Ji recogmzing and execunng.
The mstruct1ons are represented by
hmarv ..:ode (Is and Os).
memory: Circuitry and dev1ces that
hoiJ rhe omary Is and Os the computer
.:an access. Examples are main memory
!integrated circuitS), floppy disks,
cassette tape, etc.
microprocessor: The <.:entral process·
mg umt oi a computer (usually m a
smgle mu:grated CirCUit) that holds all
rhe elements for manipulating data and
performmg amhmetlc calculations.
MIS: Management information
svstem. The use of a computer for prov:ding mformation useful to managers
(such as mventories, sales, accounts
povable and rece1vable, etc.).
modem: Short r'or MOdulator/DEModulator. An electromc device
rhar allows computer eqUipment to
send and rece1ve mformation chrough
telephone lines. There are two maJor
cvpes: d~rect-connect modems and
acoustiC couplers. Direct-connect
modems usuallv plug directly into a
telephone wall jack; acoustic couplers
use che relephone handset for sending
and rece1vmg mformation.
network: An interconnected system of
(::Jmpucers and/or cermmals. The com·
ponems do nor have to be phystcally
close to one another and are often con·
nected bv relephone lines.

node: A station on a network. A node
can be a computer or terminal.

grams specifically to che needs of an m·
dividual customer.

operating system: "Traffic cop" software chat oversees the overall operation of a computer system.

system: An orgam:ed collection of
hardware and software chat works cogether.

Pascal: A htgh-level programming
language named after the seventeenth·
century French mathematician Blaise
Pascal.

system software: General-purpose pro·
grams that allow programmers to write
or modify applications programs .
BASIC may be considered part of che
system software; so is che ·computer's
operating system.

peripherals: Equipment (usually hardware) chat is external co the computer
Itself. The most common peripherals
used with popular computers are disk
drives, printers, and cassette-cape
recorders.
printer: An output device chat pro·
duces hard copy.
printout: Hard copy produced bv a
primer.
program: ( l) A sec of instructions chat
tell a computer to do something. (2) To
prepare the set of mstructions.
RAM: Random-access memorv. The
main cype of memory used in a small
computer. The time required for the
computer to find one ptece of mforma·
tion m RAM is essentially the same no
matter where the information is stored.
Also known as read/wme memory
because data in RAM can be easily
changed.
ROM: Read-only memory. Memory
where information is permanently
scored and cannot be altered. This form
of memory is also random-access.
RS-ZJZC: A cechmcal specification
published by the Electronic Industries
Association wh1ch specifies one way in
which a computer communicates with
a peripheral (such as a modem or ter·
minai).
service contract: A repair contract.
Computer failure insurance.
software: Programs or segments of pro·
grams. The cerm was comed co contrast
with hardware- the actual mechanics
and circuitry of a computer.
software house: A companv rhat
writes programs or customizes pro·

telecommunication: Transmission of
data between a computer and another
computer or termmal m a different
location. [c can be done with phone
lines, satellites, radio waves, optical
fibers, or ocher means.
terminal: A ptece of equ1pmenc with a
kevboard for input and an output device such as a CRT or prtnter. A terminal is used co commumcate With che
computer.
timesharing: A process wherebv che
facilities of a smgle (usually large) computer are shared by a number of users.
Timesharmg requires large amounts of
memory and special software to make It
appear that each user has the whole
computer to himseif.
track: A secnon of a disk or tape.
turnkey system: A computer svscem in
wh1ch all che hardware and software
has been installed. Theoretically, all
you have to do is turn It on.
volatile memory: Hardware which re·
quires continuous electrical power co
keep from losing mformation. Most
RAM IS volatile; ROM IS not.
word: A group of characters or data
chat occupies one location in che computer's memory.
word processing: The entry, manipulanon, edinng, and ~corage of cext usmg
a computer.

THE FUTURE IN ON-FARM Cm1PUTING: 1983 AND BEYOND*
by
Earl I. Fuller
University of Minnesota

Next year will be 1984, once proclaimed to be the time when we become
the captives of a controlled society.

Meanwhile, other writers have declared

that we live in an "information age" or in the time of a "post industrial
revolution".

Some, speaking more simply, say we are seeing a "computer

revolution" where the economics of low investment cost, powerful capability,
easy access and available software are impacting every aspect of our daily
lives.
Certainly something is going on.
is normal.

It's stability that isn't.

But then something ab1ays has!

But without change, Hfe--and more

specifically farm management--would be dull and without challenge.
farming has changed a lot in the last SO years.
it won't in the next SO?

Change

American

Why would anyone expect that

Historical parallels can help us understand change

in our lives; in this case the tractorization investment decisions of farming
50 years ago compares to the computerization ones of today.
A Historical Perspective
By 1933 row crop tractors had been around for a good 5 years.

But the

majority of the farmers didn't own one; a depression was delaying purchase.
Horse breed association people were concerned, though horses were still the
ru.ajor "mechanical power" source beyond the family's own strength to operate
the farm.

*

Farmers where faced with when and whether to buy a tractor.

A contribution to Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station project 14-036,
Hanagement Information Systems for Farm Firms.
First presentation at a "Farm Microcomputer Conference," February 23, 1983,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
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The majority

have not yet decided to buy one; a recession is delaying purchase.

Farm

cooperatives are trying to find a way to be helpful as are many others who
supply advisory services to farm managers.
In 1933 steam tractors had a 30 year history behind them.

By 1983 farm

management applications of computers also has a 30 year history tracing to
Fred Waugh of the USDA.

First, in batch (stationary) mode where the data

(material) was taken to the machine not unlike old time threshing.

Since about

1968 farm managers have '"custom hired'" time share computing to evaluate alternatives and otherwise aid in the decision process.

High plains feedlots have

kept lot records and used computerized control system procedures for at least
15 years.
Systems Reclassified and Computerized
Farmers knew then and know now that it takes more than a fancy power unit
to get a task done.

It takes tools that harness the use of that power--

whether it is tillage or software.

It takes management too; decisions about when

to use, how to fix, how to adjust, measure, hook up, etc.

Together the elements

make a system; a mechanized farming or a computerized far:ning system.
Systems thinking in mechanized
to where it is today.

far~ing

hadn't come very far by 1933 compared

Cultivators took a long time to attach to the tractor they

were designed for and often couldn't be adapted to any other.

Host implements

were still horse drawn designs with the adjusting levers lengthened and turned
forward.

Hydraulic controls, electronic sensors and "ergonomically'" grouped con-

trols or designed operator· work spaces were at best only dreams.
Implement companies sold bright red, green, yellow and orange models as
they attempted to lock the buyer into their color line.

The little grey one

with its '"farwing system'' and today's defacto standard 3-point hitch hadn't

-3appeared.

The talk of a "systems approach" to mechanization which it later

illustrated was not yet common.
Farmers viewed the choices about how to compare tractors as confusing.
Many saw at least one job

where a tractor had strong merit.

they could replace the older
a mechanized farming approach

way--the horse.

Few were yet ready to risk taking

to the way crops were grown.

drawbacks; mechanical reliability, new

But few thought

There were

skills needed, acceptance in the

community and many others.
Life in 1983 has its parallels.
system could help do.

Many see at least one task a computer

Few have spent the time necessary to take a computerized

systems approach to the costs and benefits of a greater formalization of the
farm's management information and activity control systems.
drawbacks.

There are still

Some, but not all, are ready to risk the first steps of adoption

of computing power to the set of tools used in managing the business.
Five years ago a farmer had few choices in software tools to "harness" a
microcomputer.

Most were adaptations of an earlier generation of time share

(horse drawn? steam powered?) tools; or one could build his own tools.

Many

more specifically designed and user friendly (egronomically sound) software
packages can be found today to do many decision aiding management tasks.
Some vendors today offer rather complete lines of software which do work
together as a system.
Progress is observable in making farm software work into a system.
work from the same data base for more than one type of use.
of software transferability is also noted.

Several

A greater degree

More applications are being written

in fairly standard language dialects and know-how now eases their transfer even
when the floppy disks are not interchangeable.

(Remember the early power lifts

and P.T.O. linkages weren't very interchangeable either without adapters.)
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In short, there are many parallels between considerations today's managers
need to recognize in deciding when and how to move into computerized farming
and those our parents or grandparents faced in mechanizing 50 years ago.

How

did they do it?
Take A Systems Approach To The Decision
Most of them did not take a systems approach, but we should.
a management audit.

A systems approach makes sense.

We should do

Before computerizing

is a good time to review the family's and the management team's objectives and
goals.

\-lhy do you farm?

psychic and dollar terms?
life simpler?

How do you weight income and/or growth in both
How important is feeling in control and/or making

How action oriented are you?

Are you action oriented, i.e. how

do you like to spend time -- thinking, planning, directing or doing?

Are

communications between people in your business and/or with your vendors (creditorJ
a problem?

Where do you see you and your farm to be 5 years from now?

No matter what your answers to these questions, there are alternatives
besides joining the computer era just yet to deal with them and to reach your
goals.

Goals change just as the feasibility of computerizing as an ai'

~o

attaining them will.
What Others Are Doing About Computerization
In today's setting, the majority of farmer-purchasers have as a first
objective the creation of a historical data base of some type of records.

For

some it is financial records; for most of the rest it is physical enterprise
records.

In both instances the interest is often on day to day control of

operations rather than the more strategic issues of a longer run.
But for those who start one, even before the record systeQ is complete
other potential uses are often seen.

Many are workable with ''off-the-shelf"

·-ssoftware.

Thus a standard recommendation for most purchasers holds for

farmers too.

Acquire a data base manager, an electronic worksheet, personal

word processing, and a hardware-software communications package the day you
buy the hardware.
Simple application installations are justified.
way; but the

pot~ntial

is much greater.

Many are paying their

A systems approach similar to what

happened in farm mechanization is the way to go.
The major cost to get there is time not hardware and software.

It is

management type time, either your own or that of consultant's doing a "systems
analysis" for you.

In the latter case, you may pay for it by buying software,

but it's really all the thought and care in making it work in your operation
that runs up the cost.
Sof~ware

developments further improve and integrate the component applica-

tions each year.

A systems approach is making the computer a productive tool

to aid in controlling and planning the farm business.

(Fuller, 1 and 2).

To make it happen smoothly requires an understanding of control modeling
with its use of "cybernetic loops" and "management by exception" rules.

The

idea that data contains "noise" and at best can only be structured so as to
increase its "potential information content" is essential.
the management sciences are sound.

The principles of

Economic marginality, risky decision

approaches, present value, etc., as opposed to "cost of production" and "factors
affecting profits" to name a few.

(Fuller, 3 and 4).

These ideas are necessary if progress is to be made.

They are crucial

to solving the riddle of how to relate the felt need and many applications
to the firm's data base and other data.

Without them, data of little or no

value (noise) will obscure the crucial elements necessary to decision making.
Progress is being made in this work on farms by software vendors and in the

-6land grant universities.

What one is doing is increasing the formalization of

the firm's managetuent information systems.
At this point a note of caution is in order.

Even after start up, most

people will say that the computer is not saving them time.
about as long as recording it any other way.

Keying in data takes

Host people are now recording more

data and taking more time to analyze it than they used to.

Within 5 years more.

electronic sensed semi and fully automated data collection devices will be
involved.

They will cut the time to use the system.

For now, it means less tirue for other activity, often the action oriented
activity of running the farm.
time.

Computing is often a productive use of limited

But the caution should be noted.

So should a caution that unless the

time is committed to computing the investment will not have a high probability
of paying out.
Farm Computing In The Years Ahead
To this point, this paper has drawn some parallels lvi th mechanization to
better understand where farming is today with computerization.
are observable, but seem unnecessary in this context.
tion of the current situation was offered.

More parallels

Then a brief descrip-

It is now appropriate to look

ahead 5 to 10 years.
To look ahead means going beyond specific applications to a time of broader
and better integrated control and planning systems.

It means going from

I

keeping, sorting and printing livestock records to computing as a component of
livestock enterprise control systems with predictions of performance and
n:.onitor input use.

It means using (a) decision aids, (b) data base managers,

(c) time share accessed data base sources and (d) word processors in combination
as the situation requires.

It means cutting costs by substituting electronic

-7data sensing and recording devices whenever economic technology will allow.
It also means avoiding a data overload with its associated large noise factor.
Only a systematic analysis of objectives, problems, opportunities and a clear
distinction between information and data will do this.
The direction that farm financial management (FFM) is taking illustrates
many of these ideas.
many.

FFM once meant just the keeping of financial records to

Various groups did gather and use the data as a financial diagnostic

tool based on between-farm comparisons or farm business analysis.

The state

of the art is now beyond that.
Some workers argue for uniformly specified accrual accounting procedures
which can produce standard financial statements (Frey).

These are said to be

necessary to tell lenders where the business has been and is now.

Perhaps so;

but from a FFM perspective, a forward looking perspective is also needed.
A set of computerized financial tools has been widely used and carefully
refined over the last 10 years.
within a year.

They will be operable on microcomputers

They work with most currently available record systems.

But

the user has to review the data in the data base before each new projection.
Projections include measures of (1) profitability, (2) liquidity and (3) solvency
so as to be applicable to various sets of objectives concerning income, growth,
security or risk, as well as more personal factors.

Financial and physical

sensitivity analysis is automatic.
The system deals with the "where am I?", "where do I want to be?", and
"how can I get there?" questions of planning (Thomas et.al., 5).

One data base

drives all modules which are:
(1)

FINAN - Financial analysis of a set of "standard" income statement,
balance sheet and prior year's sources and uses of funds.

-8(2)

FI~LRB

- Financial long range budgeting

- a projection and comparative

evaluation of the existing plan and two alternative organizational
plans 3 to 5 years ahead.
(3)

FINTRAN - Transitional planning projections by quarters and/or years of the
selected plan over 3 years.

(4)

FINFLO - Monthly cash flow projections and their financial implications
of the selected plan for the next year.
huch of the data used is physical or technical.

to help one get started.

Default data banks exist

They can be combined with projected planning prices

and the current financial condition as appropriate.

The system also has the

ability to review actual performance with that previously planned.

Sources of

error can be noted and sometimes reduced (Nordquist & Hawkins, 6).
This system, when integrated with an accounting record system for purposes
of tax records and controlling the cash flow, is a prototype of FFM system of the
future.

It will be available and useful to lenders and borrowers alike.

Its

use has already shown an ability to rationalize credit use, to put money where
it can be productive at reasonable risk.

Further, it helps communications

between the management team and the lender.
~easures

progress towards them.

It encourages setting goals and

It helps control cash flow and the other

aspects of FFM.
Livestock record systems are evolving in the same direction.
developments in data collection devices will speed development.

New
Marketing

management and crop record applications show similar developments.
be interesting both to watch and to be a part of it.

It should

Perhaps in another 50

years our children will be drawing parallels between the computerization of
far~s

in the 1980's and some yet to be seen next major change in American

farming!
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USING THE DESKTOP COMPUTER IN FARM MANAGEMENT
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA*
by
Earl I. Fuller

Developmental Activity
The Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service is installing desktop computers
in all offices over the next several years. These machines will serve as
both word and data processors. They will handle data base management operations
for mailing lists, 4-Henrollee~ etc. They will do computer decision aid
analysis on a variety of topics. As time-share accessing terminals, they will
be able to retrieve data files maintained at the state level on a variety of
hardware configurations.
Staff in farm management have access to Vector 4's and IBM PC's
as MSDOS and CPM. An Apple II is used in the same way. All are used as dumb
and smart terminals into various timeshare systems. The Apple II, through
softcard, is also being tried under the CP/X operating system with microsoft
BASIC and FORTRAN as well. The accuracy and speed of these machines are being
developed. Software has been successfully transferred to a variety of machines.
A software tool system to speed development and assist in transfer between
machines is in use.
A variety of data base management packages, accounting packages, and electronics
worksheets have been tried. Several word processors have been tried as well. _
Evaluation of these various purchased packages has not proceeded to a place
where strong recommendations of preference can be made. However, many of them
appear to be quite workable and, while each may have its strengths and weaknesses,
it does appear that there is a substantial amount of useable software available
which is applicable to many applications on farms and small businesses as well
as extension offices.
A substantial number of farm application programs hava been developed or modified
from other sources! Most are computer decision aids, not the accounting and
DBMS software that are the major applications farm people see immediately for
desktops. They do enhance the capability of people to do sound planning once
the purchase has been made. Further, they are the type of programs which are
educationally and economically sound and useful from a decisionmaking standpoint.
An attempt has been made, for instance, to develop these programs to deal objectively with risk and uncertainty. They also use gross margin concepts. They
do not calculate the average cost of production, nor do they require allocating
overhead, neither of which is useful from a decisionmaking standpoint. They
are consistent with the partial budget approach. Further, they tend to encourage
sensitivity analysis following the calculation of an initial answer.

*

Updated from an original which was first prepared for distribution at the
National Soybean Growers' Convention, Minneapolis, Minnesota, August 1982.
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Educational Materials Developed For Farmers
And Other Similar Size Businesses
Computers For Business, B.G. Crewdson, Department of Agricultural and Applied
Economics, University of Minnesota.
DECAIDS- Catalog Of Computer Decision Aids, Robert Craven, et. al., Department
of Agricultural and Applied Economics and Agricultural Extension Service,
University of Minnesota, CDA 1, January 19Sl.
Farm Management DECAIDS- Fundamentals Of Their Development And Use, Earl I. Fuller,
Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, University of Minnesota.
Farm Oriented MINN-AIDS- Software For Small Comnuters Available Or Under Test And
Development, Earl I. Fuller, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics,
University of Minnesota, CDA 60.0-60.5, revised March 1982.
Purchasing A Desktop Comnuter For Use In The Farm Business, Earl I. Fuller,
Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics and Agricultural
Extension Service, University of Minnesota, CDA 61, }~rch 1982.
Using Generalized Data Base Management Software To Formalize The Control Of
Ongoing Farm Operations, Earl I. Fuller, Depart~ent of Agricultural and
Applied Economics, University of Minnesota, December 1980.
User documentation is internal for many of these programs; in others, documentation only exists in an earlier version for the IBM 5100--even though the
program is now operational on the Apple II or in microsoft under CP/M.

Release And Availabilitv Conditions
You may request a list from Extension Farm ¥4nagement staff, Agricultural
Extension Service and Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics,
University of ~innesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.
The software packages listed here are developed or enhanced by workers in the
land grant system or elsewhere in the public sector. This means that they are
in the public domain. Such packages are usually released without guarantees
in their use or maintenance (the correction of errors). There are minimal
limitations on redistribution, but recipients are expected to share modi£ ications
with the developers and may be asked to pay nominal fees to cover the direct
cost of distribution. ACCEPT.~~CE AND/OR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE CARRIES WITH IT AN
IMPLICIT AGREEMENT TO SHARE ANY HODIFICATIONS HADE WITH THE DEVELOPERS.
This list should not be considered exhaustive. Updates of this document will
be made. The University of Minnesota Extension Farm }~nagement staff would
appreciate hearing from people who know of additional items which should' be
listed here. Potential users may want to contact the land grant colleges and/or
Extension Services of other states as well.
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MINN-AIDS Diskette For Apple II
DOS 3.3 (Applesoft)
Minnesota Ag Experiment Station and
Extension Service Software From
Extension Farm Management In
Agricultural and Applied Economics
100-199
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

200-299

General Problem Solvers
File Name
TIME VALUE
DATE CALC
SMALLPl
SMALLP2
MINNAIDS DOCUMENTATION*
RISKTREE
TRIP ROB
Financial Planning
& Analysis

No.

File Name

1

FARMBID
TIME VALUE
ACRS CALC
TAXPLAN

2
3
4

500-599
No.
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

1

Designed by University of Minnesota
Programmed by University of Wyoming

400-499

No.
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

Crop Enterprise Related

File Name
BEEF BUY
DAIRY FORAGE
DAIRY GUIDE
DATECALC
FEED PIGS?*
FEED VALUE*
FEED I~ SILO
HMCOR...\1'
NECGAIN*
PEARSON SQUARE*
STEER BIDS
STEER MKT INFO
SmHNDEX*

General Machinery & Buildings
No.

FINAN •.• Financial Analysis 6/82
WY-BASIC
.

General Livestock Tools

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

io

File Name
OWN OR HIRE?
MACHINE SIZE?
CUSTOM
ACRS CALC
Rli.FTER
STAIRS
TANK CALIBRATE
TRli.CTOR
RAFTER COMPTS
RESC1IE

File Name
BESTCROP*
FAR...'1BID*
FERTMIX
CROPROG 83*
GRAIN DRYSTORE*
STORE GRAIN BREAKEVEN
SET-UP
BUDGET WRITER
CASH COST
MARKET PACK I
FARM PLAN
'~

Exists in a new enhanced
version since its initial
release.
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The user should also note that in some instances private domain software
performing comparable functions also exist. These are usually sold subject
to contractual limitations concerning performance ana disallowing further
release to other parties (or CPU's).
Packages available in Applesoft may be obtained by sending disc(s) with
your name and address on them (to assure return) to Extension Farm Management,
Room 249 Classroom Office Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul,
Minnesota 55108. Compiled MICRO-soft versions will be available through the
Extension Bulletin Room as they are converted to the IBM dialect.

Steps To Take In Considering Purchase
Of An On-Farm Computer

DO YOUR HOMEWORK
w~t

Are Your Management Goals?

How Or Can A Computer Help Attain Them?
Count The Costs--Especially Your Time
Consider The Alternatives:
And Hire Others To Do

Do

By Hand

KNOW WHAT FARNERS ARE DOING WITH THEM
Accounts And Cash Flow
Payroll And Inventory
Swine And Dairy Control Systems
Crop And Machinery Records
Farm Financial Planning Control
Market Management
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KNOW THE NEEDED DESKTOP FEATURES
FOR FARM USE
At Least 64K Memory
Two Disk Drives
A Printer, 132 Characters/Line
An 80 x 24 Screen (CRT) Preferred

Communications (Over Phone Lines)
A "Standard" System: S-100 Bus-CP/M
-MSDOS

KNOW WHAT SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE
Accounting Systems
Specialized Farm Software
Data Base

~~nagement

Electronic Worksheets - Cash
Flow Calculator
Word Processors For Farms!
Download/Upload Communications
Payroll

INVESTIGATE THE KEY USE THOROUGHLY
Day-To-Day Control Of____________~?~
How To Capture Information And Filter
Out Noise From The Data
What Are The Benefits And The Costs?
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CONSIDER OTHER USES SUCH AS
MARKETING MANAGEME~T
Charting - Technical Analysis
Fundamental Analysis
Market Data Retrieval
Outlook Retrieval

~~ERSTAND

IMPERATIVES FOR PRODUCT1VE USE

Spend The Time To Set Up
Spend The Time To Use
Key Data In Regularly
Back-Up Files
Vse The Analysis To
Be Familiar With

~~nage

Systa~

Maintain Software And Data

CONSIDER THE SIDE BEhLFITS OF OWNERSHIP
Family Recreation
Education
Personal Record Maintenance
Home-Side Economics
Hobby Use

THE COMPUTER & FARM MARKETING MANAGEMENT
by
Earl I. Fuller
University of Minnesota
I.

II.

First and foremost, one needs a farm marketing plan to even call it
marketing management, presumably after the "What to Produce?," "How
to Produce?," and "How Much to Produce?" plan has been roughed out.
A marketing plan is a plan that:
a.

Is a risk management plan.
Deals objectively with risk & profits trade offs.
Allows both you and yours, plus your creditors, to "rest easy" in
an uncertain world.
Requires thinking in terms of odds and probabilities.

b.

It includes analysis of:
Storage and delivery options and economics.
Nearby and time patterns to basis: knowledge and odds that it will pay to store?
Spreads between futures contracts.

c.

Data on price levels and supply and demand fundamentals:
Trends--more use in "t.fuat to Produce?"
Cycles--still mostly "What to Produce?"
Seasonality--of primary use in marketing management.
Supply fundamentals--stocks, movement, production.
Demand fundamentals--consumer disposable income, competing supplies.
Be your own analyst--balance sheets, etc.

d.

Requires:
Setting reasonable pricing objectives, such as, pricing production
at x% over the seasonal average price.
Balancing profitability and liquidity.

III.

Data and analysis of use:
a.

Monitoring market activity data.
Data types.
Balance sheet projection.
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Rates of use.
Intentions to farrow, feed, plant, cull, etc.
State of the national economy.
Developing a marketing plan as a system.
Requires access to data from a variety of off-farm sources ..

IV.

b.

Requires optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic projections of
market conditions.

c.

Requires projection of their on-farm impacts on gross margins and
cash flows.

The "Bottom Line."
Market projections, goals (price and otherwise), risk attitudes, and
financial conditions must all be considered in developing a market plan.

V.

Some definitional foundations to marketing management.
a.

At any given moment:
To the degree you are priced, you are a hedger.
To the degree you aren't, you are speculating.
A mixed position is usually consistent with a reasonable risk management plan.

b.

Two kinds of errors you can make:
Pricing before you should have.
Delaying pricing when you shouldn't.

VI.

c.

The costs--consequences of each kind can be very different in terms
of survival and profitability.

d.

Plans are of little use unless they are either carried out and/or
revised as new (fundamental) data suggests it.

e.

Following the plan is tactical management.

What can a computer assist with in marketing management?
a.

Projecting cash needs flow.

b.

Accessing fundamental market data.

c.

Analyzing the impacts of risk management strategies.

d.

Monitoring

on-far~

inventory or stock levels.
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e.

A computer cart help (providing you use it):
Acquire market activity data.
Analyze it technically.
For price movement.
For open int.erest and volume.
Do charting.
Compute pricing (buy/sell) signals.
Help select the day or scale-up conditions upon which to act (price)
and/or deliver.

f.

Comments:
A computer won't provide you with a marketing plan.
A computer won't help i f you don't put data in it.
A computer won't help if you don't use it to analyze.
A computer will take more time to manage your marketing--not less!
A computer encourages marketing discipline.

A computer can take the "noise" out of the data; "enhance its
potential informational content."
A computer helps reduce some uncertain situations to risky ones
with a clearer perception of the odds involved and potential error
costs.
VII.

Other kinds of computer software to consider:
a.

General purpose
Word processing
Data base management
Electronic spread sheet
Communication to access public/private data base concerning
market, weather, and policy activity.

b.

Gross margins computer decisions aids--to calculate the worth of
acting versus not acting as given current conditions.

c.

Risk analysis calculators--to project the odds of various pay offs
and their consequences.

d.

Storage costs, drying costs, and deliver cost calculators to calculate
the added gross margin potential of changing the form, place, and time
utility of the product.
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e.

Farm financial planning systems to project profitability liquidity
and solvency of alternative farming systems.

f.

Sort accounts into cost centers and g.ross margin profit centers.

g.

Basis calculators to determine alternative patterns and the odds
thereof.

h.

Computerized charters for daily description.

i.

Mechanical pricing calculators--to assist with the decisions of what
day to (tactically) price, given the overall strategic marketing plan.

j.

Futures account status--to assist with tax reporting and broken
communications.
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PURCHASING A DESKTOP COMPUTER
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by
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Below are suggestions concerning factors to consider if you are thinking about
purchasing a small computer to help you manage your farm business. There is
no simple prescription for making such a purchase; the "state of the art" does
not allow it. Still, the ideas herein should help you in making such a purchase.
WHAT ARE YOUR BUSINESS OBJECTIVES?
The place to begin any investment analysis in any kind of business is with
some kind of re-examination of what your objectives are--first as a business
and then as a business investor. A computer system is no exception.
Are you trying to increase profits? Are you trying to cut costs? Are you
trying to make life easier for yourself in terms of keeping track of things?
Are you trying to combine the purchase with some other uses, such as enhancing the skills and education of yourself and others (family members) in this
computer age? Likely, your answer is some combination of the above. The
weight you put on the various component parts of these objectives or any
others you might have in mind should influence your decision. The more
thought put into dealing with such questions, the easier it will be to judge
alternative systems and to get what you want in the way of both software and
hardware.
Other considerations include knowing yourself and your co-workers. Do you
like to tinker with things? Do you like to solve crossword puzzles? Or,
are you a "lets get the job done and the show on the road" and a "seat of
the pants decisionmaker" kind of manager? Is going through an involved
process of finding and correcting bugs in such tasks as tuning engines or
computer programming something you enjoy doing, or does it annoy you a
great deal?
Further, with the capability of software with direct application to your
farm available today, are you confident in your own mind that purchasing
and installing a computer in your operation will not cost more than it will
benefit you? Costs include your time and that of your co-workers as you go
through the process of learning how to use this machine.
Benefits are not all in dollars and cents--some of them may occur in terms
of personal satisfaction and pride in a job accomplished. (Or, to be
perfectly frank, in being the first person in the neighborhood to have one!)
Still, if the cash flow will not stand the purchase or if competitive needs
forcashoffer greater promise in payoff, then maybe a computer still isn't
for you--even if you would like to have one. There are other devices which
could help control the farm business and which cost less. They include
programmable calculators1, perhaps breeding wheels for swine or dairy herds,
or various kinds of farm record books for cash flow and other farm accounting
functions.
1 Programmable calculators, while having the advantage of portability for
people who find it inconvenient to do their computing in an office, have
some disadvantages: (1) lack of prompting on input, (2) capacity, (3) file
maintenance problems and (4) lack of detail on hard copy output.
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Small computers are not likely to save labor or management time on a farm.
For the most part, the people involved are likely to be as busy as ever.
What is likely to happen is that the day-to-day managerial control of ongoing business operations will likely improve. There may be some easing of
drudgery in terms of working with basic data and in seeing that the basic
data is somehow recorded and retained for further use. But, with the current
state of the art, the entry of that basic data into a computer is still
likely to be somewhat of a chore. If a person dislikes recording numbers on
worksheets, cards or record books, he is not likely to find that keying them
into a computer is any more interesting.
Some Potential Applications
The potentials in application are varied. Yet, the central theme of controlling on-going business operations seems to be in most people's minds. This
means that the component parts should be viewed as moving towards the development of a management information system for that firm. It means that the
controlling systems, be they resource control systems such as improving
machinery maintenance or enterprise control systems such as improving the
reproductive performance of a swine or dairy herd, should be viewed as being
components to an eventually more formalized management information system.
Software systems should be viewed
information systems. They should
which have been carefully thought
something greater than the sum of
information system.

as being components of the control and/or
be developed (or purchased) with linkages
through so that· the pieces will add up to
the parts in terms of the creation of an

Below is a list of some of the kinds of software systems or applications a
farmer-purchaser of a small computer might want to consider.
- Financial accounting systems
- Payroll records by employee
- Data base management systems for data storage and retrieval such as:
Enterprise control systems for swine, dairy or irrigation operations
File index of material retained in a traditional filing system
Memorandum accounts and files, including field or crop histories, livestock
records, etc.
Inventory status with physical units and value
- Electronic worksheet calculations such as:
Cash flow with periodic balances and projections
Arithmetic calculations of engineering formulas, ration balancers, etc.
- Forward planning decision aids--both partial and complete farm budgets
- Project or task control, such as critical path method (CPM) or program
evaluation review techniques (PERT)
- Buy-sell signals and price basis calculators with graphic capabilities
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New hardware components come on the market almost daily. Yet, certain guidelines appear valid for farm business use. To begin with, in the judgement of
the author, a minimal investment in a personal computer--while it might get the
first job that you have in mind done--will soon become inadequate in terms of
your perceptions as to what you could use the computer for within most farm
businesses.
Processor and Random Access Memory (RAM)
A processor memory size of 64K should be adequate for most applications. Speed
within the processor, while a good talking point by various small computer vendors,
is not a great concern for most applications. If a lot of sorting needs to be done,
slower memory chips will become annoying after a while; yet, the rate and power of
even the minimal specifications on these chips is far in excess of what people are
now trying to do by hand.
New chips are becoming available all the time. It is nice to have a system
where all chips can be replaced along with the boards. Further, the "mother
board" should have room for additionaJ chips and peripheral equipment if one
needs to expand capacity. S-100 bus specification compatibility offers some
standardization between machines.
Read Only Memory (ROM)
Read only memory offers a place to locate the funda~ental operating system
compilers, interpreters, etc., which really operate the computer. It is a
lot handier to have operating software in ROM than it is to have to read them
in each time from a disk. But, sometimes it is less flexible and less adaptable
to new systems as they come along. PROM, or programmable read only memory, is·
becoming more and more common to all~w updating.
Keyboard and Screen
The bigger the display area on the screen, the better in many respects. Some
are as narrow as 40 characters; others are 80 or even 132 characters wide. A
normal page (72 to 80 characters) width is recommended. Regular computer
monitors are much clearer and display more characters than do TV screens. Some
are easier on the eyes than others. A screen adjustable for distance from the
viewer and one that tilts is preferred. Green or amber is preferred to white.
Some display as few as 8 lines at a time; others as many as 60. As a general
thing, the more the better. A display of 24 lines is minimal for general applications. The display should show a complete "menu" of options or instructions
when inputting and operating any system one is using.
A separate keyboard is also

a very

nice feature.
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If any software needs to be written, then good (text) editing capability is
worth the extra cost involved. The ability to quickly and easily move the
cursor location (input location) and to insert or delete characters as
changes are made without retyping a whole line is most useful. So are
"macro's" of key words which cay be keyed in with a single key stroke.
A number of software systems are becoming available to do word processing
(i.e. letter and manuscript editing on a small computer). This type of
activity makes a good editing capability even more important.
Reliable Floppy Disk Drives
A minimum of two reliable floppy disk drives are needed in most business
installations. As a general thing, the program and operation system will be
loaded on one drive. The other would then be used to input and/or output
data files. (Most farm applications will include either farm accounting,
inventory or other control of operation systems which need several data
files to run.) In addition, a ''backup file system"--even if you do have quite
reliable disk drives--is necessary considering people'e propensity to destroy
files through error. A two disk drive system makes backup easy to do • You
will need double copies of virtually everything you record on these media.
If substantial file capacity is needed, small fixed or hard disk drives are
available. Double density drives increase storage capacity and are a great
convenience. Hard disk drives are faster than floppy drives. They also are
convenient and fast. They store much more data per disk. The backup problem
remains. Floppy disks' rate of reading and writing, while not fast by large
computer standards, will likely be adequate. If your application has to read
and write these disks every day, six or seven days a week; even they, because
of wear, may be inadequate storage media. However, in most farm applications;
this probably will not be a problem with proper equipment management.
Printer Features To Consider
Unless one intends to do high quality word processing, matrix type printers
are satisfactory. They are faster than letter quality ones, and they also tend
to have less maintenance problems. They are usually less costly. If plans
call for accounting type sheets as part of controlling operations, then a printer
is a necessity.
Accounting type applicaitons and mailing list labels should be done on printers
which have traction paper feed systems and which use the perforated edge computer
type paper.
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Hardware In Summary
The farmer-businessman should seriously consider the following:
- Two 5~" (or 3"?) floppy disc drives (one for programs, the other for data)
- A screen which will display 80 columns wide by 24 lines high, and with good

editing capability.

A hard copy printer-traction-feed is a minimum for many applications.
minimum of 64K of user accessible memory with at least 8 bit bytes.
(It appears that much of the industry is moving to a 16 bit byte.)

- A

- An easy to use and relatively standard disc operating system like CP/M, MSDOS,

or UNIX, along with a BASIC interpreter.
Such a system will probably go beyond the need for current computing plans;
however, one will grow into it in time. Hardware cost for such a system tends
to run from $2,000 to $5,000.
SOFT~ARE

AND ITS AVAILABILITY

Every system has to have a disc operating system (DOS) package. Some operating
systems are imbedded in ROH (Memory). Others operating by being read in from
discs when the system is started up. If the system has the later capabilities,
operating systems can be changed in order to change the languages the system
uses, or to adjust to new configurations. When one is read in each time, the
system should automatically take care of any additional operating steps invol~ed.
Some attempts are being made to standardize operating systems, at least by
particular kinds of memory chips. The greater the standardization, the greater
the flexibility of the system. With standardization comes the opportunity to
purchase software which can be transferred to your system easily. If a standard
exists, it is among the three mentioned here.
The desktop computer magazines advertise a wide variety of vendors with software
packages of various kinds for sale. However, indications are that documentation
is often not very complete on many of these packages. Little exists to illustrate how to use the available general purpose packages for farm applications.
At this time, one can consider one of four routes in purchasing software. One
would be to buy software written in BASIC or some other user-oriented language,
with the expectation that it will need to be modified in order to be acceptable
for one's particular use. In the process, it may be advisable to buy two or
three similar packages and plan to spend time to deter8ine which seem to be the
most appropriate. This option would include buying (l) accounting, (2) data base
management, and (3) electronic worksheet packages designed for general application.
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Another alternative would be to purchase at least some farm application software
packages which are sold on the basis of being guaranteed to be up and running
within a specified period of time with full documentation on your system. This
could mean paying more for the software, but buying the services of someone (the
vendor) who would install it, check it out and instruct you as to how to use it.
Many people should consider a third option, the purchase of so-called.turnkey installation. A turnkey installation includes both the computer hardware
and software or program that will do the specific tasks that the purchaser has
in mind at the time of the purchase.
The fourth option is to hire a "software house" or an individual to do a
"systems analysis" of your problem and then develop a package to fit. )!'ou
should do your homework carefully with this option. Specify your objectives
carefully. Outline the input needed and output desired before you involve
a systems analyst. This is usually a costly option; it is best delayed until
after others are at least tried. Few farm people are selecting this option.
Even so, in most instances, one will want to do additional programming on their
own or with the help of local people. In Minnesota, many people know how to
program in the BASIC language. The availability of a good BASIC is an additional
consideration worth checking out. MINN-AIDS includes some tools to speed the
tasks of input and output development.
Developing Software Packages
As indicated at the beginning of this paper, specifying the tasks that need to
be done with considerable care is the first step in developing useful software
packages. This means that one should first outline and set down on paper his
objectives in developing software. What is the package really supposed to do~
What questions is it supposed to provide answers for? In other words, define
the computer task which is to be done, then develop steps in the computing task.
Specify the steps to be done and the order in which they are to be done. Make
a pictorial representation of these steps. In systems analysis work this is
known as a flow diagram. The various computing magazines provide illustrated
examples.
The next step is to lay out on paper what the output is supposed to look like.
Do this as pages of material just as you would like to have them displayed on
a screen or printed on a page. Next lay out the input needed in order, just
as the input questions should be asked of the user of the system. Once this
is done, the remaining task of specifying the arithmetic and logic required to
get from input to output should not be too difficult. Once these tasks are
done, then someone who understands the system and understands the BASIC language
should be able to proceed with the actual development of the program.
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Encourage the programmer to use a "structured approach". This means to
record a dictionary of all variables used. It also means to write in selfcontained units: controlling unit, input unit, calculations unit, file
handling unit and a results unit. Structuring helps in debugging and modifying
the program.
Once the program is moving along in development, one should begin to ask himself what will happen under various circumstances of erroneous input or other
situations which might lead to errors in the analysis. What if one put in
decimal fractions rather than percents, for instance? What if one entered a
zero for a crucial number which was needed for division? Undoubtedly, some
elaboration of the system would be in order to insure that such situations
do not stop the analysis completely, but would rather lead to a condition
whereby the user would be permitted to modify the input in order to obtain the
answer desired.
Encourage programmers to use "tricks" like having the computer count the lines
in an input file (check for end-of-file) rather than having the operator
instruct the computer for the number that is supposed to be there.
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TERMINAL: 324, P 20/TTY
PF STOHAGE EXCEED::: LIMIT.
ALL USERS SEE WRITEUPCNOTE) (3/12).
ALL USERS, SEE WRITEUPCNOTEl (3/7).
RECOVER /SYSTEM: -DECAID
PROGRAM NAME CCR=STOP/HELP)
PERMANENT
PROGRAMS

?

HELP

PROGRAMS
IN TESTING

BCOW
BESCROP
BUY LAND

COMPUTE
ENVLI:::T
FACILT\'

FBEEF
FINAN
FINFLO
FINLRB

IRRCOST
MINNLP
PVBUDGT
SHERD

FINTI~AN

FIN
FINF'ACK
FINIBM
MACHINE
OUTL.OOI<
F'IGFIN
TAX MGT
•;.lTGROW
For information more detail than the ~HELP' feature Provides
write : COMPUTER INFO
249 Classroom Office Buildin~
UniversitY of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN
55108
•:•r· •:all : U:·12) 373-1145

FOR FURTHER DESCRIPTION TYPE THE PROGRAM NAME
CALL=COMPLETE LIST OF PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS; CR=DONE)
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BCOW

A Prosram desisned for ProJectins returns from a beef cow herd
under different manaaement stratesies,
~fficiency levels,
cattle Prices and Production costs. Given feed re~uirements, other
inPut costs and exPected cattle Prices, it Perm1ts the user to
to look at what his return to labor and facilit1es will be under
different feeder Prices, weanin~ wei!hts and calf croP percenta~es.
it also shows how after-tax returns would varY.•iven
di·Ff,:-r·•:;ont incc•me ta.::~ br·ak<?ts ;.J.nd co:o~JJ r·,:;.F·.I•3.C2ITI<.?nt r·;:,t,;:s.
This Pro~ram Pruvides an e9ual r~turn v1eld and Price analYsis
between two. or with succ~ssive analYses, several alternative
croPPinS choices based on the e~Pected Yield and Price for each
;~tnd th<.? differ·,.?n•:.:- ir1 dir·ect c::c,::.h +l•:ouJ l~>::P•.?nse.
"Dir·ect •.:ash
flow ~xPense'' is sometines termed the directly associated cash
•:·:.~:.t •?S<:.:o"':i.P.:tble-.
if pr·.:·du•:tior1 doe~, nol: oc•:ur·. The anal··,..s.is
~ssumes that other resources re~uired for croP Production are
not more limit1nS for one croP than theY are for another.

This Pro~ram is desisned to helP pot~ntial buyers and sellers
to establish a relevant ranS0 of e~(P~cted b1d Prices for a partic~l~r farm and to helP People understand the relative imPortance
of the manY factors which affect land Prices. The Pro~ram also
•"'r·o.j•O?=:t<.::. ca·~~h fluws -&::-::P<.?Ct<.":'d •!Jith a,y.,.- Par·tucular· set oF ir1corrr,:,
financin~ and tax circumstances.
current

and feeder cattle Prices alon~ with exPected
cattle Prlces the FBEEF decision aid Permits
~~e user to look at Projected returns to labor and facilities
u nd·~ r· var· i ::1us. ~::::-t ttl'·"' .J.rrd ::: r·ai rr pr·1 c,~ s.
It :. l11)t!ls tllha t ::;.,~ -, 1 in ·:l
P r· t 1: 2 !:. u1 0:1 1J 1 c~ t ..,,. r· e 9 1.1 i r· '"' ,j t o •= o v <? r· a 1 l
c C• =· ": s i n •: 1 u d i. n g t h <.? d '2 s. i r· '"' d
1·· '·= ·o: u r· n
t o 1 a b o r· a rr d f :'l. c i l i t i e s •

Giv~n

fu~ur~

.
r .(tl5

FI~I

~un

.
.
1 s desi~ned for the TeletYPe 43 to allcw vou to
FTNAN, FINTRAN, FINFLO.and FINLRB and set paj~d outPut.
pr· o ~; r·,:;,.rr,

1s desijned to run FINAN, FINTRAN, FINFLO and FINLRB
that accePt <CTRL> Las a form feed (for Pa~ed
These include tn~ Talevideo (with Print~r) ~nd the TI 82

pro~r~m

This
with
.:) u 1: p

f~ed

slau~hter

t~r~in~ls
!. t

t ).

This

Pro~ram allows You to run FINAN, FINLRB, FINTRAN ana FINFLO
usinJ tha IBM-PC as a terminal and set PaSed outPut.

~ comP~terl=ed procedure for a~alYsin~ tne P~st P2rformance o£
·.- o u r· ~ =1 r· :r1 ~:. 1_, =· i n '"' :::. s • B<? f (.: r· <.? I ::: <:: ~~ i r1 ~~ i r• t <:• ~ h '·'= +: I.J t: I.J r· e , i t 1 ;.::. 1 mP •:< r· ~-· .-=.. :-: +· 1::::> ;3. :;. k ·.,.· o 1J r· <: '.? 1 1: " '...J h e r· '·'" ;:r, rrr I. n 1:.• 1.1.1·~"'
F I i'-1 r~ ~H w i 1 I h '2 l F· .... o :J
•tnsw~r this ~uestion bY analYsinl last year operations in term~
I

t
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A

comFut~ri~ed

t::··.'>.~.;h

PrGc~dure

for

FINFI_!')

r::.

C 0 11'1 PUt<-.'~ r·

:i.

thr·S,<S! ..,.,,,~"i!.f'·

pro.lectin~

f1:1r·

·3.

Z <:~

F" r· ~~~

d

r::: e

P<.~r·i(1('].

~uarter1Y

and annual

th<? ·Far·m mana::.~er· t~:.
t~ke an Jn-depth look at his farm business over the next three
.,. 12 .::~. r· s;. ,
de t a i 1 i n 3 1: h '"' ~= h ··( s i C.•"i -, •3. n d f i n ;:t_ n c i a ·1 ;:,1. s P :? c t s (r f h i. s Pi an::.
t.<J i. t h i· h f: o v e r· a ·1 1 o i:: .j ·?. r:: t j v ·~' o f
d <2 t ~~ r· rr1 'L n i f'l 3 toJ h <.~ t h '2 r· r:: •3 !:. h aJ i. 1 'l t1 <.=:
,::<.vai.'la!:r'I\S! t~Jh<=:n ne·:?d·2d. V~·r·:.,j_on :;:.1 i!:. th<:~ l:ur·r··::nt V'2r·sil:rn \2/i.U/::::4) ..
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quarterlY form cash flows. It allows th~ farm manaser to take
<:t n i 1"1- d ·;? P t h 1 r:1 0 k ~:l. t h i S fa !''Ill b ; I S i. rr <? ;;;. :-:- (1 '-' e r· t h :.=: n <::0 ::.;: t t W <.~ 1 V <2 IT1 0 n t h S- ,
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c om P ·'1. t i, b l <? :1.1 i i: h t he ::: • 0 1 r: P u t f :) r·· r:1 s •
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d@bt P~Yb~ck charateristics of two alternative lons-ranse Pl~ns
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a!ronomic

ProJ~ct
tu.:-:.t,~r-

~nd

related

enar~Y

such as season-

condit1c~s.

cr·oF· :;.r:d i,;··~:=-B•:t d-:~\/~~-~~~•F"·'2.-iTi<:.·it1: r·.:t.'l::?s-~ cr·(1P Luat~::r·
~ J s -:? •.;, :·; d ~L r r i s a t i o n s c h ·:.? d u 1 i n ::; ;
::~ \.~ r· •·r1 i n ·'3. t t C• n r· ;.3 -t \=? ·:; 1) f
P i r.:'L n t :.? d ~- -2 (:_~ d 1
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FOR ~URTHER DESCRIPTION TYPE THE PROGRAM NAME
( (~LL..=(:Oi"lF'L.E-"TE L. I :~;T C:IF' F'RUC;[;·,::;I"I UE::;;u:::: I PT TCI'·.J:::; ~ Cl::;:= UOrE i
OUTL.CICI<

to P~ovide an information source. I~ Provid~5
planninS Prices f~r croPs and livestocK, recent USDA
rePorts, and commentari@s on the iJSDA r~PoPts bY Extension
Econom1sts at the Uni~ersitY of Minn2scta.

A PPoSram

des1~ned

su~~ested

FOR FURTHER DESCRIPTION TYPE THE PROGRAM NAME
<ALL=COMPLETE LIST OF PROGRA~ DESCRIPTIONS: CR=DONEl

?

? OUTLC)OI<

PROGRAM NAME (CR=STOP/HELPl

DO YOU WANT HELP WITH THIS PROGRAM (l=YES,CR=NOl? 1

THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN CREATED TO HELP THOS~ PEOPLE WHO NEED TO
HAVE AN UP-TO-DATE LISTING OF AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK MATERIALS THAT
PERTAIN TO THEIR FIELD OF INTEREST.
THE FIVE MAIN LIBRARIES IN THIS PROGRAM ARE:
1.
COMPLETE LIBRARY
::~:..
L I Vf:STOet::· I NF'OF:MA l J UN
3.
CRUP INFORMATION
4.
WEATHER INFORMATION
!:i.

U~·(:OM

.INC;

~:EPOHT'::;

THiS lNFORMATIUN WILL CONSIST OF SHORT ANALYSIS OF RECENT USDA
BUDOET I Nl3 I NFCRt1AT I ON, U:)~-H3-RANCiC. F'LANN I NCi OU I DE!:;,
1.:~!:,,
f:Tt.:.
THE FOLLOW I N1:3 !::;TEF·::; AF:E TC) HE u::;::::D ~
CR=HIT THE CARRIAGE RETURN KEY

1.11 rr U.ll.!t':. l-~ELE,'-1:3E::;,

I.. ' f..';

OUE::::T I ON "IAJH I CH NUI"18ER DO Yf:iU L--lr~NT TCt !:;EE ( 1-5)
APPEARS, TYPE IN THE NUMBER WHIC~ CORRESPONDS TO THE LIBRARY
YOU WISH TO SEE. CCRJ

1..

,!;F n::R THE

2"

,..•:-: "lEf.;:

THE

11

t)t ..

tr=:::;T l (JN "I\IAI'1E!::; OF f~~~:F'OF:T::::--1. F'ER LINE'' AF'F'EAF:::;
1)::: THE 4:EF'·=!\:;:r::; YOU ARE I NTERE:::nED IN.
( CR)

r.,n:·E IN Tl-iE N;:11"1C::

AF TE~: THr:::·::E FEF·o;::n:::: ~~RE CCI""i='LETELY
:)UE:;; r I ON ~.J I L.L iJNCE t·10RE 8E A:~:l<.ED..
REPORTS FROM THIS LIBRARY, TYPE IN
IF Y Ui . i ~.J I !:;H TU ::;; TOP r~ T f\-i 1!::: r'Cil r'IT,

:=-s· I i'HED OUT, THE "F:EPOFn::;
l F YUU t·JANT i"10FE
THE NAMES AT THIS POINT.
HI T i"HE CARR 1AGE RETURi\1

1<.1::: 't •

4.

THE QUESTION ''DO YUU WISH TO SEE ANOTHER LIBRARYC1=YES
APPEAF:::;;, f'{f:•E H Ci"H:: ( l 1 TO ::::EE THE. 1J n-1Ei:: L I BI:;:AF: IE'::;,
UR H(f THE CARRIAGE R~TURN KEV lw STCP THE PROGRAM.
u~· YCIU
I Y 1::;'ED IN A !.tNt:< l.l, THE I.... J:·::::Tn~c;; OF l'HE LJ:B:::·Af(y' \'.iUi'-1BE~~:·:::
~" l L\_ l:.IE f·'H J NTED C'UT Ar.JU YCII..I !::HOUU.I i::.:Ei-'EA r :::TEF: !:~; :l THI::u ·!.:. TO
~fTER

C:k=N(!! "

C:uN T I r'-:1 ..11::. vii. TH TH .:. :::;

F'I~I~.ICif-..:P,M.

II
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.. ,

: tl··'t::O:)M :L N(:;

I :;~=NO

REPOI::::TS

L I BRAR IE!::; L I :::TED

t..Jf·ft•.·h NU!''IBI::.:R DO YOI...I ~.JI::;H

TO SEE ( 1-5)

·-;:· i

THIS IS A COMPLETE LIBRARY LISTING OF OUTLOOK REPORTS.
REF'OF:T

F:ELEASE
DATE

DESCRIPTION

OF

NAME

u:::E

RSPORT

ESTIMATE::: FOR ::::OYBEAN::::

2/1:;!/~:~4

!30YBEAN:::

U!::DA S:UPPLY AND

CORN

USDA S:UPPLY AND u:::E E:::;-r I MATE::; FOR CORN

J..JHEAT

USDA S;UPPLY

BARLE.Y

u::mA :::UPPLY AND i_!!::E: EST I ~'-1ATE:=:: FOR BAF::_EY

2/1 ::::;::::4

OAT::::

u::mA :::aJPPLY AND u:::E ESTIMATE::: FOR

2/1 :3/:=:4

PLP:=:: 1 CE:::

AND

u::.E

2/1:::/ :::LJ.

EST I ;.1ATE::: Fo:::;: WHEAT

Of~T:=::

(4NNUAL AND LONG RANGE F'LANN I i\IG PRICE::::
BV•
DEPT. OF AG ~( APPLIED ECONOMIc:::,
'

.

2/t::::/84

l. 0/10 ;::::::

u OF

M

USDA U.S. GRAIN STOCKS
9TPF:ICES

10/25/:::::::

ESTIMATED QUARTERLY CROP & LIVESTOCK PPICES
BY: DEPT. OF AG & APPLIED ECONOMICS--U 0~ M
U.S. HOGS AND PIGS

BEEF FED

U.S. CATTLE ON FEED -- 13 STATE
Br':

1/21/::::4

u::::DA
1.

/:2:~:/::::4

-71.::: I N'-'ENT

USDA ANNUAL CATTLE INVENTORY
0~2/

11:../:::4

NAMES OF REPORTS--1 PER LINE <MAX OF 10)
t.::AF~R I AOE F<ETUf.!l'1 = DONE ENTER I NCi RI::F'OFH i'il::li"IE>:

DO YOU WISH TO SEE ANOTHER LIBRARY <l=YES,CR=NOl?

1

THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES ARE AVAILABLE:
1. COMPLETE LIBRARY <CROPS & LIVESTOCK)
:2.
::::.

L I VE~::TOCI<
CROP:::

4. WEATHER
5. UPCOMING REPORTS

CR=NO LIBRARIES LISTED
WHICH NUMBER DO YOU W[SH TO SEE <1-5)

THIS IS A LIBRARY OF REPORTS CONCERNED WITH WEATHER.
DE::::CR I PT I ON
OF F:EPORT

F:EPORT
NAME
~.JEATHER

WEATHER FORECAST AND RELATED ASSESSMENTS
BY: MARK SEELEY & GREG SPODEN-AG EXT SERVICE

F:ELEA::::r:::
D:~TE

1 0 / 1 :::: / ::: ._:

WEEKLY CLIMATIC SUMMARY
BY: NATIONAL WEAl"HER SERVICE
SNOW DEPTH AT MOST RECENT SAMPLING
BY: NWS AND DNR COOPERATIVES
I NHJ UN W!::ATHEFi'-1-iEHBI C I UE RELAT I m~~::;H I P::::

BY:

:'·H-\Mi~·::

J~FF

COULTAS,

D~PT.

OF AORONOMY

F'EF~ l. I Nl::: (MAX: OF 10 l
DC:l'·iE ENTER I ~K; HEPORT I\IAI"IE :;;

OF 1=\:Ei:::'UI·\:T ::::--·1

C,:.:.\ <Fi l ~~Ut~ HE: TURN

=

00 YOU WISH TO SEE ANOTHER LIBRARY (i=YES,CR=NOJ?

:~: /2 4/ :::~.::·

USING DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
TO FORMALIZE THE CONTROL OF SWI~E FARM OPERATIONS*
by
Earl I. Fuller
Department of Agricultural & Applied Economics
University of Minnesota
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses ways to relate the use of formalized control
procedures to intensively operated swine farms.

The same general

approach could focus on other intensively operated enterprises, such as
dairy herds, irrigated crops, and specialty crops or enterprises where
frequent adjustments in inventory or input use are considerations.

The

approach generally relates to market management and cash flow projections; however, the latter activities
This paper has two major parts.

~ay

not be so easy to see.

The first is a generalized discus-

sion of control theory and modeling techniques as related to farm management and the potential of increasing the formalization of the farm
manager's information system.

It draws from a variety of sources found

in operations research, industrial management and business management.
It provides a way of thinking about the control of day to day operations.
The second part discusses how general purpose data base management
systems (DB}ffi) software on a microcomputer can be used as part of a
control system on a swine farm.

The general approach outlines techniques

and requirements for the utilization of a

DB~~;

then applications to

illustrate how the concepts might be applied to controlling the farrowing
operation are introduced.

*

Developmental work on the topics in this paper continue.
may well be in order once more experience occurs.

~1odifica

tions

A contribution to ~linnesota Agricultural Experiment Station project
14-036, }~nagement Information Systems For Farm Firms.
Prepared for presentation at a ~.rorkshop entitled "On-Farm Computers",
Nov~mber 21-23, 1982, Purdue University.

The reader should be forewarned that this is only an illustrative
discussion.

Even today there are commercially developed turnkey systems

of software and hardware in place on farms which are working well.

This

effort should be considered a "first cut" at the development of such a
system for canagers wanting to design their own system for whatever
reason.
CONTROL OF FAR..'! OPERATIONS; THE

PROBLE~!

The complexity of the management task is increasing.
the "knowledge explosion".

One reason is

rnere is an increasing knowledge base from

science and technology along with other fields of human ·endeavor.
new knowledge comes new opportunities.
alternatives for analysis.

~ew

:'ie~.,r

With

opportunities mean new

alternatives mean complex choices rr.ust

be made in tei'i:lS of the feasibility and profitability of use on the far:-:1..
Hanagerial time and comprehension capabilit:,• are limiting resources.
Economies of size and the advantages of new technology can only be
captured if management is able to

"plan their

~.;ork

and work their plar..".

Effective planning is a prerequisite to effective controlling.

But a

farmer who gives serious attention to planning may not necessarily be
successful.

P2.ans must 1::1e carried' out through effective action; the far:n

must ooerate.
Plans

:v~us

action on pur?oses or objectives.

control without reference to plans.
disorganized; then it becomes

Without plans, action becones

~possible

to

perfor~

since che objective of control is to give assurance
actions con:for-::1 to plans.

It is not possible :o
the control
t~at

functio~

events o=

For instance, if •..;e change the ventilation

systen will, does or did i t change the health, gain or nur;:ber of pigs
per litter?
The people who manage farms use but a small fraction of their ti[;1e
in planning.

The major deoanri on ffinnagerial time and intellect is the

control of ongoing operations.

An operating style fo:- many farm managers

in such an environment is to allocate their limited management

ti~e

wisely -with due consideration to the multiple objectives to be fulfilled.
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Presumably a manager weighs the costs and benefits of each such
allocation of available time.

The opportunity cost of using time to

formalize a control system is time which might more productively be
used in another activity; this is a cost of controlling the operation.
Given the complexity of swine herd management and given the time
constraint, what are the potentials of systems analysis approaches towards
improving the ability of the farm manager to stay on top of (his) operations management?

Can time be freed from operations by such systematic

procedures to be effectively used for longer range planning?

Can improve-

ment in control over the production and marketing activities themselves
provide payoffs sufficient to justify investing time to improve them?
This paper is based on the premise that it is.

Therefore, the discussion

now turns to the development of such control systems for swine herd
management.
CONTROL SYSTD! CONCEPTS

A..~D

SYSTEH ANALYSIS

A system is defined as a set of objects (the farrowing operation)
and its attributes.

The user of the term is obligated to define the sat

and, thus, distinguish (specify) the system separately from all other
objects (the rest of the farm and world) which make up the environment
of that system.
A system analvsis aooroach is then defined as a process of classification, rational description, observation and study of the set of
objects and their attributes.

Systems are often complex and require

further classification into subsystems in order to be comprehensible
at a level useful to management.

System analysis recognizes components,

interactions and feedback relationships.
Schematically, the steps of systems analysis require: (l) Separace
the environment (and its attributes) from the objects of the system (and
their attributes).
actions involved.
SO\vS,

(2) Diagram or chart the relationships and inter::1ore simply, systems have inputs (feed, water, bears,

music, air, etc.), a transformation process, and outputs (pigs,

manure,

~veight

gain).
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inputs

environment

~,-......

___:.'V)
.
'<'~,~------------~~_:_P_r_o_c__e_s_s__o_r__o
__p_e_r_a_t_~_·o_n_s~

)

-,_.

feedback ------------------------

A systems approach is a modeling technique.

It abstracts a model

of a system (the farrowing operation) from the perceived environment.
Presumably, all that is not included in the system is then defined as
being part of the environment.
A formalized systems approach is being used in the management of
government, industry, education and wherever else new ideas in management
are being tried today.
The presuned (or assumed) advantages of a
as usually noted include:

formaliz~d

(1) The relationships between inputs, the

process and outputs are made explicit (expected feed
and/or pigs per litter).

systems approach

~se,

weight gain

(2) Com?lex phenor.1enon is reduced to an understand-

able and definable unit (in this case defined according to the manager's
interests).

(3) A logical patterned way of thinking concerning what the

nature of specified phenomenon used is, and focused on the important
parts thereof.

For instance, what can you control by regulation of

inputs--pigs weaned, pig weight, sow weight, breeding, etc.
The systems approach should not be viewed in a static context;
inste2.d, it should be viewed as a dynamic (evolving) management t:Jol.
Once a systems approach to management is

es~ablished,

decay to something less unless plans are made to
management style change.

~odi~y

t~ink

One must continually

systems approach and continue to develop it and

it

begi~s

to

it as needs and

in ter::".s oi a

hi~self

as a

~anager.

He needs to learn and modify the specified system model just as he woulJ
any other aspect of managerial
A dynamic perspective of
on the part of the manager.

probla~

systa~s

implies a continual learning mode

A coreputer based set of hog records are of

little use to control operations and
they are used.

solving.

learn~ng

how to improve them unless

Learning comes at a cost in terms of time, effor: and
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(opportunity) use of

oth~r

resources.

It also implies the use of a

problem solving approach to management and implies that management defines
problems/opportunities as differences between "what is" and "what ought
to

be".

It then takes steps to change the situation, these steps include:

(1) observation, (2) analysis of the viable alternatives, including the

do nothing alternative.

It also includes (3) the selection of a course of

action and (4) taking that action.

Taking action implies controlling the

installation and supervision of the directicn of that action through
time.

With the freedom to decide and act comes (5) an associated

responsibility to bear the
reaping the benefits).

conseq~ences

of that action (and, further,

Finally, in a dynamic world, a creative approach

to management implies (6) learning from the results that occur which, in
turn, clarifies new problems and enhances one's skills to do further

A computerized swine

managerial decisionmaking and/or problem solving.

control system is a base to increase learning--if it is used to do so.
The primary interest of this paper is

infor::tation s·rs terns

~vith mana~e::1ent

as a subset of the firm's production system.

Further, in

ce~tain

sub-

systems of a management information system there is a need for control
systems.

These interests require a division or

production systems into a family of subsystems.
system can be concep tualizad in the same

~vay

breakdow~

of the defined

As noted before, a sub-

as the overall system

except that it is contained within the original definition of the overall
system.

Consequently, the rest of the main system becomes part of the

environment for the defined subsystem; for instance, the breeding herd,
the farrowing operation and the finishing facility.

Linkages can then

exist bet1veen subsystems through inputs and outputs "hich flow to and
from each subsystem and its environment and, thus, •.vi thin the overall
system.
HA..'lAGEHENT INFOFJ-!ATION SYSTE1>1S

(~!IS)

The idea of a management information system requires an

unde~standing

of some additional concepts; these include learning, cost of learning,
value of information .:md the problem solving approach.

These concepts

have been developed elsewhere in the farm management literature and
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will not be repeated here to any degree.

However, the terms "information"

and "data" need·to be defined here as they are found in the information
and management sciences.

These terms are used somewhat differently in

these sciences than they are for popular usage or in the popular press.
Data can be judged on the basis of its information content.

Data includes

Info~ation

both noise and infornation as these terms are used.

is

defined as being that which influences behavior (decisions), has a
"surprise value" or "intelligence value".
been developed in a comprehensible

a~d

It is processed data that has

understandable form which is

relevant to a problem to be solved or an evaluation of the alternatives
faced by a decisionmaker.

Information

co~~unicates

to the decisionmaker

and changes decisionr.1aking behavior in the process.

A management information system may then be defined as a system
designed to facilitate the filtering, collection, classification, storage,
retrieval, processing, display and
managenent process and/or in the
A

~ITS

disse~ination

?erfor~ance

of data useful in the

of the nanagenent

functio~s.

processes data to reduce the noise and enhance informacion content.
The distinctions made above

bet~-.'een

data and infor::tation are

important distinctions >.Jhen designing a S':·line management control syster.1.
They are distinctions that a manager and the 2eveloper
should noce carefully; they should be kepc in
about

~hat

data to record and in what

for~

~ind

~f

:ns

systems

as decisions are

m~de

as operations control systems

are developed.
Parenthetically, it can be argued
information system.

tha~

every swine farn has an

It may be a quite informal one; but, for wany, a

more formally structured

:ns

.:>ystem :nay not be '.vorth

t~e

cost.

Yet,

some real issues exist: Hhat parts o:: the system are most ar.1endable to
formalization? '.-ihere •.vould a greater degree of for:::alization actuall'.'
indicate payoffs greater than the cost of implementacion for a
operation?

specifi~

It is likely to be a long time before anyone will claim the

develop:::ent of a global

~1IS

system for a far.n business.

Yet, the

complexity of the technology in use on American far:1s and the size of
the entcr?rises in operation call for a greater degree of formalized
use of t;1,:se concepts t:1.:m has previously bes:n che c;;:se in Ar.l.erican
agriculture.
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All farm production systems have control subsystems.

Even in cases

where the control systems are totally informal, where no managerial effort
has been put forth to formalize them in any way, thev still exist.

And

in some instances, for some managers, given some environments, operating
some kinds of productive activities, they mav function ver-1 well as
informal systems.

In other instances their informality requires more

managerial time and effort than good opportunity cost ?ricing would
suggest is in the best interest of either the manager or the firm.
Hence, in such cases, it would be well worth the high start-up cost of
the required time necessary to dPsi.gn a more formalized system.
DEVELOPI~G

FOlU-1ALIZED CONTROL SYSTE:1S

In the development of formalized operations control systems for farm
firms, several approaches can be considered.
under different circumstances.

Various ones are appropriate

One is an enterprise approach.

In the

enterprise approach it is useful to define production by the kinds of
products produced (pigs, pork, gain, manure), and then specify unit
budgets for each enterprise (sov herd, nursery, finishing).

From a

control standpoint, the unit gross margin budgets could

be detailed

in terms of the inputs (feed, water,

~are)

and output (gain) by time period also.

t~en

by tine period of their use

The monitoring of the production

process at these same time intervals could be specified, so could
actions (options) which

~anagers

and workers could take in order to

the controlled operation of the production processes (ration
tion, medication).

~ix,

e~sure

ventila-

A series of steps useful in developing an enterprise

control system are listed below.
Developing A Control System

1.

Define the production system and subsystems

2.

List (order) outputs or

3.

Specify events that require recording

4.

Identify a sensing procedure for each item to be monitored

5.

Specify the "in control" standard for each item and acceptable r.:mg~
about that standard, ~hile recognizi~g t~1a uncontrollable nature 0£
related considerations.

i~puts

to be recorded
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6.

Establish rules of action to bring a process back into control if
monitoring suggests it has moved outside of the specified control
range.

7.

Outline the records (reports) which are to be used by time interval
of record, for~ of record, and frequency of recording.

8.

Detail control correction procedures to the extent possible in
regulating input according to the items monitored.

9.

Test the control systems and operations--identify the source,
impacts and ways of reducing potential recording errors.

10.

Refine steps 1 through 5 as required throughout the life of the
system.
Installing a

for~alized

control system requires an appreciation of

management by exception and attention to the questions raised in the figure
below.
Figure 1.

!-fanagement B'' Excention

What is the acceptable range of controlled acti\;ity?
If results are superior, why?

lfuat can we learn from it?

If results are less than acceptable, what action is required?
Is there a previously established decision rule?
Is correction possible?
How long will it take?
Do we need to change plans?

Hanagement by exception rules help a manager spend t:..me

~•isely

on

problems requiring attention and discovering opportunities for improvement.
CONTROL SYSTE)!S FOR THE

S~H:JE

E:\TERPRISE PRODL'CTIQ;\ SC"3SYSTE)1S

Animal scientists have developed detailed (and calendarized) liscs
of approved practices for various livestock operations.

~any

recommended practices require that the herdsman continually
behavior of the individuals in the herd.

\~"hen

of the

~onitor

the

monitoring, the herdsman

is obliged to mentally trace through a checklist of conditions or
symptoms to delineate the desired course of corrective action.

:\ herds-

man then takes a corrective action and notes that he did so for lacer
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reference.

If such an action was taken in isolation from the complexities

of other activities, it should not be burdensome in most farm situations.
However, this is not the case.
same time.

Other routine work must continue at the

Other enterprises must also be attended to.

questions remain:

But, the key

"Under what conditions is a move to a more formalized

system of control justified?" and "Are the gains in so doing sufficient
to pay for the additional cost involved?".
Worker coordination and super1ision whenever two or more people are
involved and there is any specialization of effort at all requires some
coordination in

co~~unication.

The necessary general line of develop-

mental reasoning is outlined in figure 2.
Figure 2.

Enterorise Control System
Premises

Production is a dynamic process changing through time
Process conditions or characteristics are measurable
Production process standards exist and can be found
Management by exception rules exist
Production process intervention can control
Components
Sensor - measures process activity (output)
Controlling unit - compares measurement to standard
Activating unit - starts intervention (input)

Figure 3 provides a flow diagram schematic of the generalized
structure of an enterprise control system.
Formalized control systems for farms need not and, in fact probably
should not, be prescriptively stated and put in place overnight--they
should evolve.

At this state of the art they need to be tested and

implemented step by step over a period of time.

There is neither

sufficient experience with them nor solid enough research analysis
behind their development to encourage a more prescriptive approach.
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Consequently, a manager might begin something as follows.

To start

with, he might specify the more-or-less key components to managing the
swine operation.

He could select key components or elements on the

basis of the frequency of observation required, and on the frequency of
adjustment in production possibilities based upon the incorporation of
these components into a control

syst~.

As he does this, he should

consider the potential benefits as compared to potential costs.
selected

compone~ts

The

should offer opportunity for production improvement.

This would imply that correction or adjustment in inputs is possible
based upon these observations •..;hich

~.;auld,

in turn, make operations more

stable and/or profitable.
A SOtv HERD EX."U-lPLE IN

OUTLI~,;E

Let us nm.; consider the farrowing operation.

This is a complex manage-

ment task requiring subs cantial herds::1anship to attain good performance.
At certain times in the lactation cycle, special care is required for
individual c:niruals; on other occasions, group care is sufficient.
One useful place to start with a sow herd would be a sm-l index
calculation.

This requires the recording of several items of data

either on paper or into a computerized data base.
~~ediate ~pact

However, from an

on profitability standpoint, perhaps a system more

directly focused on increasing litter size and survivability might have
a higher payoff.
An expanding sow herd also suggests a comparable calendarization and

identification of the status of individual

ani~als.

Here a status wheel

or computerized data base type system with individual animal records
seems to be the key element.

Certain actions are required for individual

animc:ls or groups of animals at different times in
cycle.

There is a time to flush

so~vs;

t~e

reproduction

there is a time to breed them;

there is a time to check for pregnancy and/or to rebreed; and there is
a time to cull unbred sows.
The ration needs to be controlled by the nutritive neejs of the
various anima.ls and groups.

Farro\·ling is an inportant time.

R.ecords

need to be retained on the number of pigs born at that time.

Shortlv
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after farrowing there is a need to handle the baby pigs, providing iron
shots, clipping teeth and castrating.
to wean and separate the pigs.

In short order, there is a need

There is a need to sort out replacement

gilts based on the performance of their mothers.
There is a continuing need for action sheets on a daily basis.

Some

action procedures for care of the herd can be identified as specific days
of the week in the ongoing farrowing operation.

So doing will reduce the

complexity of the task and allow what otherwise might be individual care
to be handled reore on a group basis.
A SlTUATIONriL CASE E:<AHPI..E
A

swine producer was in the following situation.

general version of this paper.
sow herd record system.

~an~ed

He

He had read a more

to more formally organize his

He wanted to use a computer to do it; in part

because his family had been using

compu~ers

in school and were urging

him to.
The "systems approach," "control syste:ns," and

n

tion systems" ideas in the paper made sense to him.
at where he was now record-\vise.

~anagement

.

J:

ln~orma-

He began by looking

He was using a set of sow history cards,

updated after weaning and breeding.

He also had a set of litter cards

upon which he recorded' data on events and actions as each litter >vas
handled in the farrowing house.

They were modified by him to contain

data he thought of as having "high informational potential" from a \vorksheet prepared by swine specialists at Ohio State University.

Modific2-

tions included the calculations of four performance indexes, none of
\vhich he felt fit his situation perfectly.

The card also contained a

space for written notes which were sometimes transcribed to the sow
history card along with other data.
He was reluctant to purchase special S\vine herd softv:are, given \vhat
he could find at that time and the costs of doing so.

There were 95 sows

in the herd.
He, instead, purchased a general purpose data base management (DB:lS)
package.

He found one (there are several) which allows the user to drop

or add data items to the data base as experience (J.t:.:lt'ning) might dictat<2;
this is a must for effective (dynamic) control syst<2m development.

The data field labels and definitions used are shown in figure 4.
These were taken directly from his inde:< card.

The hard and time

consuming job had already been done--the actual development of a card
or set of items important enough to be put on it.
Running the DBXS to set up the file was easy.

Putting in new or

modified data is also easy, but does take discipline and time on a regular
basis.
Once the data is in the file(s), sorting it and printing it out as
job lists, performance reports, or "management by exception" alerts is
easy.

The major problem is

the manual in order to instruct the

re~ding

file setup and to s:ore the data for later use--this took several days.
The general DB!1S ended up doing 35 to 90 percent of tvhat he would
have liked to do then.
someday.

He has not yet modified his files, but may

He wished no·w that he had not asked for separate shot treatment

as five items; they are all done toge:her

an~vay.

He wants to auto-

matically abstract data to a yet to be computerized .sow history file-changed somewhat from his card file.

Some day he may want to use the

system to schad.ule breedings in order to make the most effective use of
the farrowing room(s).
His particula.r DBaS lacked several useful features for farm use.
It does not allow "one key" entry of today's date; a real timesaver and
convenience.

~or

does it autou.atically record the date of last file use.

It does not have very good data value

e~try

Some check for whole number only items.

checking either--some do.

Some permit entry of minimum

and maximum values to guard against reports of 22 pigs per litter!
He has found other uses for a
inventory on it.

DB~1S

also.

He keeps a :nachinery parts

He also keeps field history records with it.

He finds

tractor driving time a good time to plan such uses, and uses a tape
recorder to "get them down on paper."
While it would be hard to prove, he feels the effort was
In fact, he plans to once again look at

availabl~

wort~while.

specialized stvine

software and perhaps purchase o1:e-if it. will de things his tliay.
~ow

feels that it m&kes life easier and swine

profitable to justify the time spent.

produ~ticn

He

enough .mora

- .....Figure 4.

Litter Production Records - 9/9/80 (Data Kept On Each Litter)

Field ID Labels

Explanation

SOloi'ID

alpha or number
as desired
pen- stall number
for sow
for sow
for sow
for sow
latest date
boar used·
date to do -dono:
farrowing nunber for so-cv

LITTE..O.WO
LOC
BOR..'IDA!E

HERDDATE
DAMID
SIRE/SON
BREDDATE
BOARID
BRD/C"nCK
FRw~O

DUE/DATE
MOVEDATE
BNLV
BNDE
'IRIN
TROT

NURS
FE

to farrowing house
born live - no.
born dead - no.
transferred in - no.
transferred out - no.
number nursed
date iron shots

'H..~

sc
ST
PU

SOWPI~DX}

MPSPI;rDX
BVSPINDX
NOTES /~-f£::!0

calculated

. -15Figure 5

DATA BASE FILE SET UP SHEET
File Name~------------------------------------------~Page.________of______
'

Instructions
Field No.

(leave blank until file

Field Code

(few characters key code nomen)

Field Length

(maxim~

Field Type

A/I/R/date

Field Title

)

number of numbers/characters)

(alphabetic, integer or real
after or date mrn/dd/yy)

~~th

decimal

(descriptive label for data_ field)
Characters in title

------

(include blanks)

Field No.
Field Code
Field Length
Field Type

A/I/R
(units of measure

Title
No.

Cha~:-acters

)

-------

Computation Formula

--------------------

Field No.
Field Code
Field Length
Field Type

A/I/R

Title

(units of measure

No. Characters

-------------------

Computation Formula
Field No.
Field Code
Field Length
FiE.~ld

Type

___

------..:.-..;
A/I/R

Titl·e

(units of

No. Characters

----------

Computation Formula~-------------

~casure

-----)

)
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Are Your Records Hogwash?
Dr. Tom Stein
University of Minnesota
College of Veterinary Medicine

The following are a set of brief,

concise, and to the point

recommendations and observations on record-keeping for swine farms, distilled
from four years of trying to make sense out of farm records.

DO:

Use an individual sow record system, using cards, paper, computers, or
cardboard.

An individual sow system is simple, straightforward, and is the

only way to use records to their best advantage.

Have a record-keeping plan. Know why you keep the records you do, and how
you do it. Cull useless or time-consuming data, like the percent of pigs born
deformed unless your farm has a specific problem or you feel a special
fondness for trivial information.

Have professional interpretation of the information you put together from
your faro. Veterinarians are tra{ned to interpret information and solve
problems based on herd profiles.

Make the record system formal. Use either commercial data collecticn

fo~s,

or, better yet, design your own based on the way you do things. Have these
forms typed and mimeographed. Use "non-carbon" paper and you'll always have a
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copy. Keep copies of important records (sow cards, 5-year herd summary
information) somewhere besides the barn in case of catastrophe.

Develop a record-keeping detail. Make records a habit: write, record,
analyze, and review. If you don't like to do it, hire or convince someone
else.

Analyze the records or use your advisor (read: veterinarian) to analyze for
you. Interp=et the information.

Keep a variety of records. Yearly and 5-year summary reports are best for
trend analysis. Monthly and weekly reports are best for here and now
information; compare this month's production with this year's rolling average.
Keep a daily diary of important events, like the entry of new boars and gilts
or the diagnosis of a problem (E. coli, coccidiosis, Haemophilus pneumonia).

Use

reco=~s

to take action and make decisions. If they don't lead you to

action and make it easier to decide to do something (or do nothing), then
they are not being used. Wring as much

info~ation

as possible from records.

Have a foolproof method for individual identification of the sows, or make
it at least as foolproof as the pigs will let

you~

Do not duplicate numbers.

Do not giva incoming gilts numbers rescued from culled sows.

Write to the National Pork Producers Council and request a copy of the
standard definitions and calculations for pork production, a dictionary for
reco~d-keeping.

Know what you mean when using terms

li~e

farrowing rate, pigs
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per sow per year, litters per sow per year, and culling rate. Understand the
calculations, or talk to people who understand them.

Develop a working set of manual records that keep you close to the action,
even if you have a computer.

Be a detective. Use records to discover things about your herd you've never
known. Track down problems and find a solution or cause.

Set targets and goals for the herd, where appropriate. Be nice to yourself
and your employees. Set reachable goals

d~signed

not to frustrate.

Look for patterns in your records. Swine herds are like quilts, with many
unseen patterns.

Use records to evaluate and communicate. Both are the natural function of
useful and friendly records. Challenge feed salesmen and veterinarians to make
a change on your farm, one that is measurable.

DO NOT

••• let individual sow cards pile up, unused, unloved, and gathering dust in
the corner of the office •

••• use an individual sow system without adequate identification for each
sow.
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••• believe only your eyes when evaluating the herd.·

••• believe only the records when evaluating

~he

herd •

••• hastily glance at reports, then set them aside never to be seen again •

••• concentrate on one index to the exclusion of all others (read: pigs per
sow per year)

••• buy a computer if your record system is marginal. A computer will not
organize you, but will respond to your organization •

••• use a computer to schedule your activities. Humans are better at it.

Questions to ask about swine record systems
Tom Stein, DVM
University of Minnesota
College of Veterinary Medicine

1. How are the indexes and calculations defined? Is there a list?
2. How are the specific rates (like farrowing rate) calculated?
3. What kind of backup is required/recommended?
4. How many sows? why?
5. Row many litters for each sow, and is there a tradeoff?
6. What to do with "archived data"?
7. Animal identification?***** each anical on the system uniquely identified
8. What kind of documentation is available?
9. Which version of the program: 1.0 or 1.2 ?
10. What is the cost current version?
11. What about updates to the original purchased version?
12. Is a help line available?
13. Any users' groups around?
14. Demonstration available for your use?
15. Installation-what do you get, any training?
16. What kind of service contract?
17. What kind of company;will it be in business five years from now?
18. References of users, especially long-term users (more than one year)
about yourself:
how easily frustrated?
how impatient?
how much time do you have?
what kind of record system do you have now?
be very concerned about vendors who say things like this:
"The file cleans itself automatically as new data is stored ••• " {Where does
the old data go?)
"Each data disk can be analyzed for •••• " (Row many disks are needed, usually
means you'll be "swapping" disks)
"Don't worry about ••••• "
telephone number)

(Worry about everything, like the address and

A computer pork production system offered by U/NO Agri-Systems
records not only sow and boar genetic
data, breeding information, farrowing
and litter reports, but also relates
them to costs and benefits. The system sets up schedules for staff, equipment, feed and medicine and keeps a
five-year archive for comparisons.
U/NO Agri-Systems Inc., Box 396,
Rockport, TX 78382/1-800-531-3109.
Circle no. ll5 on Reply Card.

A computer service improves hog
producer management decisions using
accurate computer information without having to own the computer.
National Swine Computer Service
offers a monthly profit-loss production
report and cash and inventorv costs for
the past 12 months. The service autom<Jtically updates number, weight and
market ,·alue of hog in ventorv
monthly. A sow report lists sows
farrow, organizes and evaluates production data and ranks eadrsow based
on performance.
National Swine Computer Service,
Box 7657, ]Jck'ion. !viS ;)!:!204/800892-832-!, 601-352-7258 (l\'!S only).
Circle no. 118 on Reply Card.

to

A sow records system for 50 to 200
sows is offered by Betterway Ag.
:\larketing Inc. The Sow f..'lerit Record
& .\1anagement System ranks sows in
several areas. Yearly totals give you a
record of herd averages. Records
combine with schedules to improve
herd efficiency. A management calculator provi<ies for on-the-spot decisions. T\llO books are included, one for
the b<Jrn, the other for the office.
Betterway ..:\g Marketing Inc., 5801
Charlotte. Kansas Citv, MO 64110,
816-363-2287.
.
Circle no. 105 on Reply Card.

A swine computer system, Hogman gives the producer with 100 or
more sows information tor herd
improYement including individual and
herd summ<tries. The Agri-Data system also provides manilgement and
health information ;md dail? work
r•.:ports.
Agri-Uata Inc., Box 623. Alamo, GA
:)IJll L 912-Sfii-l-71 U2.
Circle no. 1U on Reply Card.
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Swine management computer
program contains individual records on
sows, boars and notched piglets.
Reports tell breeding success, litter
size and weight, survivabilitY and sow
and boar performance. The software
program's production and inventorv
reports give numbers and values by
animal category and feed efficiency by
groups. The program from Computer
Agri Venture fits the ,tSK Apple II Plus
Computer.
..
Computer Agri Venture, 105 S. Third,
St. Peter. MN 56082.
Circle no. 129 on Reply Card.

tracked at every stage of the operation. It requires an Apple computer,
disk drives, video monitor and 80-column printer. Each data disk holds data
for about 490 sows. Gestation sow
records show heat checks, pregnancy
checks, shot and drug schedules.
Sows are ranked based on production
and breeding values and replacements
by overall herd improvement, live
births, milking ability, growth rate and
backfat thickness. Herd analysis
details death loss and feed efficiency.
Overall analysis gives 20 key points for
best herd management. Summary production and breeding reports are available am·time.
Decision Center, Inc., 116 Kellogg,
Ames, IA 50010/515-233-1206.
Circle no. 116 on Reply Card.
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A hog computer program, HA0.I
provides 20 kev summarie:> of herd
data from the past year. Hog Analysis
and Management offers production
records for up to 4~2 sows and work
schedules for production and health
programs. The software program
holds a year's worth of data recorded
on individual sow records. The file
cleans itself automatically as new data
is stored. It takes just an hour a week
to update records. estimates Land 0'
Lakes, maker of the Proware line of
computer pro~:,rrams.
Land 0' Lakes Inc., 800-53rd Ave.
NE, Box 1395, Minneapolis, ~:IN
55440/612-571-2110.
Circle no. 117 on Reply Card.

A s•vine computer software progr<''ll, Hog Producer, provides a complete management sys(em for farrow
to iinish O[Jeraticms. It keeps records
on individuai herd animals and de\·elops \·accinatir.n/health programs for
pigs. Feed consumption can be
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Computer services for hog p~~
ducers are part of the Advantage program offered by Control Data Corp.
through local dealerships. Services
will be available by the end of 1983 in
).'linnesota, Iowa, South Dakota, Indiana and Wisconsin. SwineTrak helps
producers record, monitor and manage critical phases of production.
Detailed herd performance and health
data are provided. The computer also
tr<JcJ.:s and ranks each animal. Also
offered is the firm's Plato computer
educational program. The 36-hour
feeder pig program gi,·es sow and
feeder p.ig management inform:ltion
for new and experienced producers. It
covers health, nutrition. housing and
equipment, selection and breeding,
gestation, farrowing, marketing arid
records management. .-\ similar program is a\·ailable for tinisrjng production 2.nd management.
Control Dii ta Corp .. K100 3-tth..-\ w.
S. Blrlomi:1c;ton. :\1~ ;):i-!20, Gl2-c·Gl-

;)BS6 r)r 15~7 -L
Circle no. 119 on Reply Carel.

Ho~v

to use the directory

The following directory of farm software suppliers appears alphabetically.
for readers interested in locating software for a specific application, we
have categorized companies as to
types of software offered.
The following code can be used to
find the companies that offer:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

swine management software,
farm accounting software,
spread sh :e:t programs; or
data base managers.

The letters corresponding to the var·
ious types of software will appear
respectively after each listing, denot-

ing the programs available from each
company.
The following listing does not serve
as an endorsement of individual prod·
ucts or services. The directory is
designed as a service to our readers,
as they shop for software to f.t their
;a
individual needs.

Computerized Recording Schemes
Directory oi Suppliers

AAA Ag. !;ervices
Sox 88A
Leland. IL 60531
a 15" .!';5-9335
R~ 1,

(a)

A3 Com
PO Box 705
M~scatfne, lA 52761
3191254-8761
(b)

Ayratron Ltd.
691..S. c:uon
H.:>liSton, iX 77061
713! 641·1255
(a) (o) (d)

Agri Computing Systems, !nc. ·
Rt i. Box 43
Roya;ton, IL 62983
618/96-l-7793
(a) (b) (c)
Aqri Data Resources, Inc.
205 W. Highland
Milwaukee. WI 53203
4141278-7676
(d)
Agri-Management Sarvices, Inc.
PO 9ox 6429
Atr.ecs, GA 30604
404i 549-1133
(a) (o)

AgriSoft
iCC! c. Walnut
Columbia, MO 65201
314, 443·4316
(c)
Altamont Computers
8Q7 Can:ral A'l~ .. Box 1083
Tra~-,. CA 95380
209, ':L~S-2~00
(b)
A.MS
.. /7J 'i1sta Ava.
B01s;; :J 83705

208/345-4383
(b) (c) (d)
Computer Agri-Venture
105 S. 3rd St.
St. Peter, MN 56082
5071931·4075
(a) (b) (d)

Computerized Farm Information
Systems, Inc.
PO Box 302
Stillwater. MN 55082
6121436·7198
(a) (b)
Computone Systems, lnc.
One Dunwoody Park
Atlanta, GA 30034
4041 393·30 10
(b) (cl (d)
Countryside Data, lne.
718 N. Skyline Dr., Suite 201
Idaho Fails, 10 83402
208 /529·8576
(b)

Decision Center, Inc.
116 Kellogg Avenue
Ames. lA 500 10
5151233·1206
(a) (b) (d)
OICKEY-jonn Corporation
Agricultural Management Division
Sox 10
Auburn, IL 62615
217 /793·1393
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Farm Management Systems of
MS, Inc.
PO Box 646
McComb, MS 39648
601 :684·4602
(a) (b)
Gritllth Data Services
5410 Prospect
Peoria, IL 61614
3091688-1055
(a) (b) (c)
Harris Labs, Inc.
624 Pt!acn St .. Box 80837
Lincoln, NE 68:501
402 '476·2B 11
(b) (C) (d)

Red Wing Business Systems
610 Main Stro<et
R<:d 'Ning, MN 55056
6121388·1106
(b)
Salba Software
206 E. Cypress
Elmwood. IL 61529
309· 7 42-8123
Small Business Computer
Systems
4 140 Greenwood
Lincoln. NO:: 68504
4021467-1875
(b)

Hi-Plains Systems, Inc.
PO Box 8152
Amarillo, TX 79109
806 i 353·3421
(a)

Specialized Data Systems, Inc.
Box 8278
Madison, WI 53708
608·241-5050
(a) (b) (c)

Homestead Computer Services
2979 Pembina Hwy
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA R3T 2H5
2041261-6740
(a) (b) (c)

Summerville Entercrises
104 Broad St .. SE
Aliceville, .-\L 35442
2051373-6383

IBM
3715 Northside Parkway,
PO Box 2150
Atlanta, GA 30055
404 I 238·2386

(a) (b)

Sysman, Inc.
6171 State Road ZS West
West L2tayette, IN 47906
2191261·2825
(a) (b) (c) (d)

(b) (c) (o)

Farm Business Services
PO Box 201
Aledo, IL 61231
3091582-5628
(a) (bl

Marathon Microsyslems, l11c.
2610 Grant St.
Evans:on, !L 60201
312-864-6269
(a) (b). (c)

Farm Management, Inc.
1208 S. Cedar Rd.
New Lenox, IL 60451
8151485-4955
(a) (b)

Missouri Agrisoil
PO Box 14:35
Columbia. MO 65201
3141445-3080
(a) (d)

Terrell Brothers
Route 1. Box 69
Woodford, VA 22530-9753
804; 448·4655
(b)
U/No Agri-Systems, lne.
Box 396
Rockport. TX i8382
800·242-?369 TX: S00-531·3109
(a) (b) (c) (d)

THE FUTURE IN ON-FARM COHPUTING: 1983 Al.'l'D BEYOND*

by
Earl I. Fuller
University of Minnesota

Next year will be 1984, once proclaimed to be the time when we become
the captives of a controlled society.

Meanwhile, other writers have declared

that we live in an "information age" or in the time of a "post industrial
revolution".

Some, speaking more simply, say we are seeing a "computer

revolution" where the economics of low investment cost, powerful capability,
easy access and available software are impacting every aspect of our daily
lives.
Certainly something is going on.
is normal.

It's stability that isn't.

But then something always has!

But without change, life--and more

specifically farm management--would be dull and without challenge.
farming has changed a lot in the last 50 years.
it won't in the next 50?
in our lives; in

thi~

Change

American

Why would anyone expect that

Historical parallels can help us understand change

case the tractorization investment decisions of

fa~ing

50 years ago compares to the computerization ones of today.

A Historical

Perspectiv~

By 1933 row crop tractors had been around for a good 5 years.

But

~he

majority of the farmers didn't own one; a depression was delaying ?urchase.
Sorse breed association people were concerned, though horses were still the
r..~ajor

"mechanical power" source beyond the family's own strength to operate

the farm.

*

Farmers where faced with when and whether to buy a tractor.

A contribution to ~linnesota Agricultural Experiment Station project 14-036,
Hanagement Information Syste1:1s for Farm Firms.
First presentation at a "Farm ~Iicrocomputer Conference," February 23, 1983,
Oklahoma State University, Stilhvater, Oklahoma.
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1983 microcomputers have been on far:-J.s a good 5 years.

have not yet decided to buy one; a recession is

delay~ng

The· majority

pur~hase.

Far~

cooperatives are trying to find a way to be helpful as are many others who
supply advisory services to farm managers.

By 1983

In 1933 steam tractors had a 30 year history behind them.

far~

oanageruent applications of computers also has a 30 year history tracing to
Fred Waugh of the USDA.

First, in batch (stationary) mode where the data

($3terial) was taken to the machine not unlike old time

threshi~g.

Since about

1968 far:w. managers have "custom hired" time share computing to evaluate alternatives and otherwise aid in the decision process.
~ept

High

feedlots have

plai~s

lot records and used computerized control system procedures for at least

15 years.
3vstems Reclassified and Computerized
farmers knew then and
to get a task done.

k~ow

now that: it takes Glore than a fancy power unit

It takes tools that harness the use of that power--

whether it is tillage or software.

It takes management too; decisions about when

to use, how to fix, how to adjust, measure, hook up, etc.

Together the elements

o.ake a system; a :ilechanized far.uing or a computerized far::1ing syste:n.
Systems thinking in mechanized
to where it is today.

far~ing

hadn't

Cultivators took a long

ti~e

co~e

to

very far by 1932 compared
at~ach

·~era

designed for and often couldn't be adapted to any other.

'..;e:::-e

s~ill

fcr-,.;ard.
t:::-cls or

to the

trac~o=

they

!lost implements

horse drawn designs with the adjusting levers lengthened and turned
Hydraulic controls, electronic sensors and "ergonomically" g!"ouped con·

design~d

Implene~t

operator work spaces were at best only dreams.

companies sold bright red, green, yellow acd orange models as

:hey attempt:ed to lock

~he

buyer into their color line.

The little grey one

',.;i':h its "far:u.ing system" and today' s defacto standard 3-poi:'..t hitch hadn!:

-3appeared.

The talk of a "systems approach" to

mec~anization

which it later

illustrated was not yet common.
Farmers viewed the choices about how to compare tractors as confusing.
Many saw at least one job

where a tractor had strong merit.

they could replace the older
a mechanized farming approach

way--the horse.
to the ...,;ay crops

drawbacks; mechanical reliability, new

But few thought

Few were yet ready to risk taking
~were

grown.

There ·.;ere

skills needed, acceptance in the

community and many others.
Life in 1983 has its parallels.
system could help do.

Many see at least one task a computer

Few have spent the time necessary to take a computerized

systems approach to the costs and benefits of a greater formalization of the
farm's management information and activity control systems.
drawbacks.

There are still

Some, but not all, are ready to risk the first steps or adoption

of computing power to the set of tools used in managing the business.
Five years ago a farmer had few choices in software tools to "harness" a
microcomputer.

Host were adaptations of an earlier generation of time share

(horse drawn? steam powered?) tools; or one could build his own tools.
~ore

Many

specifically designed and user friendly (egronomically sound) software

packages can be found today to do many decision aiding

~anagement

Some vendors today offer rather complete lines of software

~hich

tasks.
do work

together as a system.
Progress is observable in making farm software work into a system.
work from the same data base for more than one type of use.
of software transferability is also noted.

Saveral

A greater degree

More applications are being written

in fairly standard language dialects and know-how now eases their transfer even
when the floppy disks are not interchangeable.

(Reaember the early power lifcs

and P.T.O. linkages weren't very interchangeable either without adapters.)
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In shor:, there are lJany parallels between considerations today' s managers
r.eed t:o -:ecognize in decidi:1g when and how to move into computerized far::J.ing
and those our parents or grandparents faced in tllechanizing SO years ago.

How

did they do it?
Take A Systems Approach To The Decision
Most of them did not take a systems approach, but we should.
a management audit.
is a good
goals.

ti~e

A systems approach makes sense.

Before computerizing

to review the family's and the management team's objectives and

\-ihy do you far::1?

psychic and dollar ten1s?
life simpler?

We should do

How do you •,.;eight incorn.e and/ or growth in both
How important is feeling in control and/ or making

How action oriented are you?

Are you action oriented, i.e. how

do you like to spend time -- thinking, planning, directing or doing?

Ar~

communications between people in your business and/ or •,/i th your vendors ( credito
a problem?
~o

wnere do you see you and your far::1 to be 5 years from now?

matter what your ans-;.;ers to these questions, there ar.: alternati'Jes

besides joining the computer era just yet to deal 'nth them and to reach your
goals.

Goals change just as the feasibility of computerizing as an

attai~i~g

a~··

:o

them will.

\fuat Others Are Doing About Computerization
I~

today' s setting, the majority of

farmer-purchase~s

have as a first

objective the creation of a historical data base of some type of records.
some it is financial records; for
~ecords.

!n both instances the

operations rather than the

~ore

~ost

of the rest it is ?hysical

inte~est
strate~ic

e~terprise

is often on day to day con:rol of
issues of a :anger run.

3ut fer those who start one, even before the record
other potential uses are often seen.

For

syste~

is comp:ece

:·1any are wcrkable with "off-the-shelf"

-ssoftware.

Thus a standard recommendation for most purchasers holds for

far:u.ers too.

Acquire a data base manager, an electronic worksheet, personal

word processing, and a hardware-software communications package the day you
buy the hardware.
Simple application installations are justified.
way; but the potential is much greater.

~~ny

are paying their

A systems approach similar to what

happened in farm mechanization is the way to go.
The major cost to get there is time not hardware and software.

It is

management type time, either your own or that of consultant's doing a "systems
analysis" for you.

In the latter case, you may pay for it by buying software,

but it's really all the thought and care in making it work in your operation
that runs up the cost.
Software developments further improve and integrate the component applications each year.

A systems approach is making the computer a productive tool

to aid in controlling and planning the farm business.

(Fuller, land 2).

To make it happen smoothly requires an understanding of control modeling
with its use of "cybernetic loops" and "management by exception" rules.

The

idea that data contains "noise" and at best can only be structured so as to
increase its "potential inform.ation content" is essential.
the management sciences are sound.

The principles of

Economic marginality, risky decision

approaches, present value, etc., as opposed to "cost of production" and "factors
affecting profits" to name a few.

(Fuller, 3 and 4).

These ideas are necessary if progress is to be made.

They are crucial

to solving the riddle of how to relate the felt need and many applications
to the firm's data base and other data.

~ithout

them, data of ' little or

~o

value (noise) will obscure the crucial elements necessary to decision making.
Progress is being r.1ade in this •.Jerk on farms by software vendors and in the

-6land grant universities.
the firm's

~naget~ent

iyhat cne is doing is increasing the formalization of

information

syste~s.

At this point a note of caution is in

ord~r.

Even

aft~r

people will say that the computer is not saving them time.
about as long as recording it any other way.

~ost

start up, most

Keying in data takes

people are now recording more

data and taking more time to analyze it than they used to.

Within 5 years more

electronic sensed semi and fully automated data collection devices will be
involved.

They will cut the time to use the system.

For now, it means less tifue for other activity, often the action oriented
activity of running the farm.
time.

Computing is often a productive use of limited

But the caution should be noted.

So should a caution that unless the

time is committed to computing the investment will not have a high probability
of ?aying out.
:a~ Co~puting

In The Years Ahead

To this point, this paper has drawn some parallels with mechanization to
better understand where

fa~ing

is today with computerization.

are observable, but seem unnecessary in this context.
tion of the current situation was offered.

More parallels

Then a Jrief descrip-

lc is now appropriate to look

ahead 5 to 10 years.
To look ahead means going beyond specific applications to a time of broader
and better integrated control and planning systaos.
keeping, sorting and

prin~ing

It means

goi~g

livestock records to computing as a

from

co~ponent

of

livestock enterprise control systems with predictions of performance and
ffionitor input use.

It

~eans

using (a) decision a!ds, (b) data base

(c) time share accessed data base sources and (d) wcrd processors
as

t~e

situation requires.

~n

~anagers,
combi~atior.

It means cutting costs by substituting e::ctronic

-7data sensing and recording devices whenever economic technology will allow.
It also means avoiding a data overload with its associated large noise factor.
Only a systematic analysis of objectives, problems, opoortunities and a clear
distinction between infor:nation and data will do this.
The direction that farm financial management (FFM) is taking illustrates
many of these ideas.
many.

FFM once meant just the keeping of financial records to

Various groups did gather and use the data as a financial diagnostic

tool based on between-farm comparisons or farm business analysis.

The state

of the art is now beyond that.
Some workers argue for uniformly specified accrual accounting procedures
which can produce standard financial statements (Frey).

These are said to be

necessary to tell lenders where the business has been and is now.
but from a

F~M

Perhaps so;

perspective, a forward looking perspective is also needed.

A set of computerized financial tools has been widely used and carefully
refined over the last 10 years.
within a year.

They will be operable on microcomputers

They work with most currently available record systems.

But

the user has to review the data in the data base before each new projection.
Projections include measures of (1) profitability, (2) liquidity and (3) solvency
so as to be applicable to various sets of objectives concerning incollle, growth,
security or risk, as well as more personal factors.

Financial and physical

sensitivity analysis is automatic.
The system deals with the '"where am I?", '"where do I •.vant to be?", and
'"how can I get there?"" questions of planning (Thomas et.al., 5).

One data base

drives all modules which are:
(1)

FINAN - Financial analysis of a. set of "standard" income statement,
balance sheet and prior year's sources and uses of funds.

-8(2)

FI~LRB

- Financial long range budgeting

- a projection and comparative

evaluation of the existing ?lan and

t~o

alternative organizational

plans 3 to 5 years ahead.
(3)

FINTRAN - Transitional planning projections by quarters and/or years of the
selected plan over 3 years.

(4)

FINFLO - aonthly cash flow projections and their financial implications
of the selected plan for the next year.
huch of the data used is physical or technical.

to help one get started.

Default data banks exist

They can be combined with projected planning prices

and the current financial condition as appropriate.

The system also has the

ability to review actual performance with that previously planned.
error can be noted and sometimes reduced

(~ordquist

Sources of

& Hawkins, 6).

This system, when integrated with an accounting record system for purposes
of tax records and controlling the cash flow, is a prototype of FF:·! system of the
future.

It will be available and useful to :enders and borrowers alike.

Its

use has already shown an ability to rationalize credit use, to put money where
it can be productive at reasonable risk.
between the management
~eas~res

tea~

Further, it helps communications

and the lender.

progress towards them.

It encourages setting goals and

It helps control cash flow and the other

aspects of FFH.
Livestock record systems are evolving in the same direction.
developments in data collection devices will speed development.
~anagement

~ew

Marketing

and crop record applications show similar developments.

be interesting both to watch and to be a part of it.
years our children will be drawing

pa:a~lels

bet~een

It should

Perhaps in another 50
the computerization of

rants in the 1980's and some yet to ';)e seen next :uajor change i:1 ;...merican
.
I
;:- ar:tllng.
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THE COMPUTER'S HO~~
by Earl Fuller
Be forewarned:

S~atic

electricity, sudden paYer surges or just

seemingly random sparks can damage your computer, wipe out any program you
have loaded into memory or destroy your program tape or floppy disk.

All

computers meet or exceed federal standards and can generally absorb a lot
of current without damage, but mishaps are possible.

So, it's essential

that you find a safe, well-grounded home for your cocputer.
A few simple precautions to take:

--Do not put a computer in a room with a wool rug -- simply walking
across the rug with leather sole shoes and touching the computer
can send a damaging charge through it.
--Do not plug a co=Puter into the same circuit as an air conditioner,
heater, washer and dryer combo, or any appliance that draws a lot
of current or turns off and on while ru~ning.
--Make sure the room does not get too dry in the winter. Computers
like moderate humidity, abhor very dry or very damp air.
--Leave enough room around the corepu~er for good ventilation.
Computers (and disk drives, especially) do not use ~uch current,
but they generate a lot of heat.
--Do not let direct sunlight shine on the computer regardless of
the outside te~perature. Direct sunlig~t easily can overheat
the microprocessor and memory chips and cause a burnout.
--Protect all of your co~uter paraphernalia. !ap~s and disks are
especially susceptible to abuse and poor handling. Never spill
any liquids on a tape or disk; never be~d a disk or stretch a
tape; avoid magnetic currents. However ~nlikely it is that a
scall magnetic force, such as that .genera~ed by a radio, will
damage a tape or disk, it is hardly wor:h the risk. Keep anything that generates a magnetic force a: least a foot or t~
atJay.

A DESKTOP COMPUTER WORK SPACE
SOME

CONSIDERATIO~S ~~ICH LEAD TO COMPCTER OPERATOR
COMFORT, FATIGCE REDCCTION ~~D P~ODUCTIVITi

by
Earl I. Fuller
University of Minnesota
The principles of human engineering or "egromonics" have been put to use
designing work stations of the right height and with materials within
reaching distance. Many of the principles are the same whether one is
designing (industrial) work spaces or home kitchens. There are others,
however, which are somewhat unique, namely the appropriate procedures for
locating or installing a cathode ray ;uoe (CRT) and data entry keyboard.
The height of the keyboard for a seated operator of average height should be
26~ inches.
In order to acco~date differe:1t people and their body size and
posture, adjustable posture chairs should be used. Height adjustment of both
should be possible.
The CRT should usually be above and in front of the keyboard--but not attached
to it. 'The CRT location should be from 18 to 30 inches in front of the operator.
Whether or not an operator uses bifocal glasses makes a difference in hew high
above the keyboard the center of the CRT should be. It. should also be possibJ.e
to adjust its height independently from the keyboard. A height adjustable ?aperholder should be placed adjacent to the CRT.
Operators need to be able to "control" the location of all three. Different
operators will prefer different adjustments. On occasion, some even want to
put the keyboard on his or her lap for a while.
The CRT should be positioned so that glare from outside windows or other light
sources does not reflect on the screen. Tilting it dcw~wards (negatively)
tends to avoid that glare. On the other hand, tilting it upward tends to be
preferable for some other situations and operators. If a person has to conti~u
ally move his or her head up or down to (a) ~ead input source material, (b) see
the keyboard, and (c) check the CRT, then the work space canoe ter.ned a fatigue
and error causing environment.
~~ny of the fans used to cool the electronics are annoying and a fatigue-causing
noise source as are noisy printer-s, particularly on letter quality printers. For
these reasons, acoustical covers or other noise aosor~ing ~aterials should be
considered to reduce errors, fati6ue, and increase productivity. A separate
printer stand will hel~ as well.

Specially designed ter"linals or computer work stations are noto conmercially
available that facilitate i":1corporation of these ideas int,:, the ~"ork environment, One pe~its separate adjust~ent of the keyboard work surface height from
CRT height. In addition, the CRT base may be tilted plus or minus 15 degrees
from the horizontal.
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Station designs exist for placing the computer components and/or the disk
drives below the desktop ~n shelves but within easy reaching distance of
the operator. Such. a desi~n pe~its the location of the printer on or in
:he saree desk as the keyboard; if the printer is quiet, this is a good
location. Plan to put an accoustical pad under the printer wherever it is
placed. If it is necessary for the operator to see the printing as it
o~curs, desktop height is a good height; if it is not necessary, the printer
:::ay be raised sufficiently to store the printer paper supply underneath the
~rinter.
If the printer is located on the desktop itself, a paper slot needs
:~ be ?Ut in the desk in order that supplies can be put underneath.
If this
is done, it modifies the characteristics and potential use of the below desktop storage.
T':ie knee-hole space should be fronted with a ":nodesty" panel at least nine·
inches from the front edge. This panel adds stability to the table design.
7he backside of the modesty panel creates an additional shelf and storage
space for the less frequently used, but required, supplies as well as a
~ocation to put the table clutter out of sight.
This usually requires the
drilling of some holes through the desk top in order to locate the wires in
th.at space.
An additional feature of use in most installations is a front mounted master
switch for all power. This should be easily accessible. It should contain a
power surge suppressor and a light to indicate when the switch is on.
!he above stated characteristics have been translated into a portable work
station mounted on casters for use in various offices, laboratories and classrooms, as well as among small businesses by extension farm management and small
business economists at the University of ~innesota. An additional consideration in this case was a design to pe~it easy passage through doors and hallways
and in and out of elevators. Construction was of wood and formica for reasons
of ease of construction and compatibility ~ith other office furniture. The unit
has been in use for several years and the specifications indicated below differ
only slightly from the original design. The unit has performed very well in its
intended ?urpose. Commercial designs of similar nature exist today which are
.
constructed primarily of metal. Prices range from $100 to S800. ~ost are priced
in the $200 to $~00 range. Features are related to price.
)!odifications of the oortable unit to a ::?e:-::lanent location installation
Eliminate the casters, but be sure to keep the height the sane or, perhaps,
modified for a specific operator. Place the printer on a separate stand to
reduce the vibration and noise (typewriter cushion pads and carpeting help).
Put the ~odesty panel at the rear and leave an open shelf for front access
to an infrequently accessed storage space.

WHAT YOU

~ED

TO KNOW ABOUT FLEXIBLE DISKS? .
By Earl Fuller

oiskette: Is composed of a thin, circular,
flexible piece .of polyester film that has
been coated with iron oxide. It's on
this magnetic surface that information isrecorded.
~cket

-Sector Holes: Divides the diskette into
"sectors" or portions so that data can
be easily located according to its
position within a particular sector.

Liner: xade of a lint-free fabric,

it helps keep the diskette free from

and other surface contaminants that
can interfere with recording quality.

d~t

Hub Ring: Extends the life of your
diskette by protecting the center hole
from warps, tears and burrs caused by
your drive's clamping hub.
Index Hole: Light from an LED shines
through this hole and provides a beginning point from which the disk drive
will start all recording or reading
operations.
rite-Protect ~otch: When covered with
an adhesive strip, it ensures that data
on the diskette cannot be accidentally
recorded over.

Read/Write Window: This opening lets
the disk qrive head come into contact
~~~~~~~~~~~------------------with the recording surface of the
L
diskette.
------------------------------Stress-Relief ~etches: Helps prevent.
creases which could criop and ruin
your disk.
The purpose of the notches in the disk. jacket:
8" and

~"

flexible disks are engineered \vith a '\,rite-protect" notch (see diagram).

For 51t": when this notch is covered the disk cannot be written on.
For 3": when this notch is left uncovered the disk cannot be written on. These
notches provide protection from accidental erasure of your valuable data.

(Pressure-sensitive pads are provided to cover the notches)
Doppv disk densitv made perfectlv clear:
Single sides: for single head drives. Data is recorded on one side only, one
index hole in disk jacket. (100-250 K per 5~ disk)
(Over)

Reversible: For'single head drives. Data is recorded on both sides.
index holes in disk jacket. (200-500 K per disk)
Single density:

Two

Data recorded at 3408 bpi.

Double sided: For double head drives. Data is recorded and read from both sides.
There are t~o index holes in the disk jacket. May be either single or double
density on each side: henc~ q~d-density. (500-750 K per disk)
A recent innovation \Jhich puts chromium ox:i.de crystals on the surface of the
diskette promises to increase the density by about a factor of five at reasonable
cost. This new technology promises to maintain the competitive advantage
of diskettes and the introduction of new and smaller sizes for some applications.

A simple guide to sectors:
Here's a way to determine how many sectors are on disks.
1.

Put your thumb through the hub and grasping it between thumb and forefinger
the diskette jacket. Do not touch the read/write window where data is
read and recorded.
ro~ate

2. Count how many holes in the diskette go past the round ~" sectoring window
cut into the jacket in one full revolution. On diskettes with more than one
hole per revolution there's a place where the holes are closer together. One
is the index sector hole, a good place to start.
Remember, the number of sectors is always "1" less than the number of physical
sector.holes punched into your disk.

Disk Size

No. of holes per
revolution

No. of Physical
Sectors

5~"

1

5~"

11

10 hard (physical) sectors
plus index hole

S~"

17

16 hard (physical) sectors
plus index hole

8"

1

8"

33

Soft sector-actual sectoring
determined during formatting
(or initialization)

Soft sector-actual sectoring
determined during formating
(or initialization)
32 hard sectors plus one
index hole. Holes are
located between the hub
and data recording area.
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Suggested Dimensions For A
Mobile CoreDuter Desk Or ~ork Station
DESKTOP:
Length: 52 inches
Width: 26 inches OD (3/8 inch raised lip on two sides and one end)
Extension wings: 13 inches on both ends •,.;ith sturdy folding
supports (150 ~ounds)
HEIGH!:
26~ inches (for any size operator)
Casters 1~ inches wide by 3 inches diameter (about 4~ inches
effective height)

MATERIAL:
Top: formica covered particle board
Undercarriage: Veneer covered particle board; both legs and top are
double for strength
Standard cabinet hardware used
Shelf supports are adjustable
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Plan for but do not mount a surge protec:ed switch and fused four•elect.rical
rec~ptacle bar (a) near front of desk or (b) in knee-hole or (c) i~ storage
mounting. Cut 1~ inches by 3~ inches rounded end '..Tire slots through the desktop, modesty panel, and back storage to side storage compart~ent walls.
!he inside side to side length of the side storage area is to be 22 inches
clear. It should have one adjustable shelf. This storage area may be
planned for (a) disks on the shel•1es, mar.uals on the :,ottom and (per~aps)
a paper box at the rear. If paper is stored there, a 20 i~ch paper slot out
through the desktop centered between the side walls of the storage area anc
3 inches OC from the back edge is needed. If designed this ~ay, the adjustable shelf should be shortened at ::he rear to accommodat<: the passage of the
paper up from the ~attorn shelf.
The storage area ~ay instead be planned for component storage, particularly
disk drives, C?U and/or a backup battery pack.
ALLO\" ROOM FOR VE~TILATIO~ OF THE cmrpo:;E:-i'TS
If the side storage areas are used for component storage, t~ere ~ay not be
room for paper or need for a slot; it may be ~ecessary to raise the printer
off the desktop to provide paper storage. If so, allow for attaching the
printer to its supporting surface to perr:1it :::oving the desk. arou-:td.
If the computer CRT requires a nounting height above the ~eyboard unit,
consider a tilting and rotating mounting shelf. !~is is ?erhaps best
attached to the rear of the desk wit~ adjustable st.::el shelf supports.
Locate the supports far enough apart to ?er~it use of the doors on the
~ear storage area.
!he rear storage area behind the modesty ~all should be big enough to held
an extra box of paper plus keep t~e component-connecting wires-clutter out
of sight, perhaps even in a separated-off partially walled compartment.

COMPUTERS IB DAIRY IDW> MANAGEMENT!

by Will Marsh, Animal Health Economist,
College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota.
The outline of this short course includes two objectives :

1. To determine if a computer is feasible for my farm or agribusiness
enterprise.
2. To understand computer state of the art technology.

Looking at these objectives it seems to me that we need to switch things
around and investigate computer technology before we can determine if a
computer is a feasible proposition as a business partner.

Also, we have to

take a long, cool look at the business to determine where the adoption of
computer technology could yield the most benefit for the minimum investment.

The primary reason that many farm operators have purchased a microcomputer has
been to help them with their financial accounting.

Once that aspect of the

business has been mastered, attention turns toward the next area of
information management which is often herd records.

A great deal of

development work has been done in the area of dairy herd management over the
past decade, and we are now beginning to see the emergence of a new generation
of hardware and software.

Besides day to day management, the computer can

have many other functions on the dairy farm: Ration formulation and analysis,
management of feed stocks, budgeting procedures, and cash flow planning are
only a few of the things that can be done with one computer.

lpane1:... given atc"COMPUTERS IN AGRiCULTURE S~OR:' qoURSE" at University of
.
M~nr:.esoca,
·re-t:nn~ca1
0.1.lege, Waseca, .MN. Rarcfi ...... ra. -981+
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STATE OF THE A.llT TECB110LOGY

The technology to automate data collection in the dairy herd bas already been
developed to a high ·level of sophistication, but mass production and
implementation bas tended to lag behind.

The tendency bas been to see. partial

systems such as electronic grain feeders, milk yield recorders, or office
computers appear on the dairy farm at different times without too much
attention being paid to building a totally integrated system.

For instance, a grain feeding system might have its own dedicated computer and
printer which do a fine job of reporting consumption and non-consumption of
concentrate feed for all the animals in the herd.
has

b~en

When one of these machines

installed, the dairyman at once has a overwhelming feeling of

satisfaction that he is doing a

gr~at

job of monitoring feed usage and does

not really mind transcribing daily consumption figures from the
supermarket-type printout to the keyboard of his office computer.

The same

might be the case for the in-parlor milk recording reports.

As with many other things, as the novelty begins to wear off, the dairyman
gets to thinking that life would be a whole lot easier for him if all the
electronic boxes

~ould

only talk to each other, rather than him having to play

the part of the go-between all the time. What's more, they would probably make
far less mistakes than he does, especially when he is rushing to get the
records caught up before it is time to milk the cows again.
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After ten years of selling isolated systems, the equipment manufacturers are
finally beginning to respond to the need to allow their various pieces of
equipment to communicate with each other, and to at least supply interfaces to
allow them to communicate those of other companies.

Naturally, they prefer to

sell you more of their own, but it is often more practical to tie in with your
existing equipment or that of another manufacturer.

There is an integrated dairy information system shortly to be marketed which
includes automatic cow identification, milk yield recording, and grain feed
monitoring, which ties into an office computer through cables.

The office

computer also contains theherd records which are continually updated during
the day.

The office computer can be any one of many currently on the market

which will support a concurrent operating system which allows it do a number
of tasks at the same time.

As the office computer is multi-tasking, another individual can use it do
perform other jobs such as accounting or ration formulation while events in
the milking parlor and feed stations are being monitored.

This level of

integration means that there does not have to be a separate computer at every
site, and the data base is updated more quickly and more accurately than
before.

Of course this type of system is not justified for every herd at present, nor
do I advocate that those who do adopt the technology rush out and buy all the
component parts at once.

What I would like to stress is the critical need to

take a systematic approach to defining your needs and goals, and devising a
plan of how to get there.

Adopting computer technology for the first time can
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be a traumatic experience for some people, although it often need not be.
computer is merely a tool to be used like any other tool.
whether you use it well or badly.

A

It is up to you

The poor manager who purchases a computer

system as a panacea for all his troubles will very quickly find himself in
deeper trouble; while the good manager can quickly see a return on his
investment and see.his business grow.

DEFINING YOUR NEEDS

Most people usually think they know what they want to do, but when it actually
comes down to actual implementation, they often find that their ideas are much
too vague.

A written plan is very useful to the decision maker, as well as

others who need to share the ideas (such as advisors,

sales~en,

employees,

employers etc.).

Begin by specifying what data items ycu want to keep track of, and how they
should be analysed, and in what form the analysis should be presented to the
persons who make the decisions and

i~plement

the subsequent actions.

Try to

get a good estimate of the amount of time and effort that will be needed for
data collection, data entry, analysis, and report generation.
do it?

Who is going to

The size of the computer memory (Central Processing Unit) and mass

storage (Disc Drives) will have a bearing on these figures and should be
considered at this time.

The development plan should include a a consideration of timing, for a number
of reasons:
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1. Financial:

a)

You or your business may not be able to stand a heavy cash drain.

b)

Tax credits may allow you to expense items of office equipment • .You may

wish to spread this over a number of tax years.

2. Practical:

Beware of trying to learn how to use too much new computer software at once,
especially if you are a beginner.

It is easy to get confused and frustrated

if you jump between different programs while you are learning.

It is much

easier to learn one application thoroughly before moving on to a new one.
Also, when you know the capabilities of the programs you already own, you may
decide· that some of the proposed purchases are unnecessary.

3. Technological:

Technology moves so fast in the computer world, that it is always hard to make
the decision to buy.

On the other hand if you are always going to "wait till

next year", then you will never get started.
expandable.

Look for a system which is

Expandability includes the ability to swap hard disc drives for

floppy drives,or bigger hard drives for smaller hard drives, or adding more
memory and/or operating systems.

Get an estimate of the cost of upgrading at

the time of purchase of the initial system, and include this in your plan.
Business computer systems are not going to get a whole lot cheaper, but you
are going to be able to get more for the same price as technology marches on.
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MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR HEALTH AND PRODUCTION

The ideal monitoring system is quick to use, accurate in its analys.is, and
informative about whether or not a problem exists.

Moreover, if a problem

does exist, there should be some indication of the likely cause or causes.
There is an unfortunate tendency for computer systems to throw back too much
data in the direction of the user in the same form as it was entered.

If this

relegates the computer to the role of an expensive filing cabinet, then most
of the benefit of computerization has been lost.

The value of the computer monitoring system is to begin with a large amount of
data, and to distill a relatively small number of indicators which provide the
key information necessary for decision-making and action. ·To clarify this
point, it is convenient to divide these indicators into two groups:
Performance Indicators and Diagnostic Indicators.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

These are the evidence which tell how closely the herd is performing to the
desired targets. For example:

+ Calving to Conception Interval.
+ Lactation Length.
+ Age at first Calving.
+

Length of dry period.
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While performance indicators show what is happening, they give us no insight
into why those levels of performance are being achieved.

DIAGNOSTIC INDICATORS

Diagnostic indicators are the clues that help to identify the causes of
sub-optimal (and super-optimal performance).

They require a little more

detective work to construct than performance indicators, but they focus
attention on what must be done to improve a poor level of performance, or to
continue a satisfactory or good track.
Examples are:

+

Calving to first estrus interval.

+

Ratio of single estrus cycles to double cycles.

+ Q-sum graphs.
+ First service pregnancy rate.

INTERPRE'IAnON

While it is often interesting and useful to look at indicators for individual
animals, much greater value can be derived by calculating indicators for a
group of cows, or even the whole herd.

Further, while an average value for

the herd is informative, a little further computation can yield an analysis of
how much variation exists within·the herd, and how the patterns are changing
with time.
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For example, a herd with an average calving interval of 400 days and a
standard deviation of 30 days may be more profitable than a herd with a
calving interval of 380 days but a standard deviation of 50 days, due to the
fact that there is much less variation within the herd.

Looking. at the

average value alone without consideration of the amount of variation may be,
to say the least misleading.

Under the current government compromise program, and later if it is extended
or replaced by a quota system, the dairyman needs to know well in advance what
his likely production level will bebased upon reproductive performance,
feeding policy and disease incidence.

The computer is well equipped to

provide this type of forecast if it is provided with sufficient, accurate
information. Building a detailed record system allows this to be achieved, but
care must be taken to allow for changing trends in performance to be
considered in the analysis.

Generally, the further into the future we try to

predict, then the less confidence we have in our predictions.

However, the

computer can help to "fine-tune" the herd management by indicating the likely
consequences of delaying first services, feeding less grain or drying-off cows
prematurely.

Characteristically, dairy herds in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa, are much
smaller than those on the west coast of the United States.

Many of the dairy

herd management programs currently available have been developed to address
the needs of the larger herds, and care is needed in interpreting the output
under Midwest conditions.
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For example, a periodic conception rate can be a useful statistic.
defined as:

C.R.

= Number

It is

of cows later confirmed pregnant to service that period.
Number of services in period.

Let's compare the interpretation between a 500-cow and a 100-cow herd:
In a 500 cow herd, an average of 10 cows might be served in any week or 40 in
any month, while in a 100 cow herd the numbers are lower.

PERIOD

HERD SIZE

IF

SERVICES

POSSIBLE OUTCOHES

Weekly

500

10

0%, 10%, 20%, 30% •••••• 100%

Monthly

500

40

.4%, .8%, 1.2% ••.•• 100%

Weekly

100

2

0%, 50%, or 100%

Monthly

100

8

0%, 12.5%, 25%, 37.5% •• 100%

ONLY.

With the larger herd, the range of possible outcomes is much larger, because a.
greater number of individuals are considered in the analysis.
generated has some meaning to the

her~

conception rate for the hundred cow herd?

manager.

The statistic

But how about the weekly

Are you going to believe that you=

herd's conception rate is bouncing around between 0%, 50%, and 100% just
because "the computer says so"? ••••• or can you recognize that the co1nputer is
simply faithfully obeying instructions and doing exactly what was asked of it?

This example may seem trivial, but it serves to show how computer output can
be misleading without being wrong.

When choosing at herd management software,

look for the ability to design your own reports and set your own p3rameters.
This will give much flexibility and perhaps avoid you paying for extra
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features that are of no use to you.

WHAT IF I DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T FIND WHAT I iANT?

Many microcomputer manufacturers are currently bundling software as a package
with the hardware, usually a word-processor, a spreadsheet, and a data base
management program.

With a little patience and imagination, it is not difficult to set up your own
monitoring system which you can work with for a year or two.

An added benefit

is that you will soon have a better understanding of how a computer handles
data, but more important, you will have a ouch better idea of what you want
when the time comes to purchase a "canned program".

The data base management program should include a number of minimal features:
1. Basic mathematical functions:
Add it ion.
Subtraction.
Multiplication.
Divis ion.
Square root.
Date calculation ability.
2. Enough fields per record:
As it is usually convenient to group all events which occur to
each animal in one lactation into one record. If you keep track
of all health, fertility, and production information for each
lactation, then it is easily possible to exceed sixty items or
pieces of data per record. Less detail will require less fi~lds
per record.
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3. Ability to easily change data base definitions at a later time.
No matter how well you think you may have defined your data base,
sometime you will reach a point where you will want to change the
way you do things. You might want to start to track some data
item which you neglected to include at the outset, or perhaps you
will decide that you have no use for another item which you have
been monitoring for a while.
Many of the better data base management programs permit the way
in which the data base is structured to be changed once data has
been entered. Some do not. Find out if the one you plan to use
has this ability. Paying a little extra for this feature will
avoid having to "start over" when you want to make changes later.
What you keep track of in the database is a matter of personal preference and
interest.

Some of the more usual areas are:

Individual milk yield and compos~t~on (DHIA)
Reproductive events: heats, services, pd's, calvings.
Vaccinations.
Clinical Diseases and treatments
Mastitis treatments.
Culling dates and reasons.
Heifer calf records.
Reports and action lists can be generated to assist in the daily management of
the herd, the scope and frequency of the reports depending upon the number of
"cow-days" that elapse, and the nature of the report.

A rolling 12-month

average format for some reports helps to remove the effects of seasonality and
overcomes some of the problems with small numbers which were alluded to above.

ALTERNATIVES TO PURCHASING YOUR OWN COMPUTER

One alternative to adopting a health and monitoring system for your dairy herd
is

~

to purchase your own hardware and software.

There are a number of

ways of obtaining the benefits of having herd records on a computer system
without having to purchase the hardware and software and enter the data
yourself.
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DAIRY HERD DIPROVEMERT ASSOCIATIONS

The most obvious alternative is the DHIA which is more than just-a milk yield
recording association.

Most associations have the capability to track

reproductive information and help with ration formulation work.

Some of the

more progressive allow members access to their herd records via telephone
lines to either a microcomputer or dumb terminal.

BUREAU SERVICES

There are certain organizations who are willing to provide a record-keeping
and analysis service to dairy farmers.
veterinary practitioners, or Universities.

These may be private individuals,
To make proper use of a bureau

service, there must be a way of conveying c_omplete and accur.ate data to the
computer site in a timely manner, so that the analysis, reports, and often
management advice can be provided promptly.

All events occurring to all

animals in the herd can be written down in a notebook with duplicate pages
which is carried in the herdsman's pocket.

At the pre-arranged interval, the

filled pages can be torn out of the book and mailed into the data processing
center, leaving a duplicate record at the farm.

Alternatively, the

information can be supplied by telephone and recorded on an answering machine.

There are many advantages if the veterinarian runs the bureau service.

He has

almost as complete a knowledge of the herd as the dairyman, and can use this
information on regular health visits to help improve fertility and efficiency
of production.

As in human medicine, there is now a emergence of the concepts

of "wellness" and "preventative medicine", which use animal records tc spot
problems before they develop and keep production close to the desired targets.
Generally, veterinarians have been slower than farmers to purchase business
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computers, but the amount of interest has increased over the last two years.
Your veterinarian can run herd management software on the same computer that
he does his accounts on, and a nucleus of four or five dairy clients on a
bureau service may well be an attractive sideline and practice-builder for
him.

SOMKAB.Y

We have looked at a wide spectrum alternatives concerning computerization and
dairy herd management.

Options range from totally integrated feeding,

milking, and management; through doing-it-yourself with a generic data base
program; to paying someone else to do keep records for you. A very careful
evaluation should be done before you purchase any equipment:

WHAT do you want a computer to do on you farm.
HOW will using a computer benefit you and your business.
WHO is going to run and maintain the system.
WHERE would be the most logical and useful place to start.

WHEN would be the best time to start.

First formulate your plan.

Then start to look at alternatives, talk to

dealers, other users (satisfied and unsatsified), and "experts".

w11atever you

eventually buy, you will soon be out of date with the latest technology; but
if you concentrate on the systems approach and always leave room to expand
your system, you will have a better chance of maintaining an effective dairy
monitoring system.

.,
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MINNESOTA DairyCBAMP

(Computerized Health and Management Program)
Extension Open Day- March 16, 1984
.Introduction
Dairymen can use DairyCHAMP programs in association with their
veterinarians through a mail-in bureau service. DairyCHAMP is a series
of computer programs run by the Department of Large Animal Clinical
Sciences at the University of Minnesota. The program provides
information for health monitoring and management of the dairy herd.
Cow and heifer herds can be handled together or individually. The
computer program accommodates any number of animals in a herd as well
as any number of records for a given animal with up to 60 events in
the current record. It analyzes cow records and produces indices
which can be used to assess herd performance, reproduction and disease
problems. It also produces useful tables which aid in herd
management. Reports are produced monthly with annual reports providing
a more complete review of herd performance.
CHAMP is a development of computer programs which have been used
on farms for over 12 years and which have operated on 4 different
continents. Scientific and economic studies of dairy herds using these
programs have shown significant improvements in production efficiency
and profitability. Consistently these programs and their associated
improvements in herd management produce 500 to 700% average return on
invested funds. Participation in these programs can help improve
production efficiency in a time of increasing costs and stable or
decreasing product returns as faced by dairymen now.
Getting Started·
To start a herd on CHAMP, arrangements with your local
veterinarian and the data lab are necessary. The program can only
operate through veterinary cooperation. This arrangement is
necessary for full use of the program. The cooperating veterinarian
should contact the data lab to make arrangements for starting the herd
and to obtain additional information about the program. The contact
person for the program is:
Dr. Norm Williamson
College of Veterina~J Medicine
385 AnSci/VM Bldg.
1988 Fitch Ave.
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
(612) 373-1854

Pocket diaries are provided as a convenient method for recorc!ng
daily information about anL~als on the far~. They should be carried
with the herdsman at all times. The date, animal identification, and
event should all be recorded in the diary. The ciar~.{ \vas designed ..... i th
self-duplicating paper so one copy can be sent to the data lab and one
copy kept by the herdsman. The information in the diary can be
transferred to the data lab by mail or by telephone into a phone
answering machine in the data lab.
Ihe Cost of Participation in Dair;:yCHANP

The cost of operating the Minnesota DairyC.~~~P is paid by the
participants. Charges are set at a minim~~ and only allow the program
to cover cost.
The charges to the participants are:
A. For cows
1. A one-time joining fee of $2.00 per cow
2. A user fee of $.40 per cow per month billed every 3
months
B. For Heifers
1. A one-tL~e joining fee of $1.00 per heifer
2. A user fee of $.20 per heifer per month billed every 3
months
The potential bene£ its of the data service are high in view of
the small costs. In an average Hinnescta DHJ:A herd (producing 14,500
lb milk per cow), a 1-day reduction in calvi::g interval "'ould pay for
the computer ser;ice. However, calving intervals typically decrease
much more than 1 day. Most herds on the progra~ improve by shortening
their calving interval 20-40 days.
Another way of looking at the benefits of the program is to
determine the number of saved milking days which ,.,ould pay for the
program in a whole herd. In an average Hir:.ne.sota DHIA herd, only 37
saved milking days for 1 cow, averaging 50 lb per day will pay for the
program. Typically when using the program, se:ve.ral problem cows are
detected, saving many months of lost production potential.
The program does involve some costs but this i~vestwent ca~
produce very large potential returns, thus making partici~tion in the
Minnesota DairyCHA!1P an excellent investment alternative for dai~en.
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SOFTWARE FOR AGRICULTURE!

by Will Marsh, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota.

SOi'TWAllE

What is software?

Software is basically a set of instructions that tells a

digital computer how to perform various tasks.

Software may be presented in a

variety of different media such as printed listings, paper or magnetic tapes,
punched cards,

~r

more usually in the world of microcomputers, on magnetic

"floppy" discs.

Whatever the medium, the set of instructions must be read into the computer's
memory before they can become useful to you.

Probably all of the software

which you will see demonstrated today will be loaded into the computers'
memories from floppy or hard discs, while some systems may still have the
ability to interface with magnetic tape machines.

lpaper given at the "Computers for farm and Family" Conference at the
Earle Brown Continuing Education Center, St Paul, MN. August 26th, 27th, &
28th. 1983
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There are three types or levels of software required to run a computer:

1.

Operati~g

System.

2. Software languages.
3. Application Programs.

THE OPEBATUG SYSTEM

The operating system is the environment in which the applications programs
run. It provides the necessary instructions to ensure co-ordination between
the hardware and software.

It organises functions such as allocation of

memory space, storage and retrieval of data, governing the printer and the
display screen, and recovery from errors.

Errors encountered might include

the operator putting the wrong floppy disc into the computer, or worse still,
not putting a disc in at all.

The operating system allows an elegant recovery

from the situation, without requiring the operator to switch the machine off
and start over again.

The function of the operating system is similar in a way to the links that
might exist between a farm tractor and an implement.

Imagine for a moment that the computer is the tractor:

It provides the power

and traction necessary to run implements, but unless it is attached to an
implement, it won't get the fieldwork done.

Likewise, think of the

applications program as the implement, which is able to translate the power of
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the tractor to get the job done, but cannot work without it.

The operating

system of tne- ¢~er performs all the 1 inks between the two components,
which you can think of as the drawbar hitch, the power take-off shaft,
hydraulic hoses, electrical connexions, and more.

Fortunately we do not have to know very much about how an operating system
works, especially in "turnkey" systems where the operating system is
transparent to the user of applications programs.

The more important issue concerning operating systems is the subject of
software transportability.

Some operating systems are "hardware dependent",

which means they will only run on one particular brand of computer.

(Think

about all the different types and sizes of hydraulic hose connectors).
Others, such as CP/M and MSDOS are hardware independent, and will run on a
number of different computers.

Applications software is generally written and sold in formats for operating
systems rather than for brands of computers.

Therefore the more widespread

the use of the operating system(s) that you select, then the wider your choice
of application

software will be.

Conversely, the purchase of a computer with

an obscure, machine-dependent operating system will severely limit your
options when you are looking for programs to help in the running of your
business.

Traditionally, microcomputers have been limited to performing one task at a
time.

That is "they could not walk and chew gum at the same time".

New

multi-tasking operating systems such as concurrent CP/M, UNIX and OASIS are
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now becoming available that permit a number of jobs to be carried out
apparently simultaneously.

Enhancements to single-tasking operating systems

such as "spooling" allow certain tasks to be done when the computer has more
time to do them:

For example, a farmer can ask for a list of reports from his dairy management
program, b.efore terminating that program and loading his ration formulation
package.

The comput·er will then continue to send the reports to the printer

in the "background" while he carries out his ration formulation in the
"foreground". In this way, the user is not left waiting for the print job to
be finished before he can move on, so he is able to make the maximum use of
his time at the keyboard.

Some brands of computers can run two or three different operating systems, but
not at the same time.

The operating system may be stored on a disc with the

applications programs, and is loaded first into the computer memory when the
system is "booted".

Alternatively, the operating system may be added to the

hardware by installing the appropriate "board" or "card" as an optional extra
or a later addition.

Operating systems may be included in the base price of the computer,or
sometimes can be priced separately.
price you are quoted.

Be sure you know what is included for the

A computer without an operating system is like a car

without an engine - it won't take you very far!

The operating system disc

should also include essential utility programs to format and copy discs and
files.

In many cases you may also get a program editor, as well as directory

and status programs.
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L6JfGUACES

"High level" computer languages allow the programmer anci the computer to
understand each other.

Each language has its own syntax of nouns, ver·bs, and

punctuation just like English, French, Spanish or German do.

Generally,

computer languages are easier to learn because they have smaller vocabularies,
operate in the present tense, and are written rather than spoken.

Be warned·

though, that often "dialects" of the same language occur on different
computers, just like people from different parts of the same country may have
great difficulty in understanding each other.

BASIC stands for Beginners All-Pur·pose Symbolic Instruction Code.

It is

probably the easiest language to learn, but the hardest to master.

Many

microcomputer companies include the BASIC language with the machine at no
extra charge, so your first experience in computer programming will very
likely be in BASIC.

Some of the farm computer magazines print listings of

programs in BASIC which you can type in from your keyboard and use yourself.
But watch out for those tricky dialects!

FORTRAN

FORTRAN stands for lOimula TRA.Rslation.

This language is often applied to

applications where many mathematical calculations are required.
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Simply enough A Programming Language.

Used by mathematicians and

statisticians.

PASCAL

Pascal is a favorite of computer science instructors as it forces good
programming style, and teaches principles and good habits.

These are just a very few examples, as there are many other languages that you
might hear of:

COBOL
FOR.TR

c
LOGO
LISP
PL/1

MODULA-2
CBASIC
•••••••••••• and many more.

It is very important for you all to understand that you do not have to learn a
computer language in order to used a computer in your home or on your farm.
The languages are there for you to learn and use if you are interested enough,
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but when you purchase an applications program all the programming work has
done by a professional programmer.
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APPLICATIOBS PROGRAMS

Applications programs are the true software that you might purchase to keep
your books, animal records, crop records, or to play games.

These programs

are most often written in some "high-level" language such as we have
discussed. The language chosen by the developer is often a matter of personal
preference as well as suitability for certain tasks.

Computers that support only one operating system that support only one
language are becoming less common as the users of business computers have
become more discerning, and manufacturers have become more competitive.

The

need for the language to be supported depends on the form in which the
software is distributed.

Some software, particularily that available as a "public good" requires the
user to load the language interpretation instructions into memory before the
program.

The high-level language acts as an "interpreter" converting the

language that the programmer understands into machine language that the
computer understands.
screen or printer.

Usually the program can be listed out onto the computer

If the user bas some programming ability, he may be able

to modify the program himself to suit his particular needs.
ability may wreck the program completely.

Those with lesser

So always make a copy to experiment

with - never modify the original.

More and more commercial software is being sold in a compiled form.

This
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means that the instructions have already been converted to computer-speak, and
are stored permanently in this way in the disc files.

This has several

advantages:

1.

Programs (usually) run much raster, because the middle-man (the
interpreter) has been cut out.

2.

The operating system does not have to support the language that the
program was originally written in.

3.

It has been pre-translated for you.

You cannot list out the program (source code) on your printer.

This may

not appear advantageous to your point of view, but it provides a measure
of security to the programmer
an accounting system.

~ho

may have spent many man-years building

It is important for the programmer to protect the

programming tricks and secrets which might give a program a competitive
edge over the competition.

4.

Programs developed on different computers in different dialects of
different languages are able to run on computers which support the same
operating system.

This makes your choice of hardware less critical, and

your choice of software much wider.
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SOFTWARE EVALUATION

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT YOUR SOFTWARE TO DO FOR YOU?

HOW DO YOU KNOW WREN YOU HAVE FOUND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?

WILL YOUR NEEDS STILL BE '!'HE SAME NEXT YEAR? •• TWO YEARS FROM NOW?

Finding the answers to these and other questions can be very perplexing.

If

farm businesses were not so diverse in nature then it would be easier to write
software that would satisfy the majority of needs.

We hope that we can help you in these matters.

But this is not the case.

By attending this seminar and

trade show today you are able to see, hear about, and get some hands-on
experience of what is available.

Best of all you can compare what each of the

vendors has got to offer you.

The first step in software evaluation should always be to evaluate your own
personal situation first. The capabilities of computers in processing data are
very broad, but they are not productive unless they are harnessed and applied
intelligently, so that the information provided is relevant to basic
managerial needs in dealing with important problems.
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There are four types of information that a farm manager uses:

l. DESCRIPTIVE

-

What is going on?

2. DIAGNOSTIC

-

What is right?

What is wrong?

3. PREDICTIVE

What if?

4. PRESCRIPTIVE -

What should be done?

It will help to keep these concepts firmly in mind as you try to evaluate your
own needs, the needs of your business, and how computer software can help you
fulfil those needs.

I will try to help you with the software evaluation.
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EVALUATIOH

Begin with the description of the application program.

This may be in the

form of printed promotional material, a verbal presentation by the vendor, or
a

repor~

from a current user.

If this pre-view shows that the program is

capable of performing the functions that you require, it is time to take a
closer look:

To clarify the evaluation process, it is convenient to divide the process into
six main areas:

1.

Documentation.

2.

Data collection and preparation.

3.

Data entry.

4.

Analysis.

5.

Reports.

6.

Support and maintenance.
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DOCUMERTATION

Good documentation is essential.

Printed manuals should be clearly presented,

with plenty of examples and a comprehensive index.

It can be very frustrating

to know that the help you need is somewhere within the manual, but you are
unable to find it quickly from the table of contents or the index.

Ideally

the manual should be instructional as well as informational; so that by the
time you have worked your way through the manual you are proficient in running .
the program and interpreting the results.

Another level of sophistication is on-line documentation.

This means that an

electronic manual is loaded from the disc drives into the computer's memory at
the same time as the applications program.
need is available at the touch of a key.

In this way, all the help that you
This key may be a designated [HELP]

key if your computer has one, or sometimes the question-mark [?] or [H] key.

Often you are able to page through several screens of help information, or you
may request a particular help screen if you know exactly which screen you
need. Escaping from the HELP facility should return you to the point in the
program where you requested help, and allow you to continue running the
program.

A further enhancement is to be able to request a calculator mode. A

part of the screen can be used as a scratch area where you can manipulate the
raw data into appropriate values for entry into the program.

There may also be data files provided with sample entries to help you
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understand how to run the program yourself.

Some programs will have default

values already included on the entry screens.

This means that you only have

to enter those items that differ from the default values for your situation.
Not only do you get an idea of what the program expects for entry values, but
the data entry process can be speeded up considerably.

Often the latest set

of values that are entered become the new default values, so that repeated
runs to get sensitivity analyses can be done very quickly.
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DATA COLLEC'l'IOB ABD PREPARATION.

When running an accounting program, record-keeping system, or decision-aid
program, the collection and entry of accurate data is the most important step.

In most agricultural applications, data must be collected around the farm and
then entered into the computer in the farm office at a later time.

Therefore

it is very important that you know in advance exactly what the computer
requires for input, and also the format it expects the entries to be in.
information should be readily available from the documentation.

This

Also look for

an option to print data collection forms which will help in the collection of
complete and accurate data, as well as providing a permanent paper record of
the input values.

Look especially at the types and detail of data that are required.

If certain

types of data are not collected, then reports that are dependent upon that
data cannot be generated.

Worse still, the program may have assumptions

written into it which are totally incompatable with your farming system, which
may be the cause of producing very misleading reports.

Generally, the more

detailed the input required, then the more detailed will be the analysis done
by the software.
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THE DATA EBnY PROCESS

The best way to evaluate data entry is to sit down at the keyboard and enter
data.

The usual form of input involves the computer posing a question to which the
user types a response from the keyboard.

There should be no ambiguity or

confusion as to the format of the response.

A common example occurs where the

user is about to enter a percentage value.

Should the value be a decimal or a

whole number?

The prompt should make this clear by giving an example.

Dates

are another instance where confusion can creep in.

Good software will trap all obvious errors at entry time:

For instance, if a

value that is entered is out of the acceptable range, then the computer will
gently prompt for you to try again, at the same time displaying the range for
acceptable values.

It can be very annoying if the computer keeps refusing to

accept your entries without explaining why you are wrong or what it wants.
This is a good time to test the [HELP] button to see exactly how helpful it
can be.

Try entering some nonsensical values such as negative numbers and zeroes.
Does the program catch these, or does it proceed with the analysis anyway?
Try to determine bow fast the data entry process proceeds.

Is the computer

always ready for you, or are you constantly waiting for it to pr!Jmpt for the
next input?
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A batch entry system will permit fast entry of data because it does not write
to the disc after each case is entered, rather it _stores entries in a memory
buffer.

The number of entries stored will depend on the amount of detail

entered and the size of the buffer.

The major disadvantage of this system is

that if the power fails or "spikes", then all the entries stored in the buffer
will be lost and will have to be entered again.

It is a good idea to get in

the habit of writing the buffer contents to the disc every ten minutes or so,
so that if disaster strikes, then the amount of wasted effort is minimised.

The alternative to the batch system is the interactive data entry process.

As

each case is entered to the keyboard, it is written to disc as a permanent
record.

This may also permit extra verification to be done, but at the

expense of speed, which may or may not be critical.

For instance if you are

updating your dairy herd records the interactive system might allow a check
against ·historic information such as service dates to verify whether the
calving date you have just entered is acceptable.

If found unreasonable, you

will be able to make a correction.before moving onto the next animal.

Also

her whole record may be inspected at the time of updating, so you can be sure
you have the correct animal.

Generally, if you are using a hard disc drive on your computer the interactive
system will not keep you waiting excessively.

Hard disc drives rotate at 3600

r.p.m., while floppy discs rotate at only 300 r.p.m. Therefore it is a good
idea to evaluate software on the brand of computer with same drive
configuration which you own or are planning to buy.

Software performance may

also vary surprisingly between different makes of computers.
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TliE AHALYSIS

This part is very hard to evaluate in a short time, as all the operations are
done inside the computer's memory.

Glaring errors in computations easy to

find; but more subtle inconsistencies (called "bugs") may show up only
infrequently, and may be very difficult to detect.

Pertinent questions to be asked about the analysis are:

1.

HOW LARGE A FARM WILL TH.E SYSTEM SUPPORT?

For example the number of animals in a herd records program, or the number of
enterprises or account numbers in an accounting system.

2. FOR HOW LONG IS DETAILED INFORMATION KEPT?

Are cow records kept for a lifetime or just the current lactation

Are detailed financial accounts kept on file, or are they summarised at the
end of each month?

Does the program permit an audit trail?
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3. HOW EASY IS IT TO MAKE MODIFICATIONS TO THE PROGRAM?

Does the vendor have "source code?

Does he have the ability to make changes?

Is he willing to work with you in this way?

If you make any changes yourself, will you void any warrenties or support
agreements?

4.

WHAT ARE THE DATA STORAGE REQUIREMENTS?

How much information can be stored on one floppy disc?

In what format are the data files set up?

Can they be read directly by other software for analysis?

How often do the data files have to be backed up?

5.

How long does this take?

HOW LONG DOES THE ANALYSIS TAKE?

The speed at which the analysis is done is very important, but again very
difficult to evaluate in a demonstration situation.

Accounting and
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record-keeping programs build up great amounts of information in data files asthey are used, and their performance under load can be extremely variable.
Often demonstrations of such software are done with a small amount of data on
file.

Under such conditions, summary sheets, profit & loss accounts, and

balance sheets can be composed and printed very quickly.

The problem is to know how the well the software runs when there is a year's
worth of data on the disc drives.

When you are test-driving a tractor that

you are considering purchasing, your instinct tells you hitch up to your
biggest plough, set it deep, and head for the steepest gradient on your farm,
determined to stall it out if at all possible.

If you are sufficiently interested in a particular software products, it will
be worthwhile to ask the dealer for the names of clients who have been using
them for at least a year.

HOW DOES THE SOFTWARE

RU~

Contact one or more and ask some questions:

WITH A YEAR'S WORTH OF DATA ON FILE?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE SOFTWARE?

WHAT DON'T YOU LIKE ABOUT IT?

WHAT CAN'T IT DO THAT YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO DO?

WOULD YOU BUY IT AGAIN, OR IS THERE SOMETHING BETTER?

HOW EASY IS IT TO USE, HOW "FRIENDLY" IS IT?
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WHO DO YOU CALL FOR HELP?

Having gained his confidence, it's a good time ask a few questions concerning
the veudor:

HOW WELL DOES HE KNOW THE SOFTWARE HE SELLS?

DOES HE PROVIDE ANY TRAINING? ••••• WHERE AT? ••••• AT WHAT COST?

IS HE HELPFUL IN SOLVING PROBLEMS? ••••• DOES HE CALL BACK?

A few hours spent in this way can be very rewarding and enlightening!
Be careful if the person with whom you are talking has a different brand of
microcomputer from the one you have, or are considering purchasing.

The

performance of software may vary between machines due to central processor
size, capacity of disc drives, and whether it has hard or floppy disc drives.
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UPOI.TS

The report section is relatively easy to evaluate, as samples of output can be
printed and inspected.

With some programs the output is pre-determined by the

programmer, and cannot be changed.

More sophisticated software permits the user to design his own reports from
the keyboard, and a library of report formats can be built up for repeated
use.

It is highly desirable that reports be routed to the screen for

inspection before being printed.

This .will save the office floor from

becoming littered knee-deep in surplus output; also a printed copy may not be
required each time.

SUPPOI.T & HAIJITERANCZ

No computer program is ever finished.
process of revision and review.

Software is constantly undergoing a

The real test of a computer program comes at

the hand of the end user, and this is where "bugs" not detected at the
development stage come to the surface.

Also changes in hardware technology

allow more memory to be addressed, permitting the software to run faster and
become more sophisticated.

Changes in the laws may affect financial

management software.

Therefore you need to come to some agreement with your vendor such that you
are kept up-to-date with the latest version of the software that you are
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using. A very good way to do this is by means of a service agreement:

By

paying an annual service fee to the software supplier or your dealer, you will
be entitled to receive updates as they are released, as well as help when you
need it.

Remember that your computing needs are always going to be changing.

New

software is always being written, and the structure and nature of your farm
business may be very different in a few years time.

If you are derive the

most benefit from your computer on the farm or in the home, you need to be
kept informed of changes in hardware and software technology.

We have now

arrived at the time where the Agricultural Computing Vendor is just as much as
a management consultant to the farm business as the banker, machinery dealer,
nutritionist, veterinarian, or Extension agent.

THE nrrEGRATED APPROACH

As agricultural software has been developed over the past few years, users
have come to appreciate and demand integrated software.

It makes sense that

once the user has gone to the trouble of entering data into the computer to be
used by one applications program, then he should be able to use the data files
as input to another program.

Conceptually, there are cases when the output

from the first program can be used as input for a second.

Wouldn't it ·be

better to let the computer do the "busy work" rather than send the output to
printer then type it all in again from the keyboard?

Think of all the time

that could be saved, not to mention all the typing errors which could be
avoided.
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For example, a farmer might be keeping his pig records on a data base
management program.

Based on his service information, and current performance

levels be could very easily produce a report to forecast the number of
farrowing crates he will need in three months time, and the number of market
bogs which would be ready for sale in nine months time.

If be suspected a change in, or wanted to know the consequences of a change in
the farrowing rate, or one pig less born live per litter, this would be very
easy to analyse in a electronic spreadsheet program.

So why not direct the

output to the spreadsheet instead of the printer?

The integrated approach makes this possible by directing the report to a data
file which can be read directly into the. spreadsheet program by the computer.
Once displayed in the spreadsheet format it is easy to make those types of
changes, add pig and feed prices, and produce a projected cash flow statement.
Often, the spreadsheet will be integrated with a word processing program, so
the statement can be incorporated into a letter to a banker or loan officer
which might discuss borrowing needs for the coming period.

Once the procedure

has been set up, it is stored by the computer for use at a later time.

Many

procedure files can be stored in a library at one time, and called upon when
required.

The same principle applies to integration with statistical analysis, charting
software, and even transmission of data files to and from another type of
computer.
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SOUJlCES O:r SOFTWARE

1.

COMIIEKCIAL VENDORS.

Mostly what we have been talking about today.

Look for

Go see for yourselves.

Flexibility
Integration
Support & Training

2.

P'9LIC GOOD SO!TiARE.

a)

University Extension Service.

b)

Computer Users Groups.

AGNET, TELEPAN, EXTEND

On-line decision aids and information.
nearby then start one yourself.

3.

a)

Farm computing magazines.

b)

Computer magazines.

c)

Bookstores.

If there isn't a computer user's group

It only needs two people to start.

B04XS AND MAGAZINES.
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4.

WB.ITE YOUI OWN.

Lots of luck!

5.

Can get expensive.

CUSTOM PB.OGRA'MMERS.

Often a last resort.

CLOSIBG .R.PJf..AIXS

Once you have acquired your computer system you will very quickly find that
the investment in software will far exceed the investment in hardware.
However, there is a third investment which is the most precious of all- your
time.

To make best use of your time at the computer you should take time to

select the software that is best matched to your farming operation and your
hardware.

Don't expect the computer to make you anoinstant success at farm management if
you are doing a poor job at present.
much faster.

It won't, it will just make things worse

Don't expect the computer to save you time.

You will just find

more things to do with your computer to fill the available time.

Used wisely and effectively, the microcomputer can be a valuable tool in the
management and control of the farm business.
master.

But, like fire, it makes a poor
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~ppraisers

paper addresses tl1e needs of both farm managers and rural
to have farm records that are complete, accurate, and useful.

Large numbers of record-keeping packages have recently become available
for personal computers.

Selecting a farm record system poses many

problems in knowing user needs, knowing package capabilities, and
e6mparing these needs and capabilities.

This rr.anuscript addresses these

problems systematically with general discussion of selecting farm record
systems, a survey of information and a set of test entries.

A Consumer's Guide to Selecting
A Farm Rec~rds System
(Computer or Hand)
INTRODUCTIO~

Selecting a farm records system for the farm business is important

for all farmers.

While the farm records system is an important

component of farm computer software, all farmers have various
needs--income tax information, farm business analysis, enterprise
analysis--that can be satisfied by an appropriate farm records system.
The considerations for selecting a farm records system for the farm
business are important whether farmers (1)

ow~

and operate their own

microcomputer; (2) subscribe to a hand or a computer accounting service;
(3) have their own hand record system; or (4) have some mix of the first

three alternatives.

In selecting a

fa1~

records systeM,

fa~ers

need to carefully

examine their objectives, needs, capabilities, and alternatives.

Such

information can be used to determine the benefits of a system which can
be weighed against its total costs.

\,'hen shopping for a farm records

system the first set of questions should examine:

(1) a farmer's needs

and wants; (2) other available services; (3) the general investment
analysis of purchasing, installing and operating the system; (4)
effective usefulness; (5) user instructions; and (6) program diagnostics
or trouble-shooting guide.

These considerations are particularly

important when a farmer selects microcor.1puter softv.'are because it
becomes an investment much like the purchnse of the
all other software.
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microcompu~er

and

This paper contains a discussion of the requirements of farm
records; a description of basic farm financial records and farm business
analysis; and a survey list of questions for general, required and
desired information.

A set of test entries is also included for farm

managers to use in examining their needs within a particular farm
records system.
FARM RECORDS - I'"RAT SHOULD THEY BE LIKE

Farm records should be complete, accurate,. and used.
farm records system depends on the farmer's intended uses.

A complete
Complete

means that the system has the flexibility to handle all entries that
occur in a particular application.

This will be discussed in further

detail once we develop the uses of farm records, types of systems
available, and some considerations in selecting a system.
Accuracy in keeping records is obviously

i~portant

when these

records serve as documentation for income tax returns or as data for
farm business decision-making.

Any farm records system needs to contain

accuracy checks on both farm accounts and any measures of profitability,
solvency, or liquidity developed by the system.

Accuracy can be

enhanced by adequate documentation that explains entries to the system
and output produced by it.
Farm records have four main uses - service tool, diagnostic tool,
indicator of progress, and forward planning tool.

As a service tool,

farm records can be used to file income taxes, compute social security,
document credit needs, provide information for estate planning and
supply information

fo~

developing farm business arrangements.

As a

diagnostic tool, the records can show the strengths and weaknesses of
the farm business as well as comparing actual against planned
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performance.

The records can also be.used to show how the business is

performing over time.

in

Finally the records can provide data to be used

planning for the future.

The past performance record of the business

can be used as a predictor of future performance levels.

A good farm

record system is the foundation of all farm management work.

Therefore,

it is vitally important the farm manager selects the most appropriate

system to fit the specific farm situation.
Types of Systems
Basically therc are three types of record systems available - hand
only, hand plus computer and computer only.

The har.d system can range

from simple lines on paper to an accountant's fomat to a sophisticated,
highly developed, and specially designed farm account bcok.

Similarly

the hand plus computer can mix the old hand technologies with the new
computer technologies.

In computer systems users can opt fer (1) illain

frame programs accessed by terminals or by mail, (2) a microcomputer at
the farm level, or (3) a mix of micro and main frame.

Remember a well

designed hand record system can do everything a well designed and
properly programmed computer syst.ett. can do.
can do it faster and more accurately.
generally poor computer record keepers.
should fit the farm and the user.

Only the computer system

Poor hand record keepers are
The level of technology used

Sometimes evolving from hand to

computer records should move slowly and change only when one level of
record keeping is mastered and the end product is effectively used.
Some Considerations in Selecting a System
In selecting or developing a f3rm accounting package there should
be a balance

bctw~en

general business accounting practices and
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established farm accounting methods.

One should take the best from the

accountants and adapt it to the farm business.

But, the accountants

should not become too influential since farm accounting for income tax
purposes in particular has unique characteristics.

Also be careful tl1at

entrenched farm records systems and ideas about farm records systcos
prevent the adoption of sound business accounting.
Considerations should be given to such features as the ability to
handle cash or accrual accounting and double or single entry accounting.
The system should be able to

acco~T.odate

different types of business

arrangements such as sharing

agrce~ents,

joint ventures, incentive

plans, leases, partnerships and corporations.

Also the system should

have provisions so that it can be readily updated to conform to nev tax
·laws and other required reporting needs.

Further the system selected

should enable the user to expand the capabilities of the system to
changing needs for record generated information.

m~ct

This will let users

adapt the system to fit their information management needs.
~~at

is a Complete Farm Records

Syste~?

A complete farm records system depends on the applications.
Developing a system designed for whole farm business analysis is based
on two general types of records - (1) financial and business and (2)
production.

This article focuses on the financial and business records.

Complete production records can then be used as supporting infornation
and for diagnostic purposes.
There are tl1rce major business and financial accounting reports.
The Net Worth Statement or Balance Sheet shows
a business at a point in time.

th~

financial position of

This accounting report contains tl1e net

worth of the business along with the distribution of assets and
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liabilities.

The Farm Earnings Statement or Profit and Loss Statement

shows the profitability of a business over a particulur time period.
Net cash farm operating income (cash accounting) and net farm income
(accrual accounting) are the main measures of profitability included in
this report.

The Cash Flow Report or Sources and Uses of Funds

Statement contains the cash inflows and outflows of a business over
time.

This report contains the amount and distribution of cash coming

into or going out of the business.
In addition to these basic general reports several other kinds of
financial and business records should be available to the farm manager.
These could include accuracy checks - cash flow, profitability/net
worth, and liabilities; enterprise accounts - crop and livestock; labor
records; marketing records; feed records; experimental records;
individual machine records; ·and family recotds.

The above records are

essential in doing a complete business analysis since the causes of
financial problems can be found in these source documents.
The farm records system should also provide for a business analysis
that develops measures of profitability, solvency and liquidity/cash
flow.

In addition, measures of business performance factors should be

calculated that show the causes and effects underlying these measures.
Data from the record system should be readily available for fonvard
planning uses.
With this sort of a brief overview, potential and current users of
farm records systems can begin to look at available farm records systems
and make some.judgements about the appropriateness of a specific system
for their fnrm operation.

Th<:! follm-1ing survey can be a guide to

checking those features user feel to be important in their operation.
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The survey is divided into three sections each designed to obtain
'specific types of information.

These three sections check general

characteristics of the system and vendor, required information for
income tax purposes, and desired information for farm business analysis.
This survey is followed by several test entries that are designed to
demonstrate how a particular record system handles specific entries.
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SURVEY LIST FOR A F~~ RECORDS SYSTEM
General
A good farm financial records system depends on records that arc
complete, are accurate, and can be effectively used.

The records can be

used as a (1) service tool, (2) diagnostic tool, (3) indicator of
progress, and (4) forward planning tool.

The selection of a particular

system, however, is a process that depends on a great many variables.
These include general characteristics of the vendor, required
information, desired information, and the system's ability to
accommodate various entries that may arise on the farm.

This general

overview section lets a farmer judge various characteristics related to
both the vendor and the farm reccrds system.
colurr.n and r::.ake any appropriate com.."Ttents.

Check either the yes or no

This checklist can be most

helpful to farm managers if they first rank·the system features
according to their importance, and then complete the survey.
Yes

Item
1

Reliable and reputable vendor readily
accessible to user

2

Vendor updates system to accommodate
changing tax laws

3

Vendor updates system to meet changing
needs of users

4 Vendor provides general training in the
use of the system and interpretation of
the results
5

System provides user opportunity to
expand c.:-~pabilities
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No

Comments

Yes

Item
6

System provides for cash and/or accrual
accounting

7

System provides for single and/or
double entry

8

System allows for user-specified fiscal
year

9

System provides for different types of
business arrangements

No

Comments

'

10 System provides for the separation of
business and personal income and
expenses
11 System provides clear, concise user

instructions which are well indexed

12 System provides trouble-shooting guide
to any errors due to family data entry
or incorrect commands

13 System has external storage devices
(disks) and a printer to retain data
in case of computer failure

14 System is acceptable to your accountant
or tax practitioner for tax fil:i,ng

15 Other features you feel are desirable
or necessary (specify)

Required Information
This required information represents output from the farm records
systems which is needed to meet minimum income tax needs.

A user needs

to have information pertaining to income from (1) purchased items held
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for sale, (2) capital items, and (3) ordinary income.

Other information

concerning income entries is also required to complete income tax
requirements.

Expense information about ordinary expenses, purchased
'

items held for sale, and capital items along with other considerations
completes the income tax requirements.

Cash accuracy checks are

necessary if one is to trust the numbers received as output from the
farm records system.
Item

A.

Yes

No

I CotT:l:'len t s

XX

XX

X1.'X

Income
1.

Items purchased "held for sale"
a.
b.

2.

Cash flow information

I
. XX

Capital items v<hich
a.

b.
3.

Tax information

Do qu.::.lify for ce>~ital
gains treatment

XX

X.X.'.\

XX

X..":\ X

--

Do not qualify for cc:.pital
gains treatments

Ordinary

XX

a.

Cash

b.

Noncash

c.

c.c.c.

d.

Hedging

e.

Other iter:1s relevant to your
situation (specify)

loans/sales - PIK etc

- -.
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Item

4.

.

Other considerations

a.

Trades and Exchanges

b.

Barter

c.

Casualty losses

d.

Credits

e.

Reimbursements, refunds, and
so forth

f.

Exclusion froo income

g.

Nontaxable income

h.

Other items relevant to your
situation (specify)

Yes

No

Comments

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XX..'(

.

Expenses

B.
1.

2.

3.

Ordinary
a.

Operating

b.

"Held for Sale" it ens

Capital

a.

Purchases

b.

Depreciation or Cost RecoYerv

Other considerations

a.

Barter

b.

Soil and water conservation

c.

Land clearing

d.

Timber

e.

Sand, gravel, minerals, <1nd
so forth
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·-

Item

c.

D.

f.

Nondeductible items

g.

Payroll reports

h.

Provides 1099 Misc., Int.,
NEC, information

i.

Other items relevant to your
situation (specify)

Social Security

2.

F.U.T.A.

3.

OSHA

4.

'~orkmen 1 s

5.

Retirement plans

6.

Other (specify)

No

Comments

XX

XX

XXX

.

Other possible records
1.

Yes

Compensation

.

Cash accuracy check

Desired Information
Additional desired information may not be necessary for income tax
purposes, but will be required if you are going to complete the farm
business analysis.

This desired information includes the

11

Big Three"

basic farm financial records; accuracy checks; enterprise and other
accounts; and measures of business performance.

In order to complete

the analysis, a farm manager may want to measure a particular year's
results against last year's budget; prior performance from the last
three to five years; and the performance of the industry-locally,
nationally and internationally.

Consistent asset valuation and

techniques of deriving financial measures of perform:mce are essential
if the analysis is to be meaningful.
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Item

Yes

No

Comments

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

XX

X.X

XX..'<

XX

XX

XXX

Net Worth Statement (Balance Sheet)

A.
1.

2.

3.

4.

B.

Assets

a.

Current; inventory records

b.

Intermediate; capital
asset records

c.

Long term; capital asset
records

Liabilities
a.

Current; Loan accounts

b.

Intermediate; Loan
accounts

c.

Long term; loan accounts

Valuation method used for:

a.

Business management

b.

Income tax

c.

Credit

d.

Estate

Personal and Business
separated
Farm Earnings Statement
(Profit or Loss)

1.

Cash Operating Statement

a.

Operating Income

b.

Operating Expenses

2.

Inventory Adjustments

3.

Capital Item Adjustments

..J.2-

Yes

No

Comments

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

Enterprise Accounts

XX

XX

XXX

Crop

X.X

XX

XXX

Item

c.

Cash Flow Report (Sources and Uses ·
Funds)
1.

Inflows

2.

Outflows

D.

Accuracy Checks
1.

Cash flow

2. Profitability/Net vlorth
3.

E.
1.

2.

3.

Liabilities

a.

Financial

b.

Production

.

Livestock
a.

Financial

b.

Production

Other accounts
a.

Labor

b.

Marketing

c.

Seed

d.

Experimental

e.

Individual Hachine

f.

Family
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XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

F.
1.

2.

No

Business Analysis

XX

XX

XXX

Profitability measures

XX

XX

X."'\X

XX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

XX.."'\

a.

Causes

b.

Effects

Solvency
a.

Causes

b.

Effects

3. Liquidity

G.

Comments

Yes

Item

a.

Causes

b.

Effects

Forward planning data is readily
available for budgeting.

Test Entries for a Records Svstem*
Following are a

nu~ber

entered for a farm business.
vendor".

of test entries by transaction that may be
The intent is not to play "stump the

Not every system can handle every test entry.

The purpose of

this list is to provide items that can be.presented to the vendor as a
test of a particular farm records system.

Ideally, these 'dll be used

to demonstrate the capabilities or limitations of a particular system.
When using these entries, they should be selected according to
importance for the needs of the farm manager.

Evaluate high priority

entries first and then proceed to lower priority items.

*

These entries were developed from the sources cited in the
biblio 0 r::1phy. Each of these cntl-ies docs fit into the f ann records
contained in these sources.

Date

Description

X-12-SX

Sold raised beef cow (Blocky) to Carl's Cow Carnage @ 1,000
lbs. @ 56 cents/lb. for $560 gross amount. Harketing charges
are $2.80 with $7.20 hauling. Net check is $550. Held 26
months.

X-13-SX

Purchased uheld for saleu feeder pig died. Purchased the
tenth month of the prior accounting year for $50. Purchase
weight 45 lbs. Dead weight 125 lbs.

X-17-SX

Sold purchased dairy cow (Fence Jumper), 1,400 lbs., to
Packer's Inc. Cow was purchased in month 10 of prior
accounting year for $1,000. Depreciation taken was $150.
Sale price was $630. Marketing charges for $3.15; trucking
was $6,85. Net check was $610.

X-18-SX

Sold 10,000 board feet of ti~ber to Len's Lunber @
$55/thousand. Gross and net check of $550. Timber gro'.:n on
home farm since it was purchased 25 years ago.

X-19-SX

Sold 20,000 board feet of timber to Lester's Long Lumber Co@
$65/thousand. Gross check and net check of $1,300. Cost
basis of timber $300. Timber was held over 1 year.

X-20-SX

Hilk sold to Hilky Dairy 47,000 lbs. @ 13 cents for $6,110
Test 3.7, 12 cents differential. Deductions: Milk house
supplies $85, hauling $235, butter an cheese $40, life
insurance $50, health insurance $75, health insurance for
hired help $60, A.D.A. $25, milk check assign~ent $1,840.
check $3,700. Total deductions $2,410.

~et

X-21-SX

Patronage dividends from Nilk Dairy $200.
cash.

X-24-SX

Patronage dividends from A.B.C. Co-op $500. Received $100 in
cash. Note: in the year in question it was determined-that
10% of the dollar volume of business done with A.B.C. was for
personal expenses.

X-25-SX

You received $1,000 worth of fertilizer from the government
for use on your farm.

X-26-SX

You built a concrete structure for soil and water conser\ation
purposes which cost $1,000 and received a check from the
Federal government for $400 for cost sharing. Paid with check
No. 1.

X-27-SX

You received a credit of $200 as a Federal gas tax credit <md
a credit for lubricating oil of $5.

X-28-SX

You rcc~ive a $50,000 in$urance payment for Arson Anonymous
Ins., Inc. for a fire that ccmpletely destroyed your barn
which had an ndjustcd tax basis of $10,000 <md ""as held £(.11"
120 months. In the same year you build a barn for $70,00l).
Paid be check No. 2.
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Received $40 in

Date

Description

X-03-BX

Sold 1000 Bu. corn to ABC Coop. fob farm at $3/bu. Received
check for $3,000. This corn was under C.C.C. loan for $2,500
and was reported as month 11 income in the prior year. The
corn was redeemed from C.C.C. on X-02-SX of this year.

X-04....:8x

Sold 10 raised hogs to Packers, Inc. @ 220 lbs/head of 2,200
lbs. @56 cents/lb. Harketing charges were $6.16 with
trucking charges of $15.84. Net checks was $1,210 and the
gross amount was $1,232/

X-05-8X

Sold 5 head purchased "held for sale" steers @ 1,100 lbs/head
or 5,500 lbs. @ 76 cents/lb. to Sam's Slaughter Salon.
Marketing charges \-lere $20.90 with trucking costs of $34.10.
The gross arecunt was $4,180 but the net check was $4,125.
These steers were purchased month 4 of the prior accounting
year @ 450 lbs/head or 2,250 lbs @ 80 cents/lb delivered to
the farm for a total of $1,800.

X-06-8X

Sold 1 raised brood sow (No. 123) to Arlin's Abattoir, 22
months old @ 600 lbs. @ 4!' cents/lb. Harketing charges were
$1.23 with $4.77 for trucking. The gross amount was $246
while the net check was $240.

X-09-8X

Sold 1 raised dairy heifer
months old, held for dairy
1,000 lbs. @ 59 cents/lb.
Trucking expenses equalled
charges.

X-10-BX

Sold purchased dairy cow (No. 3X050) to Carl's Cow Carnage.
Cow was purchased 42 months ago (before E.R.T.A. 1981) for
$1,000, salvage value "'as estimated at $500 and a five year
life was selected. Prior dep~eciation was $350 (3-l/2 yrs. x
$100/yr). Cow weighed 1,300 lbs. and sold for 50 cents/lb.
for a gross of $650. Marketing charges were $3.25 with $9.75
trucking charges. Net check was $637.

X-11-SX

Sold PIK corn i'hich was received two "'eeks prio-r to sale.
1000 bu. at $2.95 per bushel. Received check for $2,950.

X-ll-8X

Sold PIK corn which was received in a prior year.
at $3.00 per bushel. Received check for $3,000.

X-11-SX

Sold purchased dairy cow (Pail Kicker) to Den's Dairy Demise.
Cow \\'as purchased 25 months ago (after E.R.T.A.l98l) for
$1,000. Cow was five year class property. $150 of
depreciation was takan in year l and $220 of depreciation was
taken in year 2. The cow weighed 1,300 lbs. and sold for 50
cents/lb. for a gross of $650. Mo.rketins charges were $3.25
with $9.75 trucking charges, Net check was $637.
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(Bashful) to Don;s Dairy Demise, 23
but iound to be sterile. ~eighed
Gross sales areount was $590.
$7.05 with $2.95 of marketing

1,000 bu.

X-02-BX

You had hail damage on your corn which reduced the crop yield.
You received $1,000 insurance from the Hale and Hearty Ins.
Co. for damage.

X-03-SX

You combined corn for your friendly neighbor Joe Friendly and
received a check for $750.

X-04-BX

You had a gain of $500 on a 5000 bu. corn commodity futures
contract which was a true hedge. You paid out $50 (check No.
4) in commission, had put in $1,000 (chE!cks No. 3,7.,9) in
margin money. You sold at $3.00 and bought back that contract
for $2.90.

X-05-BX

2 calves, 235 lbs. @ $1.00/lb. sold to Packers, Inc. $235.
Marketing charges $1.18. Trucking $3.82. Net chE!ck $230.

X-06-BX

You borrowed $8,000 from the Friendly Finance Co., for 8
months at 15% interest.

X-02-SX

You paid your 12 year old son wazes of $100, check ~o. 5, for
one month. You are a sole proprietorship.
.
You paid your hired help $24,000 annually and withhold $1,608
for Social Security tax purposes/ You also contributed $1,608
for Social Security taxes. The wages were paid monthly wl1ile
the Social Security tax (T,Jithheld. a~.our.t and employer's
contribution) \vere rr.ade quc.rtcrly. l{onthly hired labor
received a $1,866 check and quarterly Social Security rereived
a $804 check. You also contributed $100 ~onthly to pension
plans for your eli.ployees ar:.d paid $65 of health insurance
premiums for them monthly. ~o incoce tax was withheld.

X-02-BX

.

X-03-8X

You paid your neighbor San Bean $700 for combining soybeans,
check No. 6.

X-04-BX

You paid $2,000 interest to the Usurious Loan Co. for the
mortgage on the farm real estate. Your personal residence
represents 15% of the total value of the farm real estate,
check No. 8.

X-28-BX

You receive $10,000 for a partially destroyed machine shed
from the Hicked \\ind Insur<2ncc Co. The shed had a $15,000
basis and you spend the $10,000 insurance payment on the
repair of th~ shed. Check ~o. 10.

X-05-8X

You paid XYZ Parts Company $150 for mower repairs, Check No.

11.
X-05-SX

You paid XYZ Parts Co. $100 for ti\anure spreClder repairs, check
No. 12.

X-05-SX

You paid the Knotty Lumber Co. $350 for fence posts and for
lumber to repair shed doo1·, check !~o. 13.
I
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X-06-SX

You purchased a new Pullmore tractor from the New Paint
Disease Co., for $50,000. The old tractor which was traded
still had a $5,000 adjusted tax basis. You plan to use
A.C.R.S. prescribed method. Check No. 14 was used.

X-06-SX

You purchased a used Turnover plow from the Steal and Rust
Co., for $2,000, check No. 15. There was no trade in. You
plan to use A.C.R.S. prescribed method.

X-07-SX

You purchase 100 50 lb. feeder pigs for $4,500, check No. 16,
from Paul's Pig Palace. Trucking to the farm cost an
additional $250.

X-09-8X

You paid Rollie Rollingacres, you part time farmer neighbor,
$1,500 cash rent for his 30 acres of cropland. Check No. 17.

X-10-8X

You paid the A.B.C. Co-op $5,000 for $1,200 of dairy feed,
$800 hog feed, $1,000 seed, $1,500 fertilizer and $500 for
baler twihe. Check No. 18 was used.

X-10-8X

You paid Pete's Purveyer of Powerful Pesticides $1,500, check
No. 19, for herbicides and insecticides to be used on the
crops.

X-11-8X

Ycu paid Dr. Post Morten (a sole proprietorship clinic) check
No. 20, $605 for veterinary service.

X-ll-8X

You paid the Brmm Swiss Breeders Association $60 for
registration and transfer fees, check No. 21 was used.

X-12-SX

You paid the Ag Article Association $25 for items
farrm.;ring house. Check No. 22.

X-12-8X

You paid the D.H.I. Association $40 for D.li.I. service.
No. 24.

X-13-SX

You paid Jack Lawless $200 attorney fees for services rendered
to the farm business. Check No. 25.

X-13-8X

You paid the Alky Gas Co. $1,000 for gasoline (1,000 gals) and
$900 for diesel fuel (1,000 gals). Check No. 26 was used.

X-13-8X

You paid Carl's Corn Condomin;um $500 for storing your surplus
corn using check No. 27.

X-16-SX

You paid $3,000 real estate taxes and $500 personal property
taxes to Terrific Township. Th~ far~ personal residence
represents 15% of the value of the fanu real estate. Check
No. 28 was used.

X-17-8X

You paid Paul's Perfect Protection Ins. Co., $500, check no.
29, for insur~nce on the farm buildings. The house represents
20% of the total insured value.
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~sed

in the
Check

X-18-8X

You purchased a dairy cow (Milky One) from Dan's Desired
Disposal auction service for $1,500 with check No. 30.

X-18-8X

You paid Tom's Terrible Trucking $30, check No. 31, to haul
the cow home.

X-19-8X

You
the
has
Co.

X-19-8X

The phone bill from Ha Bell is $35 for this month. The base
rate is $12 and you had $5 personal lor.b distance calls and
$10 of business long distance calls. The extension phones in
the office and barn cost $8 per month. Check No. 32 was used.

X-20-SX

You paid self employment Social Security taxes and income tax
on your farm income and other income in the amount of $2,500
using check No. 34.

X-20-8X

You sell a 5000 bu. Dec. corn futures contract for $16,500 at
$3.30/bu. for hedging purposes and pay your broker Charley's
Commodity Corp. $50 with chec~ ~o. 35. You put do~~ $2,000
for margin.

X-23-8X

You buy the'5000 bu. corn futures contract back for $17,000.
check No. 36, in the same year.

X-23-8X

You pay Cecil's Conservation Construction $2,000, check No.
37, for building a terrace and grass waterway.

X-23-8X

You pay Len's Land Leveling $1,000 for clearing a piece of
land so that crops can be grown on that land. Check :\o. 38
was used.

X-24-BX

You purchased baby chicks in the amount of $500 fron: Ingvald's
Incubators Inc. check No. 39.

X-25-SX

You purchased paint for your house used by your hired labor
for $225, check No. 40., from Peter's Paint Palace.

X-25-8X

Your total auto expenses for the month are $225 of which $100
was for fuel and oil, $25 for license, $50 for a tune up and
$50 for misc. repairs. All of this was paid to Alfred Auto
Assistance Co. on a monthly billing with check No. 41.

X-25-SX

You paid the Hale and Hearty Ins. Co. $200 for crop insurance
with check No. 42.

X-25-SX

You pai.d Ollie's Office Outlet $75 for farm office supplies
using check No. 43.

paid the Current Electric Co. $200, check No. 32, out of
farm checkbook for this month's electric bill. The house
a separate meter and that charge by the Current electric
is $30. Check No. 001 was used.
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X-25-8X

You paid Farm Management Service $500 for farm record service,
farm management consulting, and tax management with check No.

44.
X-25-8X

You paid the Usurious Loan Corp. $5,000 principal on farm
debt. Check No. 45. Original loan $100,000. Beginning
balance this year $40,000. Interest rate 10%, 20 year loan.

X-26-8X

You farm corporation purchased $10,000 worth of stock from a
deceased stockholder's estate. Check No. 46.

(Note:

Put all of above selected entries into appropriate enterprise
designations.)
Other Transaction Items
Personal

X-02-8X

You paid Dr. I.N. Needle $27.50 for flu shots.

X·-03-8X

You paid the Corner Grocery Store $50 for groceries and $25
for household supplies.

X.-04-8X

You paid the Hadman Hutual Fund $2,000 for 100 shares.

X-05-SX

You paid Dr. B.Y. Cuspid $20 for. teeth cleaning.

X-06-SX

You paid Satorial Splender $175 for clothing.

X-06-8X

You paid T.V. Tommy's $405 for a ne>v color T.V.

X-06-SX

You donated $50 to the Church of Your Choice.

X-09-SX

You paid the Friendly Finance Co. $15 for interest on the
balance due on your new television set.

X-09-SX

You paid the Clear Cinema Corp. $5.00 for movie.

X-10-8X

You paid Corner Store $17.50 for household supplies.

X-11-8X

Principal repayment on television set $100 to Friendly Finance
Co.
Financial

X-01-BX

Beginning checkbook balance $500.

X-01-BX

Ending checkbook balance $300.

X-01-8X

Honthly family living draw $1,000 from farm business.

X-01-SX

Beginning inventory and capital accounts.
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Inventory
Corn
Corn
Oats
Hay

(c.c.c.

3000 bu.
6000 bu.
500 bu.
50 Tons
45 T.D.H.
200 Tons

Corn)

L.M. Silage
Corn Silage

@
@
@
@
@
@

$3.00
$2.65
$1.90
$60.00
$65.00
$20.00

Feeder Pigs - 595 cwt. - 340 head - 175 lbs/head - q8 cents/lb
Supplies and Prepaid Expenses
Pesticides
Twine
Fertilizer
Seed Corn
Fuel

$500
'$250
$1000
$500
$800

Capital Items
-Breeding and Dairy LivestockDiary cows 40 @ $1,000/head
Heifers (over 24 mo) 3 @ $800
Yearlings (12-14 no) 9 @ $600
Heifer calves (6-12 mo) 9 @ $450
Heifer calves (less ttan 6 mo) 18 @ $150
-Machinery and EquipmentTotal Adjusted Tax Basis;
Total Current Harket Value:

$60,000
$75,000

-Buildings and ImprovementsTotal Adjusted Tax Basis:
Total Current Market Value:

$55,000
$100,000

-Land and ImprovementsTotal Adjusted Tax Basis:
Total Current Market Value:

$145,000
$220,000

-LiabilitiesCurrent
Farm (Lender A)
Farm (Lender B)
Farm (Lender C)
Nonfarm (Lender r)
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$10,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$ 1,000

Intermediate
Farm (Lender B) ·
Uonfarm (Lender P)

$70,000
none

Long Term
Farm (Lender A)
Nonfarm (Lender P)

$175,000
$ 5,000

SUMNARY
There are many farm records systems available in hand, hand plus
computer and computer only form.

Potential users of a system reust

carefully compare their requirements with what is available and decide
which system to adopt.

They then need to evaluate the performance and

make required adjustments.
appropriate

syste~

Time and effort spent on selecting the

is important to minimize errors in selection and

maximize user satisfaction.
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